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Examining the Choices of Craft and Genre 
1 
Writing the novella Evergren presented me with innumerable decisions about dialog 
characters genre plot and other aspects of craft- Editing my work in order to polish its rough 
edges and sharpen its focus required me to see the work in a different light- The more I am able 
to analyze my current editing process the better I will be able to make writing and editing 
decisions for future projects- Intensive editing has given me the opportunity to reflect upon the 
many choices I made with the novella- This essay explores many of my decisions and I include 
passages from several drafts that exemplify my progress- Examples from published works of 
fiction by different authors serve to further illustrate lessons about dialog tags repetition and 
character description- I will analyze the novella's overarching concerns with genre and theme in 
addition to smaller more localized components in which genre also plays a role- Dn a large 
scale choices about genre serve as the work's foundation while several less oqvious points of 
craft strengthen its entire structure- 
Evergren's foundation is spread across three fiction genres: mainstream fantasy and 
mystery- I begin the tale in the familiar settings of mainstream fiction so that the rest of the story 
can grow in mysterious unknown realms- I wanted to play with the idea that mainstream fiction 
in seeking to mirror reality contains both the mundane and the intriguing- In the beginning 
Bargot draws the reader's eye to what is boring and in the end she learns to see the magical 
amidst the everyday act of cleaning her grandmother's house- I chose fantasy as the next genre 
because it too presents a variety of possibilities- Fantasy allows for the creation of the exotic 
the unique and the grand- At no economic cost and with very little travel time Bargot can 
escape the expectations of her mainstream life and step into a foreign world- I enjoyed working 
in the mystery genre because it explores Bargot' s intellect where the other genres focus on her 
emotions and physical actions- Solving a mystery allows Bargot to emerge as smart as well as 
caring and brave- After I determined the genres Evergren would incorporate I examined their 
preexisting conventions and themes to see which common genre traits I wanted to incorporate 
into the novella- The genre themes provided a framework a group of focused questions for 
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which I worked to provide original answers- I knew that I did not want to write fiction too similar 
to what is already available and I found plenty of room within established genres to bend the 
rules-
H- Thomas Bilhorn addresses mainstream fiction as belonging to what he calls the 
"literary genre" in his book Writing Genre Fiction: A Guide to the Craft- The stories in this 
category are "usually considered to be more concerned with style and solid writing to stress 
character development and good descriptions and to be paced more slowly than genre fiction" 
(1)- Bainstream fiction is also known for highlighting a protagonist's family relations and 
friendships- Bainstream fiction appeals to readers by following the main character along a story 
arc that demonstrates maturation as a result of learning from a series of tribulations- The genre 
also maintains popularity because each story represents closely or metaphoriqtlly a crosssection 
of the human experience; mainstream plays out scenarios about single parents long friendships 
and countless other situations- I wanted Evergren to deviate from the common theme of a female 
protagonist's dysfunctional relationship with her mother- Bargot feels disconnected from her 
mother but I placed greater significance on Bargot's relationship with her grandmother- 
Bargot's relationship with Grandma Barshall receives more attention and undergoes the biggest 
change- By aim was to open the story up to be about much more than a generational gap- The 
absences of Bargot's father and grandfather leave room in her life for male influences- Bargot 
seems to regret not knowing her kind adventurous grandfather at the same time she wants to 
forget the pain inflicted by her father's conscious abandonment- Dne reason Bargot becomes 
enamored with Evergren is that characters such as Jaden Sage and Razuhl represent 
perseverance loyalty and responsibility traits her father lacked- Bargot's friendships before her 
introduction to Evergren are based on casual humorous conversations about what she Todd and 
Darin share in common: college classes aimless boredom and keeping Evergren a secret from 
their parents- As in her family relationships Bargot keeps her friends at a slight distance while 
caring a good deal about them- Bargot's warmth toward Todd continues past his death but her 
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relationship with Darin cannot survive the same tragedy - His decision not to return to Evergren 
draws attention to Bargot's development as a strong courageous protagonist- From the first 
pages readers should be aware that Bargot is looking for something that does not currently exist 
in her life- Despite the inclusion of other genres the main plot maintains focus on Bargot's 
development her relationships and the effects of her adventures on her everyday life; in this way 
the story remains a mainstream work throughout- The novella might have continued at the slow 
mainstream pace in which it opens if I did not introduce fantasy elements that spark Bargot's 
interest and introduce her to a more active life- 
Fantasy according to Bilhorn is "any story of the impossiblea tale that has events that 
could never happen in the real world" (10)- Fantasy includes "magic and unnatural beings" 
people who can do things like "cast spells or travel to parallel universes whil~ other people 
cannot" and "a prize to be won" at the end of the quest (10)- The inclusion of mythological 
humanoids helps separate the fantasy world from the protagonist's and reader's world- Fantasy 
fiction holds multiple appeals- Fantasy worlds often involve forests mountains and oceans 
which not all readers get to witness for themselves- The genre supplies readers with strange 
customs that serve as the backdrop for an inexpensive vacation of the imagination quite often 
alongside sociopolitical commentary that engages intellectual discussion- Fantasy requires an 
extent of realism; the genre is guided by sets of writercreated laws that must be as logical as they 
are interesting- I employ mythological humanoids guards who are part crocodile part human as 
one of Bargot's first clues that she is no longer in the United States- The four mythological 
creatures that Bargot encounters are not original to the novella but are portrayed in a new way- I 
give personality and social roles to satyrs crocodileheaded men tigresses and people who are 
part falcon- Bagic is not used as prominently as it is in other fantasy texts; I want to keep the 
story centered on Bargot's experience and character development not detract from it by having 
to explain or describe too many magical elements- The novella employs magic when necessary to 
the plot: to create portals to cause Todd's death to capture his lost soul and to keep Tarinok 
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from fighting during the climactic palace scene- Legends are another part of the fantasy genre 
and I include a few with two purposes- The legends of Kamen and the Accursed first act to help 
draw Bargot further into her affection for Evergren- Later the information proves useful to 
Bargot in understanding the circumstances surrounding Todd's death and whom she might 
consult about finding his soul- Part of the fantasybased portion of the novella is the question of 
who receives the opportunity to travel through the portals and who does not- As someone who 
learns the magical phrases Bargot can control who she invites- The novella's twist on the 
fantasy quest is that Bargot's quest is only prompted by the introduction of conventions from the 
mystery genre- Bargot does not search for the Betrayer's identity so that she can earn a prize or 
material reward- Bargot's quest is not limited to Evergren but takes place in the United States as 
well- Both worlds supply her with the clues she needs- This validates and places value on both 
worlds for the reader and for Bargot helping to advance her development as a character- The 
introduction of fantasy in the novella allows Bargot the escape she craves from everyday life- 
Despite her discouraging experience in Jazhara's dungeon the more welcoming elements 
available in fantasy lull Bargot into a sense of security- However for the sake of the tale at large 
Bargot cannot remain happy and dormant; she must be roused to take action and mature as a 
person- Although fantasy allows for this to happen I chose to draw Bargot into yet another 
genre mystery- Dnly something as heartwrenching as a friend's death is going to wrest Bargot 
from the comfort of the swamps and in order for her to continue her journey toward becoming a 
whole mature person she must be roused to committing to the people she cares about- Bystery 
also lets Bargot discover how thrilling research can be when it is about a subject of intrigue 
rather than an assigned topic- 
Bilhorn breaks the mystery genre into four subgenres including that of the amateur 
detective which most closely describes the third stage of the novella- In this kind of mystery 
"the action tend[s] to center on the attempts of the wily amateur detective to solve the crime" 
(15)- While this is happening "the reader remains as puzzled as the characters within the story" 
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and the "identity of the antagonist usually is not known until the climax of the story" 26(- .n the 
style of 3ancy Crew+ 0argot becomes an active researcher not willing to fail- 9odd
s murder is 
not simply a puzzle for 0argot to solve- 9he novella
s crime victim is someone close to the 
sleuth+ adding extra incentive for 0argot to solve the crime- 9odd
s death draws her in and keeps 
the novella moving- :nlike most mystery fiction+ her search is not for the murderer the magician 
who actually killed 9odd( but for the person who intentionally placed him in harm
s way- 
0argot
s resolution as the sleuth is precipitated by finishing her fantasy quest- 4nly then does 
she learn that 9yler+ as +igh 0age 9arinok+ has worked with 6ueen /azhara and endangered 
9odd- 0argot
s mystery turns out to be part of a conspiracy that spans both worlds- 
.ncorporating elements of the mystery genre allows me to do two things for the novella- 0ystery 
gives me a way to conclude the story+ bringing justice to those responsible for 9odd
s death and 
helping 0argot to see her life differently- @dding a third genre also provides the opportunity to 
add interest to the quest so common to the fantasy genre- 0ost quests are presented as requiring 
the protagonist to travel from one place to another+ facing challenges along the way- 0argot
s 
quest is not as straightforward; she does not know where she will end up- 0ystery allows 
0argot
s character to receive the additional layer of sleuth+ and she is able to showcase her 
loyalty to 9odd as well as her intelligence and diligence- 9he revelation of the antagonist 
becomes the climactic scene for the novella+ whereas it would have had a different focus in both 
of the other genres- 
(ven with the blending of three ·genres+ the novella follows one main plot- .n order to 
create and hone its focus+ . had to realize that the reader
s eye should always be on 0argot- +er 
actions and reactions form the basis and movement of the story- .n an early draft of the novella+ 
Cr- 0oore
s character fore,grounded the beginning of the scene in the school library- 0argot 
disappeared unintentionally+ and Cr- 0oore
s heightened role seemingly set him up to be a more 
important character than he is- 0y revisions sought to introduce the scene more effectively by 
connecting it to the one before it and placing 0argot squarely in the action- . wanted readers to 
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be aware of 0argot
s presence in the library while Cr- 0oore addresses the class- @long the 
same lines+ . directed the third draft away from chronicling 0argot
s guilt about hiding (vergren 
from her mother- 7emoving this angle kept the narrative from getting bogged down and adding 
complexity to the mother,daughter relationship- 9he focus returns to 0argot
s relationships with 
herself and her grandmother- +er mother is allowed to serve as a supporting character- 
6etting 0argot up as protagonist was only the first step toward defining the novella
s 
focus as it pertains to genre- . examined the function or purpose of each scene to make sure it 
contributed to my vision of the work as a story of 0argot
s maturation- (very scene in the final 
draft makes an important contribution to the main plot+ a subplot+ or the development of 
character- In the first draft of the novella+ two short scenes framed the two scenes in which 
0argot meets 9yler and travels to (vergren for the first time- 9hey misled the reader about 
0argot
s ability to separate dream from reality in addition to placing too much focus on her 
discovery of (vergren and momentarily suspending the movement of the story- . dismantled 
several scenes that felt stretched or incomplete and combined their necessary information to form 
new scenes- )or the novella
s third draft+ . cut the scene in which 9odd explains his quest to 
0argot and Carin after entering (vergren- 6ince 9odd
s research with 7azuhl was key+ . wove 
9odd
s mention of the mission into the following scene+ which also lacked focus - 9his second 
scene
s only previous function was to highlight 0argot and 9odd
s sacrifices in their everyday 
lives to spend time in (vergren- 9heir phone conversation included insight into their characters 
and lives but felt too weak to stand on its own - Bombining the two scenes created a helpful 
window into their thoughts and a stronger building block for the plot- Bhanges in scene 
construction made sure each piece was as sturdy as the rest- 4ne scene simply needed to be 
moved to a different place- 7ewriting the dialog+ the first scene in which 0argot visits her 
grandmother was moved from after 0argot
s dinner with +elen to become the opening scene of 
the third draft- 9he scene
s original function was simply to introduce 0argot and *randma 
0arshall




s boredom+ dislike of her life+ and the anger she tries to hide- /ess 
thematically and more practically+ moving the scene provides an explanation for her tardiness to 
history class in the following scene- 0ost importantly+ however+ opening the story with the 
cleaning scene positions 0argot as the protagonist and focus of the work in addition to 
establishing the genre as mainstream fiction- 
Bhanging the opening scene+ however+ prompted a change in the final scene- In the 
interests of framing the novella and moving its current in a more circular motion+ . wrote a new 
ending in which 0argot returns to clean her grandmother
s house- )rom one perspective+ the 
frame shows how some things in 0argot
s life have stayed the same despite her adventures in 
(vergren; she must still clean her grandmother
s house- 9he frame
s purpose is to highlight the 
changes in 0argot
s perception of her life and the people she cares about- Ay placing 0argot in 
the same situation before and after her adventures+ her inner maturation becomes clear and easy 
for readers to assess- )raming the novella also returns it to the realm of mainstream although it 
contains traces of the fantasy and mystery genres- 7eturning the novella to the mainstream 
reminds readers about the focus of the work+ 0argot
s growth as a character- 4ne excellent 
example of framing is the decision made by (lizabeth 0arie 3ope in 9he 3erilous *ard+ a work 
that blends historical fiction with fantasy- 9he first chapter introduces readers to the heroine .ate 
and her sister @licia- 9he differences between them are soon established: their parents despair 
over .ate
s clumsy and intellectual nature+ out of place for sixteenth century (ngland+ while they 
are sure @licia
s beauty will gain her a husband despite her simple mind- @licia has won over 
every character except .ate+ who takes the blame for one of @licia s ill,advised actions and is 
separated from her sister until the book
s final chapter- Ay the time they meet again+ .ate has 
fallen for Bhristopher and fears that he has also been taken in by @licia
s charm- 9he frame 
works in this case because Bhristopher is quick to assure .ate that he could never marry a woman 
like @licia- +is resistance to @licia
s bubbly personality proves him to be the perfect match for 
.ate and casts a vote in support of women who possess intellectual substance- 3ope
s frame 
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opperates on the same principle as mine but for a different purpose- .n (vergren+ 0argot
s 
attitude changes dramatically+ and in 9he 3erilous *ard+ the framing shows that .ate should not 
change to be the way her parents want her to be+ that is+ more like @licia- )raming is a flexible 
technique that can remind readers of how the story began+ and why they may have started to read 
it+ while bringing it to a satisfying close- )raming might not feel appropriate for every work+ but . 
would hesitate to restrict it to a particular genre- 6ome fantasy fiction returns the protagonist to 
the opening setting; some mysteries end by producing a small but interesting new twist- 
7evising the elements of genre provided the novella with a solid foundation+ but in some 
ways+ . missed mistakes . made at the micro level while concentrating on the work as a whole- 
9he novella+ like any other work of art+ contains innumerable smaller components+ each of them 
tethered to the expectations of genre- 7epetition can have a powerful impact when employed as a 
conscious device+ but accidental repetition of words+ sentence structures+ or dialogue tags lowered 
the quality of early drafts- 4ne word . accidentally repeated throughout the first two drafts was 
"tower-" Bhen describing differences in height+ one subject was usually said to "tower" over 
the other- 9he term had lost its meaning and originality- 9odd seemed to spend much of his time 
in early drafts cleaning or adjusting his glasses- .nstead of reminding readers that he wears 
glasses+ the repetitive actions made 9odd seem fidgety or obsessive,compulsive- . also repeated 
an ineffective sentence structure throughout early drafts- .t attached a present tense dependent 
clause onto a past tense independent clause+ creating a multitude of sentences like the one 
currently being read- 9his sentence structure dominated the work and produced confusing 
wording in some cases- )or the third draft+ . evaluated each instance for clarity and sentence 
variety- @s stated+ repetition can be used to strengthen a work and tie it together when used 
properly+ as in J. C- 6alinger
s classic+ 9he Batcher in the 7ye- 9he phrase "If there
s one thing . 
hate" becomes part of narrator +olden Baulfield
s chorus of opinions- +e says ".t killed me" 
throughout the book to express either hurt feelings or great amusement- @nother repeated phrase 
is "If you want to know the truth+" which adds to the conversational style of the narrative and 
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strikes an ironic chord+ as +olden often colors his adventures in a subjective light- 9he repetition 
makes +olden seem more lifelike; people often use the same phrases over and over again when 
they converse or tell stories- 6econdly+ the repetition shows readers how little +olden changes or 
matures during the course of the book- 6alinger
s example highlights the merits of repetition+ 
which were likely employed to achieve the opposite effects . want (vergren to have- . do not 
want 0argot
s character to remain constant- @t the same time+ 6alinger
s first person narration 
allows every sentence to carry +olden
s attitudes and opinions- (mploying the same repetition in 
the third person narration of (vergren would read as either a lack of the writer
s attention or a 
quirkiness of the narrator that does not advance the mainstream+ fantasy+ or mystery elements- 
6imilarly+ dialog tags were repeated too frequently in the novella
s early drafts- 0ost 
dialog tags that were not needed to provide tone were deleted- . replaced many of them with 
independent sentences used to identify the speaker as well as add an action or physical 
description- 9aking the time to weed out the unintentional repetition of dialog tags smoothes the 
work and makes it read more cleanly- 7eaders can focus on the story instead of being bogged 
down by its telling- 4n the other hand+ . had to be careful not to strip the novella down too much- 
In the opening scene of the novella
s third draft+ 0argot tells *randma 0arshall+ "I' 11 be 
careful-" /eft to stand on its own with no signifiers+ 0argot
s tone is left for readers to guess 
with no previous knowledge of her relationship with her grandmother- (stablishing the tone 
0argot takes in reaction to her grandmother
s advice is important to solidifying the nature of the 
conversation+ the relationship+ and 0argot
s general mood- Corothy *ilman
s novel Baravan+ 
mainstream fiction tending toward the romance genre+ provides some examples of working 
dialogue tags: 
"*ood heavens+ a madman>" . sputtered- "Aakuli+ you
ve got to be 
Ibkf. 9ell this witch doctor," 
"+is name be .sa-" 
 
"Bell+ tell this .sa that if the rains came as we reached this village they 
should be glad and ask no more,,enough is enough- Be
ve done our best and 
we
 re tired-" 
Aakuli said slowly+ ". do not think this witch doctor ebdH us bringing rain+ 
it be village chief who want magic tomorrow-" 
"3o+ Aakuli!" . protested- 118( 
)ew readers+ if any+ will question Aakuli
s tone of voice in the line without a dialogue tag- .n the 
other three bursts of speech+ dialogue tags serve to instruct the reader as to each character
s mood 
and reaction to the situation- @s . showed with my own example+ keeping the reader informed 
about characters
 intentions while speaking is important+ but two dialogue tags stick out in this 
passage- "6puttered" may not be the best word choice for the narrator
s first line; the word 
conjures images of a mouth opening and closing+ struggling to form intelligible consonants - 9he 
words the narrator is speaking do not merge well with the image of sputtering- )or the final line+ 
*ilman does not need to add that the narrator is protesting- 9he new paragraph indicates the 
change in speaker; the word "no" and the exclamation point clearly define the narrator
s reaction 
to Aakuli
 s suggestion- 9he dialogue tags aim to clarify the narrator
s wish to stop a situation 
from getting out of hand and Aakuli
s insistence that she play along+ but skillfully worded 
dialogue will best relay that information- 9he focus should remain on the scene+ not on the 
narrating words that explain how the scene is being played out- 0ainstream fiction prides itself 
on this kind of understatement+ using precise+ suggestive language to tell a moving story without 
explicitly handing certain information to the reader- 
(liminating impeding repetition and dialogue tags help a story to flow more smoothly 
and improve its realistic feel; cliches and familiar language should be inspected toward the same 
goals- . strove to invent new ways of viewing and describing the world- 4ne of my revisions 
included replacing the term "double take" with a longer description of what that means- @ny 
displays of emotion that seemed unoriginal were either deleted or given a fresh perspective- 3art 
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of my job is to find new words to explain common feelings+ both emotional and physical- 
3resenting old feelings in a new light will keep readers
 attention and make it easier for them to 
sympathize with the character
s plight- )or instance+ in the novella
s climactic palace scene+ . 
had to steer away from describing 0argot
s anger as "boiling up inside and choking her-" 6uch 
,an emotionally,driven turn of phrase might be better suited to blunter examples of the romance 
genre- .n order for the scene to feel real and immediate within the context of mainstream fiction+ 
readers must believe wholly in her anger and not be cheated by overly,familiar words- 0onica 
Cickens includes unique descriptions in her mainstream novel 9he /andlord
s Caughter- 9he 
narrator describes his step,daughter: "6he carried the resentment into her five,year marriage+ then 
carried it on afterwards+ like a stuffed toy or an old guitar+ to 3rovincetown on Bape Bod+ where 
she now beachcombs among a crowd of eighth,rate painters and rope,sole layabouts much too 
young for her" (). Cickens
 energized word choices paint vivid mental images for readers rather 
than reusing common language- Cickens portrays the narrator with the many emotions readers 
need to recognize in him: the sadness of his wife passing+ the awkwardness of answering 
questions about the long,past relationship that conceived his step,daughter+ and the loneliness of 
being his wife
s greatest griever- Cickens allows the reader to glean these feelings from visual 
clues- 9he narrator leans his forehead against the window glass- +e wishes his step,daughter had 
not come to the private viewing in his home+ and he responds to the prying questions with short 
sentences: ". never knew him+" "/et
s go to bed-" 9(- 7eaders feel what the narrntor is feeling 
because they are allowed to experience those feelings for themselves rather than having them 
described in familiar terms- 
In addition to clarifying which character is speaking in what tone+ . examined several 
descriptive passages written out of sequence- . restructured small series of actions so that they 
appear in chronological order so that readers can follow what is happening- Bhen 0argot is 
locked in the dungeon of /azhara
 s palace+ she hears something bang against the iron bars of a 
cell door- In an early draft of the novella+ "FsHoft footsteps approached as the iron
s clang died 
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away-" 6ince the clang occurs first+ it should be mentioned before introducing footsteps and a 
new character to the reader- . likewise corrected descriptions written out of sequence- In the 
second draft+ the purple rug in /azhara
s throne room was described as running "from the 
entrance to the tall throne across the large room-" )or readers to picture this as they read it+ they 
imagine the entrance followed by the throne followed by an image that encompasses the whole 
room- 9he revision in the third draft seeks to simplify this description: "@ purple rug ran the 
length of the enormous room to the dais of the tall,backed throne-" 3ow the readers
 imagination 
begins at the door and follows the rug to the throne like 0argot soon will- /ike other issues of 
craft+ the chronology of description is employed for different reasons according to each genre- 
0ainstream fiction appreciates attention to detail because readers expect it to reflect life as they 
know it- Cescriptions in fantasy should be clean for the opposite reason; the writer is leading the 
reader through unfamiliar territory and must be able to relay his or her ideas clearly- Cetails in 
mystery are equally important as they may contain fast,paced sequences or scenes in which a 
large number of people are present- @ writer who succeeds at keeping actions in sequence is 
*regory Cavid 7oberts in his novel 6hantaram+ which blends mainstream and adventure- 
Bhronology is important in his intense+ action,packed scenes: "9he man on the bed jumped to his 
feet and kicked outward+ trying to use the advantage of high ground- @bdullah and 9ikram 
tipped the bed up+ sending the man sprawling behind it- 9hey leapt over the upturned bed and fell 
on him+ stomping and kicking him until he stopped moving" 535(- 3aying attention to the order 
in which events or descriptions appear shows a necessary attention to detail- 7eaders should be 
kept guessing about plot twists+ not the chronology of a series of actions- 3utting them in order 
shows that . have a handle on what is happening in each individual passage and in the broader 
spectrum of the work- 0y job is to ensure that the na19ation leads the reader smoothly through 
the work so that the reader enjoys the fullest possible experience- 6ince the novella
s narrator 
stays close to 0argot+ . had to remain faithful to her perspective- 
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3ot all of my craft decisions took place in reaction to mistakes- . had to think about how 
to introduce new characters- 6ince most people rely on their sense of sight more than the other 
senses+ . usually choose to give a physical description of characters as . introduce them+ 
employing this technique throughout the novella- .n mainstream+ this helps the reader feel an 
emotional connection+ whether positive or negative+ to each character- *randma 0arshall is 
quickly identified as possessing "thick+ unruly grey and white curls-" 7eaders of fantasy fiction 
expect the writer to give them every detail necessary to imagine the world being presented- 
/azhara
s description comes when 0argot spies her across the throne room: "+er deep purple 
gown left one of her shoulders bare+ and gold pins shimmering with sapphires held her jet black 
hair back from her face-" Bharacters who may be less self,evident+ such as (vergren
 s crocodile 
men and tigresses+ also warrant immediate description- 9he reader will otherwise have no context 
for the images . want them to conjure in their minds- . do not want readers guessing as to what a 
crocodile,headed palace guard might look like- @s they approach 0argot+ . reveal that they have 
"the heads and scaly skin of crocodilesF-H 9heir purple robes reached their ankles+ slit to the knee 
on either side for mobility- 7ed and orange feathers decorated the long spears in their hands 
where the metal connected to the wood-" In terms of the mystery genre+ . knew that since 9yler 
would later appear as the antagonistic 9arinok+ . had to provide him with physical traits that 
0argot and the reader could identify him by in the climactic palace scene- 3eil *aiman+ in his 
modern fantasy novel @merican *ods+ often describes characters
 appearances as they arise- @ 
character named .ceman is given two short lines and then described by the narrator as being "the 
same size and shape as a Boke machine+ with blue eyes and hair so blond it was almost white" 
*aiman 5(- Cescribing characters as they are introduced gives the reader a physical trait or full 
description by which to identify that character as the reading continues- @ssigning unique 
descriptions+ accompanied by descriptions of mannerisms or background+ will ensure that readers 
can manage the growing number of character names in the work- 
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@s editing continued+ . delved into what themes were surfacing in the novella so that . 
could weave them across the entire work- 6ince 0argot is sensitive about being abandoned by 
her father+ . examined the work for other forms of abandonment- Ay adding a picture of her 
grandfather to the opening scene+ . was able to hint that his passing away when 0argot was very 
young represents another unwelcome departure- . played up the fact that 0argot views Carin
s 
decision not to return to (vergren as another unwanted separation- 9o a lesser extent+ . 
incorporated the image of a dark cave as representing different ideas- .n the picture of 0argot
s 
grandfather+ he stands in front of the entrance to Barlsbad Baverns+ which he is looking forward 
to exploring- Bhen 0argot and /aden are preparing to meet .amen+ the unknown that awaits 
them is presented as daunting- In the final paragraph+ 0argot pulls paper towels out of the 
shadows beneath the kitchen sink+ symbolizing that she is no longer afraid of unfamiliar territory- 
4f all the questions that fiction writing poses for me+ perhaps two of the most important 
are not specific to any particular work: do . want the work in progress to be as professional as it 
can be+ and am . willing to work hard enough to make that possible> Briting the novella set a 
myriad of challenges before me+ testing my skills of writing+ editing+ knowledge of craft+ and 
understanding of genre- . realize that wanting to improve my fiction as well as my skills+ . should 
internalize as many craft techniques as . can- @t their basis+ the techniques of craft serve to bring 
me to eye level with my fiction and create works that are enjoyable+ well,constructed+ 
comprehensible+ and noticeably different from other published works- 0astering the techniques 
of craft offers me a chance to examine my processes and strengthen my relationship with words- 
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Cickens+ 0onica- 9he /andlord
s Caughter- /ondon: Billiam +einemann+ 1968- 
*aiman+ 3eil- @merican *ods- 3ew Dork: +arperBollins+ 2001- 
*ilman+ Corothy- Baravan- 3ew Dork: Coubleday+ 1992- 
0ilhorn+ +- 9homas- Briting *enre )iction: @ *uide to the Braft- Aoca 7aton+ )/: :niversal 
3ublishers+ 2006- 
7oberts+ *regory Cavid- 6hantaram- 3ew Dork: 6t- 0artin
s 3ress+ 2003- 
6alinger+ /- C- 9he Batcher in the 7ye- Aoston+ 0@: /ittle+ Arown and Bompany+ 1951- 
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0argot locked her car and started up the walk to her grandmother
s house+ a small 
structure suffering patches of peeling white paint- 6he rang the doorbell and strained her eyes to 
find other signs of life along the quiet street- 
9he door opened+ and *randma 0arshall offered 0argot a wide smile+ her face framed 
by thick+ unruly grey and white curls- 9he old woman pushed the screen door open- ".s it cold 
today>" 
".t
s not too bad yet-" 0argot stepped onto the roses decorating the welcome mat- 6he 
wiped off the bottoms of her sneakers out of habit-
"Cid you eat lunch>" 
"Deah-" 0argot had made sure to eat before she left home+ not always appetized by 
what her grandmother produced from the refrigerator- +er leftovers too often included steamed 
spinach+ fish that had become too dry since its preparation+ or a casserole with too many onions- 
*randma 0arshall locked the door behind them and took a few uneven steps across the 
pale blue living room carpet- 9m not keeping you from anything+ am .>" 
"3o- . have two hours before . have to leave for class-" 
"+ow do you like school this semester>" 
".t
s okay-" 
"3ot exciting enough for you>" 
0argot forced a smile- "7ock climbing was last semester- @ctually+ . had medieval 
history- . got to write about the people who thought the world was going to end in the year 1000- 
0odern history isn
t very interesting so far+ and neither is speech class-" 
"6peech should be easy for you- If you lose your place+ you
re very good at thinking on 
your feet-" *randma 0arshall chuckled- "Dou want to talk about history+ look around you- 
9hese are things .
ve collected over a lifetime- 6ome of it might look ancient to you- . love 
every piece of it- . parted with my meaningless knickknacks long ago- 9hat
s good news for 
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you; it means less for you to clean-" 6he continued her way into the kitchen- "9here should be a 
new roll of paper towels under the sink-" 
0argot reached out and gingerly took hold of her grandmother
s arm- "I' .. get it- 6it 
down and relax-" 
Bith slow steps+ the old woman carried herself to the couch and sat on the flowered 
white fabric that covered the old cushions- 0argot opened the cabinet under the kitchen sink and 
fetched the roll of paper towels- 6he pulled out the various containers of glass cleaner and 
furniture polish+ resigning herself to her routine- 
". appreciate you coming+ honey+" *randma 0arshall said- 
0argot had tired of the cleaning her mother and grandmother expected of her+ but she 
kept her tone light- "3o problem-" 6he turned back to the .iving room and cleared her 
grandmother
s date book and pencil cup from the desk- 6he picked up the translucent green 
paperweight from where it secured a short pile of opened mail- 0argot cupped the irregular mass 
of stone between her hands for a moment before laying it and the mail on the floor- 6he moved 
on to the short bookcase+ ignoring the decade,old picture of her grandmother+ her mother+ and 
herself that hung above it- 6he lifted a small cast iron clock and a framed picture from the top 
shelf- 0argot studied the man
s face+ a young version of the grandfather she could not 
remember- +is grin came easily+ and his shining eyes seemed preoccupied with the adventure 
that awaited him when he shifted from his pose for the camera- Aehind him+ a young couple 
walked through the brilliant sunlight toward the opening of a cave in a mud,colored stone wall- 
TKH HgmkDgFH mh CDkelEDG CDoHkgl, 0argot remembered- TKDm pDl mKHbk Ibklm oDFDmbhg DImHk mKHbk 
KhgHrfhhg. 6he finished emptying the room
s surfaces and revisited them with the dark grey 
ostrich feather duster- 
"Con
t forget the picture+" *randma 0arshall piped up- ".t
s one of my favorites-" 
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0argot exhaled through her nose and looked up from the bookcase- 6he traced the frame 
with the duster+ encircling the three generations of women and the spare space around them- 6he 
cringed at the uncertain smile that twisted her lips away from her braces- 
"@t least . don
t have to go to the orthodontist anymore+" 0argot commented over her 
shoulder-
"Dour teeth look beautiful-" 
".t took long enough-" 
"Aut you got them off eventually- . still have my scar-" 
0argot turned away from the picture to view the real thing- *randma 0arshall traced the 
scar that crossed her forehead above the left eyebrow- 
".t makes you look tough- . bet you
ve never gotten robbed at gunpoint-" 
*randma 0arshall smiled- "9hat
s true+ honey- . guess it
s been good for something- . 
covered it up with make,up for a while after it happened but not very long- . was already dating 
your grandfather+ and there wasn
t anybody else . wanted to impress- +e never minded the scar- 
+e used the same word you did- +e said it showed how tough . was-" 
0argot paused a moment to imagine the scene+ inventing a gruff but reassuring voice for 
the young man from the photograph before returning to work- 
,o, 
9he slow+ deep undertones of Cr- 0oore
s voice greeted 0argot when she opened the 
library door- 6he eased it shut to keep it from slamming and worked her way around the counter- 
9he rest of her classmates occupied several rows of tables in a sizeable space between the metal 
shelves- Cr- 0oore stood facing her+ his instructions growing loud enough for 0argot to hear as 
she approached- 9odd and Carin glanced up+ and she slid into the hard wooden chair beside 
them- 6he lowered her backpack to the floor by her feet- 
"9ry to have fun with this project-" Cr- 0oore shifted his gaze over the students+ the 
jacket of his tan suit unbuttoned to expose the full length of his striped green tie- ")ocus on what 
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you think is interesting+ and we can all look forward to more interesting presentations- Dou have 
most of the class period left to get started on your research- Aring me any questions you have; .
ll 
be right here at this table- " 
0argot s classmates collected their folders and notebooks- 9hey slid their chairs against 
the coarse brown carpet before leaving in all directions- 9odd flipped his notebook open to a 
blank page- 
Carin leaned his large shoulders forward to look past 9odd at 0argot- "Be thought you 
skipped out on us-" 
"@nd miss the chance to research 9ictorian (ngland> 3ever-" 0argot unzipped her 
backpack- 6he pulled out her own notebook with a pen clipped to the wire spiral- ". was 
cleaning my grandma
s house- Bhere do we start>" 
9odd produced a pen from his backpack in front of him- ". think we should cover our 
bases by looking at the encyclopedias and the other books on 9ictorian (ngland- .
m going to 
start at the computer-" 
". guess we
 II hit the encyclopedias+ then-" 0argot left her notebook on the table and 
pushed her chair back- "/et us know when you find something fun and interesting-" 
9odd headed for the computer bank against the far wall- 0argot led Carin to the 
encyclopedias+ where half a dozen of their classmates were already drawing thick books from the 
metal she! ves- 
Carin hung back while 0argot searched the book spines for a volume containing the 9 
entries- ".
m reading 9he /ord of the 7ings for the third time- " 
0argot glanced at Carin- @lthough she had met him the semester before+ she was still 
caught off guard by his knack for introducing random topics- "9hat
s cool- . never read them-" 
0argot pulled a tightly,bound encyclopedia from the shelf and opened it to pristine pages starkly 
white behind the text- 
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"Dou have to-" Carin selected a book at random and cracked it open- "9here are no 
history projects in 0iddle (arth- 9hey
re too busy trying to save the 6hire and get the 4ne 7ing 
to 0ordor-" 
0argot flipped to the entry for the 9ictorian (ra- ".s that right>" 
".t
s not as easy as it sounds-" 
0argot scanned the text- 9he encyclopedia
s dry language did not reassure her about the 
nature of their group project- ". can
t believe we have to research something known as the @nti, 
Born /aw /eague-" 
"Bhat
s so important about corn>" 
@dopting a sing,song voice+ 0argot summarized the entry- "9he /eague formed in 1836 
following the creation of the @nti,Bom /aw @ssociation in the hopes of encouraging the repeal 
of the Born /aws+ which favored landowners over the working class-" 
Carin slid his encyclopedia back onto the shelf- .
m sorry . asked- @re all of our 
sources going to be that boring>" 
0argot kept her finger between the pages and closed the book- "3robably- Dou saw the 
pictures Cr- 0oore put on the overhead- 9hey were all covered from their chins to the tips of 
their toes- 0ost of them were too busy delicately sipping their tea to pay attention to women
s 
rights-" 
"@nd you wonder why . read fantasy+ where anything goes-" 
Carin followed 0argot back to the table- 9odd approached them from the other direction 
with his notebook in hand- "9hey have a couple of books that might be helpful-" 
0argot laid the encyclopedia down and joined her friends in walking toward the back of 
the library- 9odd checked his notes to make sure he was leading them down the right aisle- 9he 
three friends entered a narrow tunnel of books as 9odd searched for the call number of the first 
book on his list- 
"9odd+ you




m trying to get 0argot to understand where .
m coming from-" 
". said .
m not interested+" 0argot interjected- 
".t
s not just about the books- .t
s about all the worlds that don
t exist that are much 
more interesting than anything we
ll ever actually do- 9odd+ you play the same games . do- @re 
you telling me you
d rather be stuck in school than running around with a big axe in your hands+ 
kicking total ass>" 
9odd lifted a weathered hardback off one of the shelves- "@ll of my characters are 
magicians-" 
"4kay+ so you wouldn
t rather be levitating or whatever> 6hooting fireballs and 
lightning bolts> 7unning around with hot girls in tight dresses>" 
0argot showed her fingertips to Carin+ still wrinkled with excess moisture- "Dou didn
t 
ask me ifl wanted to trade history class and cleaning my grandma
s house for an alternate reality- 
Dou just asked if .
d read 9olkien-" 
@ chuckle sounded from the other side of the bookcase- 0argot stepped away from it+ 
unappreciative of the thought that someone had been listening- 9hrough vertical spaces between 
the books+ 0argot could see part of a man
s face above a white shirt collar- 
"Dou wish you could escape into another world+ do you>" the man addressed them-
9he three friends exchanged glances beneath eyebrows tensed with uncertainty- ".t
d be 
nice+" Carin answered slowly- 
"Aooks are rumored to have that effect- " 
"3ot when you
 re doing research on 9ictorian (ngland+" 0argot replied- 
"If you would rather experience it for yourself+ you should stop by the county museum- 
.t
s where . work+ and .
d be more than happy to show you our 9ictorian exhibit-" 
Carin spoke up again- "9here
s a county museum>" 
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"Be have a more extensive collection than you might think- .
m sure . have something 
that will interest you- *ood luck with your research-" 9he man
s footsteps retreated down the 
other aisle- 
"+e mustn t get out much+" Carin muttered- 
". almost forgot about the county museum-" .mages of an elementary school field trip 
surfaced in 0argot
s mind- 
"0argot+ you can draw+ can
t you>" 9odd asked- "Dou and Carin could go down to the 
museum and take some notes on the exhibit+ maybe make a sketch of it-" 
"Bhy can
t you go>" 
".
m going to check my usual .nternet sources-" 
Carin snatched the hardback from 9odd
s hands- "Bount me out+ too- .
m using this 
source right here-" 
9odd leaned his hand on one of the metal shelves- "3lease go to the museum for us+ 
0argot- .t won
t take long+ and it could get us an easy @- /et us know what you find -" 
,o, 
0argot walked up the sidewalk toward the county museum- 6he opened one of the heavy 
metal doors and breathed in air thick with dust and antique fibers- 0argot signed her name into 
the visitor registry and moved up the aisle between the front counter and a reproduction of a log 
cabin
s only room- 6he pulled a small spiral notepad and a golf pencil out of the pocket of her 
/eans-
@ dark,haired man emerged from the office walled off behind the counter- "Belcome to 
the museum-" 
0argot tried to decide if she recognized his voice- 9m looking for the 9ictorian 
exhibit-" 
9he man smiled- "4f course- . met you in the campus library yesterday+ right>" +e 
walked around to 0argot
s side of the counter and extended his hand- "9yler /ones -" 
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0argot shook his hand+ finding it slightly chilled by the air conditioning- "0argot 
/awrence-" 
"9he 9ictorian parlor is right back here-" 9yler led her down the aisle of exhibits and 
objects in glass cases- "Bome get me if you need anything- 9he items are all pretty clearly 
marked+ and the numbers on the tags correspond to the descriptions printed here-" +e indicated a 
laminated sheet of paper adhered to the side of the case- 
"9hank you-" 
0argot expected 9yler to walk away+ but he lingered- ".s it 9ictorian (ngland in 
particular you don
t like+ or is it any time period you have to study for school>" 
"/ust the 9ictorian period so far- . like ancient and medieval history better-" 
"Bhat do you like about it>" 
".ts complete sense of being foreign- . think it
s interesting to think about cultures that 
didn
t have everything we take for granted-" 0argot stopped herself from launching into a 
history lesson- 6he figured 9yler already knew any facts she could recite- 
"9hat interests me+ too-" 
9yler smiled politely and retraced his steps toward the office- 0argot turned to admire 
the intricate fans and hair combs in the case- Aeside it+ barred from trespass by a velvet rope+ 
stood an elaborate replication of a 9ictorian sitting room- 9elvet cushions softened the rich+ dark 
wood of the chairs and sofa- )ine white china patterned with unfamiliar pink flowers lined the 
shelves of the breakfront- 0argotexamined the elegant beauty of the mannequins
 extravagant 
dresses and hats- 6he jotted down a few notes on the thinly lined paper of her notepad- 
9he sound of nearing footsteps made 0argot look up- 9yler carried a small wooden box 
in his hands+ which he set on the glass counter beside her- "9his is from my own private 
collection-" 
".s it from the 9ictorian era>" 
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"0uch more recent+ but . think you
ll be very interested in its content-" 9yler passed 
behind 0argot and disappeared around the corner- 
0argot tucked her notepad and pencil into her pocket- 6he picked up the worn wooden 
box+ the corners of which were reinforced with pieces of metal- 0argot turned the box in her 
hands to examine it before opening the latch- 9he box held a single bronze coin surrounded by 
purple velvet lining- 6he picked it up and angled it beneath the ceiling
s fluorescent lights- 4n 
one side+ the coin displayed the proud face of a beautiful+ unsmiling woman- 0argot squinted to 
read the words below the bronze picture- 
"-/azhara+ 6ueen of the 6outh-" 0argot glanced down the vacant aisle- "Bhere is this 
from> @laddin
s Bastle>" 9urning the coin over+ the bronze silhouette of a grand palace caught 
the light+ encircled by another inscription- "CDfbgmhl-pKDm language is this supposed to be>, 
FDfbgmhl ikhmHe EoHkJkHg. Bow+ they even managed to misspell," 
@ change in color and light caught 0argot
s attention out of the corner of her eye- 
Bhere she had seen the row of exhibits only moments before+ an oval area revealed the three 
dimensional image of a forest clearing like a seven,foot,tall window- 0argot
s muscles 
tightened+ and she took in a deep breath- 6he set the wooden box on the glass display case and 
stared through the inexplicable portal- +olding the coin in her other hand+ 0argot reached 
through the oval opening+ feeling warm and muggy air close in around her skin- /erking her hand 
back+ 0argot searched the aisle for 9yler but heard no one- 6he drew in one more deep breath 
and stepped through the portal- 9he soles of her sneakers settled onto long blades of green grass- 
0argot breathed in fresher air than she had outside the museum+ unadulterated by car 
exhaust and other fumes - Bhattering birds flew overhead+ and 0argot could not help admiring 
the healthy trees that surrounded the clearing- 6he glanced behind her to make sure the portal 
was still there- @ll she could see was the rest of the field
s wide circle- I lKhneGg 'm KDoH FhfH 
mKkhnJK lh jnbFder, she reproached herself+ Enm I KDG mh dghp if bm pDl kHDe. Am eHDlm I lmbee KDoH 
mKH Fhbg. MDrEH bm FDg mDdH fH EDFd. 
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9ucking the bronze coin into her pocket+ 0argot squared her shoulders and headed for 
the trees- 6he pressed her palm against the first one she reached+ feeling the ridged bark press 
back- 0argot brushed bits of it from her skin and immersed herself in the foliage- WKHkH Df I? 
she wondered+ the muggy air serving as a reminder that this was not the park she had visited as a 
child- 0argot weaved through the trees and underbrush until she discovered another clearing 
much larger than the first- Aefore her stood the palace she had seen on the bronze coin- .ts clean 
white stones seemed to shine in the pure sunlight- @bove the surrounding wall+ 0argot saw 
balconies adorned with flowering plants of vivid orange and gold- 9he windows revealed three 
stories+ but she felt at a loss to estimate the palace
s depth or width- 
@ flock of birds cried out as they flew from the trees on 0argot
s right- 6he took a step 
backward into the brush+ unsure of what had startled them- 
"Con
t move+" a gruff voice commanded before 0argot could see its owner- "Dou are 
under arrest by order of the 6ueen-" 
0argot started to reach into her pocket for the bronze coin- 6he froze in shock as half a 
dozen men with the heads and scaly skin of crocodiles strode toward her- 9heir purple robes 
reached their ankles+ slit to the knee on either side for mobility- 7ed and orange feathers 
decorated the long spears in their hands where the metal connected to the wood- 0argot stared at 
their reptilian faces growing closer and screamed as two of them took hold of her arms- 
4ne of the crocodile men stopped directly in front of her- *old medals decorated the left 
side of his robe where it covered his thin chest- Alack eyes peered the length of the snout+ and 
sharp white teeth flashed when he spoke- "Bho are you>" 
"0y name is 0argot- . came here through some kind of portal- . don t know where . 
am -" 
"Dou are trespassing in the 6ueen




0argot flinched at the sound as much as the smell of fish that streamed into her face- 
9m sorry- . didn
t know- . don
t have any business with the queen-" 
"3erhaps she would like to conduct some business with you-" 9he crocodile man 
wearing the medals waved his free hand+ and the two who grasped 0argot
s arms escorted her 
away from the woods- 9he rest of the group moved with them- 0argot struggled+ hoping to free 
at least one hand and pull the coin from her pocket- Bhen she looked up from the divots her 
sneakers were digging in the grass+ she saw that the crocodile men were leading her toward a 
tremendous iron gate set into the white stone wall- )our more crocodile men stood guarding the 
entrance+ and they straightened their postures upon the arrival of 0argot
s captors-
"*eneral-" 9he guards bowed slightly at the waist and kept their spears upright+ 
supported on the ground- 
9he crocodile man with gold medals gave his order- "4pen the gate- 6ueen /azhara has 
a visitor-" 
9he guards turned and pushed the iron gate open- 9he six guards who had arrested 
0argot conducted her into the courtyard between the outer wall and the palace itself- 9hey 
stepped onto a stone path leading up to massive doors intricately carved from dark wood- 
)lanking the path+ flowing fountains and brilliant flowers adorned lush green lawns- 9wo figures 
draped in purple dresses napped in the sunlight at the foot of the doors+ and 0argot drew in a 
fearful breath at their tiger striped fur- 
"4pen the doors+" the *eneral commanded+ striking the butt of his spear against the 
path-
9he two black and orange figures stretched+ revealing human forms with feline features- 
9hey stood up gradually and observed 0argot with sleepy golden eyes before opening the doors- 
9he twin tigresses moved to either side of the doorway+ and the crocodile men led 0argot into the 
palace- 
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@ purple rug ran the length of the enormous room to the dais of the tall,backed throne- 
9he ceiling loomed high above as the crocodile men ushered 0argot along the rug- 6unlight 
streamed through the windows and stretched in rectangular patches across the stone floor- @ 
woman leaned sideways on the throne with one elbow placed on the armrest to support her- +er 
deep purple gown left one of her shoulders bare+ and gold pins shimmering with sapphires held 
her jet black hair back from her face- 0argot recognized her from the bronze coin in her pocket- 
9he *eneral set the end of his spear on the floor and bowed his head low- "@ trespasser+ 
my 6ueen- 6he introduced herself as 0argot- Be found her at the edge of the clearing-" 
/azhara gazed down at 0argot with indifference dimming the blue of her eyes- "Dou 
have not been here before-" 
0argot hoped her voice would not fail her- "3o-" 
"Aut . know why you
re here- Dou
re not interested in what
s happening in your own 
world-" 
"0y own world>" 0argot planted her feet more firmly as she began to feel light, 
headed- "+ow do you ---Bhat
s going on>" 
"Belcome to (vergren+ 0argot-" /azhara splayed her fingers over the end of the 
armrest+ and her emerald ring caught the sunlight- "Dou are far from being the first person to 
travel between worlds- +ow do you think we speak the same language> 9he only reason to pass 
through a door of any kind is because one is interested in what lies on the other side- 9he 
particular reason is a negligible matter-" 
0argot remained silent until she realized /azhara was waiting for her to speak- "Des+ . 
wanted to know what . would find-" 
"Cid this new world look like paradise to you>" 
"@ little-" 




"3o!" 0argot lurched forward+ but the crocodile men gripped her arms tighter- 
:nder the supervision of *eneral @laric+ one of the other guards wrenched the objects 
from her pocket with clawed+ scaly fingers- 0argot glanced all around her for a possible escape 
route-
/azhara leaned forward- "/et me see what she
s carrying-" 
9he guard bore the notepad+ the pencil+ and the coin up the three steps to the dais- 
0argot watched /azhara
s lips moving but could not hear her instructions- 9he guard bowed and 
returned to 0argot
s side- +e rapped the butt of his spear on the floor+ and the guards led 0argot 
forward-
". need the coin+" 0argot called to /azhara- "3lease-" 
"Dou may have your other possessions+ but the coin belongs to me-" 
@laric retrieved 0argot
s notepad and pencil from /azhara and tucked them partway into 
her pocket- +e led 0argot and her two captors to the deepest corner of the throne room- 0argot 
descended a winding staircase+ complying to move her feet to keep from falling- 9he flickering 
firelight from torches set in the walls replaced the steady rays of the sun- @ row of empty cells 
met the group when they reached the bottom of the stairs- 9he crocodile men pushed 0argot into 
the nearest one+ and @laric latched the iron+ grille,patterned door shut- 
"3lease give me the coin+" 0argot pleaded through the square spaces in the door- ". 
want to go home-" 
9he creatures gave no answer as they climbed the staircase out of sight- @lone in the dim 
torchlight+ 0argot imagined slithering+ unfamiliar bugs lurking in the cobwebbed shadows- 6he 
lingered by the door and let tears slip down her cheeks- +er forehead lolled forward and struck 
the iron bars harder than she expected- ChfH hg, she pleaded with herself- WKr FDg'm rhn mKbgd 
hg rhnk IHHm ghp? 0argot gripped the iron bars of the door+ but the most forceful shaking barely 
rattled them- 6he searched the floor for anything that might help her open the door or at least 
make enough noise to summon a guard- 3othing but dust and particles of sand littered the white 
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stones- @gainst 0argot
s will+ she recalled the only other time in her life when she had felt so 
utterly helpless- 
0argot
s father stood silhouetted against the screen door by the bold sunlight 
iiluminating the yard behind him- +er mother
s hands shook as they rested on 0argot
s young 
shoulders- Bountless angry words had fallen away into a heavy silence no body,builder could 
have lifted- +er father set his jaw+ resolute in his final departure+ and 0argot could still hear the 
shriek of the screen door as he pushed it open- 
)urther down the corridor+ something banged against the iron bars of a cell door and 
snapped 0argot out of her thoughts- 6he hardened herself against her father
s memory and 
backed into the middle of her cell- 9he clang of iron died away+ and soft footsteps approached- 
@ man with thick stubble on his face moved into the torchlight- +e stopped in front of 0argot
s 
cell and stared at her through the bars- +is tattered clothes assured her he was not one of 
/azhara
 s subordinates- 
"Ban you get me out of here>" 0argot whispered- 
9he man kept his voice low as well- ". can see you
 re not from the southern province-" 
0argot took a step forward- ". came here through a portal- . read the words off a coin 
with 6ueen /azhara
s face on it+ but the guards took it- . don
t know how to get home-" 
")or a moment+ . thought we
d need my lock picks-" 9he man patted his left pants 
pocket- )ingerless leather gloves exposed his long+ tapered fingers- ". don
t know everything 
about the portals,.
ve never used one,but don
t worry- Dou don
t need the coin-" 
"Dou know the words>" 
9he man nodded- ". can
t speak them+ or the portal won
t close until . step through- . 
prefer to stay where . am-" +e motioned to the notepad and pencil protruding from 0argot
s 
pocket- ". could write the incantations for you-" 
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0argot hastily passed her belongings through the iron bars and watched the stranger 
write out the mysterious words whose power she did not fully understand- +e passed the notepad 
and pencil back to her- 
"6omeone taught them to me ages ago-" 9he man held 0argot
s gaze- "Con
t let 
/azhara frighten you-" 
0argot dried her cheeks with the back of her hand- "6he
s done a pretty good job-" 6he 
looked over what the man had scribbled down for her- 
"9here are good people here+ too+ and beautiful places to see- Dou should come back so 
you can see more than what the palace dungeon has to offer- . wrote down the incantation that 
brought you here- Dou can return any time you like-" 
0argot
s eyes reached the bottom of the small+ lined page- ". see that-" 
"If you
re looking for a friend or just a guide+ . live in the swamps east of the palace-" 
9he stranger reached into his pocket and drew out a cylindrical object that fit in the palm of his 
glove- "Co you have a compass>" 
"3o-" 0argot accepted the compass through the iron bars and noticed the dirt caked into 
its crevices- "Bhat
s your name>" 
"/aden- Dours>" 
"0argot-" 
"If you do come back+ try to stay clear of /azhara
s clearing- 9he guards won
t bother 
you unless they see you near the palace-" 
"9hey have crocodile heads+" 0argot whispered as if offering a confession- 
"Con
t guards have crocodile heads where you live>" 
0argot shook her head- "3o crocodile guards or cat people-" 
"Dou might feel at home in the swamps+ then- 9hey mostly stick to the palace-" 
"0aybe-" 0argot secured the compass in her pocket and turned the open notepad 
toward the torchlight- "CDfbgfb ikhmHe iDmkDGhfnl. 0y path leads home-" 
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9he oval portal opened at 0argot
s side+ encasing the fluorescent,lit exhibits of the 
county museum- 6he stuffed the notepad and pencil deep into her pocket- "9hank you+ /aden-" 
/aden bowed his head of dark blonde hair- ":ntil we meet again-" 
0argot stepped through the portal into the musty air of the museum- 6he looked down at 
the linoleum tile that replaced the white stone blocks of /azhara
s palace- 9he aisle remained 
vacant+ but the wooden box that had contained the bronze coin no longer sat on the glass display 
case- 0argot checked her watch; an hour had passed since her arrival at the museum- 9he 
extravagant colors of the 9ictorian parlor failed to rekindle her interest in Cr- 0oore
s 
assignment+ and she found herself striding toward the exit- 9yler called to 0argot from the 
other side of the front counter+ and she jumped- ". didn
t mean to startle you-" 
0argot tried to catch her breath and stepped forward to lean on the counter- "Dou were 
right- 9hat
s the most fascinating thing .
ve ever seen- . lost the coin+ though- .
m sorry-" 
"Con
t worry about it-" 
"+ow did you find it+ the other world>" 
". found the coin by chance+ in the same box . left for you-" 9yler checked his watch- 
".t was being overlooked at an estate sale because no one thought it had much value- Bhen . 
took it home and discovered (vergren+ . realized it had quite a lot of value+ at least for me-" 
0argot continued gazing up into the long+ oval,shaped face+ waiting for 9yler to say 
more- 
"Dou should do what . did and go let this sink in- Aut you must promise to come back 
soon so we can discuss it further- " 
". promise- 9hank you-" 
0argot pushed herself away from the counter and exited the museum- 6he hurried down 
the sidewalk to her car+ fishing the key out of the small fifth pocket of her jeans and jumping 





what wise advice 9yler had given her; she wanted nothing more than to drive and give herself 
time to think- 
,o, 
0argot reached the third floor and caught sight of 9odd and Carin walking ahead of her-
Bithout breaking into a jog+ she pursued them as quickly as her legs would carry her- 9odd was 
laughing when 0argot headed them off- 
"*uys+ you have to come see this-" 
"6ee what>" 9odd consulted the clock on the wall- "9here
s only five minutes before 
class- " 
". found the escape we were talking about-" 0argot pulled the spiral notepad from her 
pocket- "Dou won
t believe it until you see it for yourselves-" 
Carin glanced at 9odd with one eyebrow raised- "9hat
s a real nice notepad+ 0argot- 
Cid you get it at Collar 9ree or Collar *eneral>" 
9m serious- Be can miss one class-" 
9odd
s eyes shifted to the door of their classroom- ". was saving my absences for later 
in the semester-" 
". thought you wanted some excitement as much . did- If you
re not coming+ .
ll go back 
to (vergren without you-" 0argot walked away+ prepared to find /aden
s hut on her own but 
hoping her friends would catch up with her- 
".s that sorpe new role,playing game>" Carin asked- 
0argot looked at her friends over her shoulder- "Dou
 11 never be happy with games 
again- . don t want to talk about it here-" 
9odd and Carin reappeared at her side- 6he hurried down the stairs+ passing the main 
floor and continuing- into the basement- 0argot opened the door to the women s bathroom and 
listened to make sure no one was inside- 
Carin stopped in his tracks- "Bhoa+ 0argot+ what were you showing us again>" 
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"9rust me-" 
0argot led her friends inside the restroom- Aeige tiles covered the well,lit space+ a stripe 
of pink running around the walls to add a splash of color- @ padded bench sat against the right, 
hand wall+ and a full length mirror hung beside it- 0argot opened her notepad to /aden
s barely 
legible handwriting- 
"Dou both want an escape+ right> 9he kinds of worlds only books and video games can 
show you>" 
9odd and Carin nodded- 
0argot licked her lips- "CDfbgmhl ikhmHe EoHkJkHg." 
9odd
s blue eyes filled the lenses of his glasses- "+oly mother of *od!" 
0argot turned to the portal and examined the forest clearing on the other side- 
"+oly shit+" Carin agreed in disbelief- "+ow did you do that>" 
"Dou should
ve come to the museum with me- 9hat guy we met in the library led me 
here- .t
s called (vergren-" 
"+ow did he know about it>" Carin asked- 
9odd extended his hand toward the portal- ".s it safe>" 
"+e had a coin he got at an estate sale- .t
s safe as long as we stay away from the palace- 
. made a friend we can visit who can probably tell us anything we want to know about this place- 
Dou have to go in before me because the portal will close when . step through-" 
Carin took a tentative step forward - "Dou
 re right behind me+ right>" 
"@ll the way+" 0argot told him- 
Carin moved through the portal+ and his triumphant laughter carried into the bathroom- 
9odd joined him in the clearing+ and 0argot passed through the portal behind him- 9he muggy 
air invigorated 0argot as the three friends studied their surroundings- 
0argot swung her backpack to the front of her body by one shoulder and retrieved 
/aden
s compass from the front pocket- "9he swamps are east- /aden gave me his compass so 
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we could find our way there-" 0argot slipped her arm back through the drooping strap of her 
backpack- 6he held /aden
s compass in front of her+ turning in place until the arrow pointed due 
east- "Co you want to come with me and meet him+ or do you want me to," 
"Be
re coming+ " Carin answered- 
0argot let the compass guide them through the woods- @fter a half,mile+ the grass 
became soggy under their sneakers- @ large pond glimmered in the sunlight to the right+ its edge 
overgrown with brilliant green plant life- 9rees rose out of the water and the ground beyond its 
far shore- Augs buzzed around the students
 ears+ and frogs croaked to one another in the 
deepening marsh- 
9odd pointed to a tan+ irregularly shaped structure on a wide plateau of drier land- 
"Bhat
s that>" 
".t looks like a teepee gone wrong+" Carin said- 
". think it
s somebody
s house- 6how some respect-" 0argot returned the compass to 
her pocket and cupped her hands around her mouth- "+ello> /aden> .t
s 0argot-" 
@ woman with grey,blonde hair came out of the dwelling- +er dress flowed to her knees 
in a pattern of reds+ blues+ greens+ and browns- 
0argot offered a weak smile- "+i+ my name is 0argot- /aden said . could visit him in 
the swamps- @re we in the right place>" 
"Dou are- /aden told me he met you in the palace yesterday- . can take you to his hut- . 
know he wanted to speak to you again- .
m 6age-" 
0argot
s friends volunteered their names as well+ and 6age began to lead them toward a 
second misshapen dwelling- 0argot began to think of the plateau as an island adrift in the algae, 
spotted wetland- 
"+ave you known /aden for a long time>" 0argot asked 6age- 
"9wenty years+ give or take- Be
ve been friends since he was a boy-" 
"+ave you always lived in the swamps>" 
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". used to live further north+ first in the city and later in 7iver
s Aend- laden
s always 
been here+ and neither one of us will probably ever leave-" 
"Coesn
t it make you nervous>" 9odd asked- "6leeping out here like this> @ren
t you 
afraid of wild animals>" 
"9he swamps aren
t as dangerous as you think- @s for living in a hut rather than a house+ 
you get used to it-" 
9he foursome reached the deerskin hut- 9wo flaps were tied to either side of the 
doorway to keep it open- 0argot peered inside over 6age
s shoulder- laden smiled and motioned 
for his visitors to join him- 0argot followed 6age into the hut+ constructed by stretching animal 
hides over a wooden frame- 6everal flat pillows lay on the packed dirt floor+ the walls of the 
room lined with simple she! ves and trunks- 6age sat down on one of the pillows+ and the three 
other guests sat down with her- 
". hope you didn t run into any trouble this time-" laden took a pipe and a wooden box 
from the shelf behind him- +e sat down on a stool facing his guests and opened the box on his 
lap-
0argot shook her head- 6he felt heat rise in her cheeks as she watched laden sprinkle the 
contents of the box into his pipe+ finding herself attracted to him in his bedraggled+ unshaven 
state-
laden compacted the substance in his pipe bowl with the tip of his finger- "Dou brought 
friends with you>" 
0argot pointed them out as she introduced them- "9odd and Carin-" 
". see you
ve met my oldest and dearest friend-" laden gestured to 6age with his pipe- 
"6he
s the kindest+ most knowledgeable wise woman in the south+ let alone the swamps-" 
"@nd laden is the best thief in these parts+ if you have need of those services+" 6age 
replied- "3o one can sneak into the palace and slip out again like he does-" 
0argot reached into her pocket- ". still have your compass-" 
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laden waved it away- ".eep it- (ven if you don
t return+ you
ll have something to 
remember (vergren by-" 
"Con
t return>" Carin glanced at his friends- "Be
d be crazy not to-" 
"Dou don
t have to convince me+" 0argot told him- ".
m coming here every chance . 
get-" 
/aden laughed goodheartedly- ". thought you might like it here- .
ll never have a lot of 
gold or expensive clothes+ but . don
t need them- 9here are few things in this world the swamps 
can
t provide me-" 
".t
s a simple life+" 6age added+ her voice smooth and reflective- ".t
s rewarding in 
ways the city doesn
t understand-" 
0argot peered beyond the dry plateau+ finding a gathering of distant huts amidst the 
wildness of the swamps- 6he wanted to close her eyes and let the bird songs wash over her- 
"Dou
re always welcome+ " laden informed the visitors- "@t least one of us is usually at 
home-" 
9he three students responded with simultaneous gratitude- 9hey shared glances that 
sparkled with the intention of taking full advantage of their new opportunity- 
"Bould you like to stay for a while and have some tea>" 6age gestured toward the 
doorway- ". can go make some-" 
"6ure+" 0argot answered for herself and her friends- "9hank you-" 
,o, 
0argot recognized her own dark curls and fresh+ pretty face when she looked at her 
mother- +elen sported a long green apron with ..66 9+( B+() embroidered in white thread 
and dished out a plate of spaghetti for her daughter- 0argot had given it to her several years 
before- 9he kitchen itself was still decorated in the clean whites and hunter greens that had 
inspired the gift- 
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(choes of excited .,told,you,so
s still rang in 0argot
s ears+ hardly softened by the short 
ride home from campus- 9he walk from the clearing to the swamps and the thick+ fresh air made 
her stomach gurgle- "Ban . have more> .
m really hungry-" 
+elen added more pasta and meat sauce to the plate in 0argot
s hands- 6he filled a plate 
for herself and switched off the light above the stove- 9hey took turns scooping applesauce and 
green beans onto their plates before 0argot preceded her mother into the dining room- 9hey sat 
down across from one another and spread paper napkins across their laps- 
0argot twisted the long noodles around the tines of her fork- 6he had agreed to wait to 
return to (vergren until )riday+ when 9odd and Carin could go with her- 6he decided to try her 
luck in keeping her true plans a secret from her mother- 9m going out )riday night-" 
".s there a new movie coming out>" 
". guess so- 9odd and Carin wanted to go see something-" 
"9hat sounds fun-" +elen halted her fork halfway to her mouth- "*randma called- 6he 
wanted me to thank you for cleaning on 0onday-" 
"6ure- 3o problem-" 
". appreciate you doing it as much as she does- 6he
s always been independent+ but the 
older she gets+ the more she feels the aches of her accident- 6he can
t move around as easily as 
she used to-" 
0argot nodded and struggled to focus on the topic at hand- "6he never talks about her 
limp- 6he only mentions the amnesia and how she was about my age when she got into the 
accident-" 
". know- . think she got used to the physical pain but could never get past the idea that 
,, 
she
d lost some of her memories- 6he doesn t even remember where she was going when it 
happened-" 
"9hat would freak me out-" 
,o, 
3/ 
2FULRY UXOOJI LSYR YMJ UFUPLSL ORY RI YMJ FRXSY\ UFUP RS YMJ RXYXPLUYX RI YRES FSI XYJUUJI 
RXY RSYR YMJ GOFFP FXUMFOY- 9RII FSI CFULS FOLRGJI RXY RI YMJLU FFUX- 2FULRY ORFPJI MJU UXUXJ LS 
YMJ YUXSP FSI YXFPJI MJU FFU PJ\ LSYR MJU URFPJY- 
CFULS RGXJUDJI YMJ JSFURFFMLSL YELOLLMY- "H YROI R\ CFI EJ EJUJ LRLSL GREOLSL-" 
9MJ YMUJJ IULJSIX XYFUYJI EFOPLSL YREFUI YMJ RFLS YUFLO SRYLSL YMJ IJE FIILYLRSFO FFUX LS 
YMJ ORY- 
9RII YRRP F XRFOO IOFXMOLLMY RXY RI MLX OFFPJY URFPJY- "H YROI R\ UFUJSYX EJ EJUJ 
XYXI\LSL FY YMJ OLGUFU\ FSI LJYYLSL XRRJYMLSL YR JFY FIYJUEFUIX-" 
"9MJ RRDLJX" 2FULRY FMLRJI LS- 
9MJ IULJSIX ULFPJI YXUSX LS YMJ UFYM FY UFSIRR FSI GXULJI YMJRXJODJX IJJU LSXLIJ YMJ UFUP 
FEF\ IURR YMJ RYMJU DLXLYRUX- 
":J'OO SJDJU UF\ YR LR YR YMJ RRDLJX FLFLS" CFULS XURPJ XU- 
In YMJ XYLOO XMJOYJU RI YMJ YUJJX 2FULRY UURIXFJI MJU SRYJUFI IURR MJU URFPJY FSI UJFI YMJ 
LSFFSYFYLRS- 9MJ YMUJJ RI YMJR XYJUUJI YMURXLM YMJ URUYFO ELYM OLYYOJ MJXLYFYLRS  FSI LY FORXJI ELYM 
2FULRY'X UFXXFLJ- 8XLSL OFIJS'X FRRUFXX FSI 9RII'X IOFXMOLLMY 2FULRY FSI MJU IULJSIX RFIJ 
YMJLU EF\ YR YMJ XEFRUX- HS YMJ XYFUOLLMY YMJ XMFUJX RI YMJ YUJJX GRYM XYFSILSL FSI IFOOJS FFRJ 
RXY YR UOF\- /LO\ UFIX FIRUSJI ELYM XRFOO IOREJUX IRYYJI YMJ XLODJU XXUIFFJ RI YMJ URSI- 
9RII URLSYJI YR F OXRLSRXX GFOO LS YMJ RLIXY RI F FOXXYJU RI XYFUX- "HX YMFY YMJLU RRRS>" 
2FULRY FSI CFULS ILI SRY FSXEJU- 9MJ\ ORLSJI 9RII LS XYFULSL XU FY YMJ XP\- 
8FLJ OLSLJUJI LS IURSY RI MJU MXY MROILSL F GOFFP XMFEO FURXSI MJU XMRXOIJUX- "H'R LOFI 
\RX FFRJ" XMJ LUJJYJI YMJR- "OFIJS IJJOX OLPJ YJOOLSL XYRULJX YRSLLMY- H OXXY FFRJ MRRJ IRU R\ 
XMFEO-" 
2FULRY 9RII FSI CFULS FFFRRUFSLJI 8FLJ YR YMJ SJ[Y MXY- OFIJS PSJOY RS RSJ PSJJ 
RXYXLIJ MLX IEJOOLSL FSI YJSIJI YR F IOJILOLSL ILUJ- GJ YXUSJI MLX MJFI YR XJJ EMR EFX 
FUUURFFMLSL- GJ UOXFPJI YMJ ULUJ IURR YMJ FRUSJU RI MLX RRXYM FSI XRLOJI- 
"<RX FFS'Y MFDJ LRRI XYRULJX ELYMRXY F LRRI ILUJ-" 
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8FLJ XFY IRES LS YMDJ LUFXX FSI YMJ YMUJJ DLXLYRUX ORLSJI MJU LS IURSY RI YMJ ILUJ- -FIJS IJI 
YMJ IOFRJX F IJE J[YUF YELLX FSI XJYYOJI MLRXJOI LSYR F FURXXOJLLJI URXLYLRS- GJ UXIIJI RS MLX 
ULUJ IRU F IJE RRRJSYX- 
"@ SJE FXILJSFJ IJXJUDJX YMJ RRXY J[FLYLSL XYRU\ H FFS YMLSP RI- 9MJ RSJ FGRXY .FRJS 
LX F LRRI RSJ- HY'X SRY DJU\ ROI FSI LY ILIS'Y MFUUJS DJU\ IFU IURR MJUJ- @ GJFXYLIXO \RXSL 
ERRFS FFOOJI .FRJS IJOO LS ORDJ ELYM YMJ RRXY IJFUJI RJUFJSFU\ LS YMJ XRXYMJUS UJLLRS- 9MJ\ 
XF\ MJ SJDJU RLXXJX MLX RFUP- .FRJS'X UFUJSYX ILIS'Y FUUURDJ RI MJU LSYJUJXY LS 8FGJU GXY XMJ 
ILIS'Y OLXYJS YR YMJLU FIDLFJ- 8MJ UFS FEF\ ELYM 8FGJU- 3R RSJ YJOOX YMJ XFRJ XYRU\ FGRXY MRE XMJ 
ILJI GXY XMJ ILI FSI 8FGJU FFRJ YR UJFOLbJ MJ FRXOI SRY OLDJ ELYMRXY .FRJS- H XXUURXJ MJ ILI 
EMFY FS\ IJFUOJXX MJFUYGURPJS RFS ERXOI IR: MJ YUFDJOJI FX IFU FX MJ SJJIJI YR LS RUIJU YR ILSI 
XRRJRSJ UREJUIXO JSRXLM YR UJXXUUJFY MJU XRXO IURR YMJ 3JYMJUERRI- GJU XRXO EFX UJFRDJUJI 
GXY .FRJS'X GRI\ --- " 
8FLJ ULFPJI XU YMJ XYRU\ EMJUJ -FIJS OJIY RII- ".FRJS' X GRI\ MFI GJLXS YR URY- 8RRJ 
UJRUOJ XF\ XMJ MFX SR J\JX: RYMJUX YMFY MJU OJLX FUJ RSO\ GRSJX- 9MJ RSO\ XYRU\ YMFY SJDJU FMFSLJX 
LX YMFY YMJ GJFXYLIXO ERRFS .FRJS RSFJ EFX LX SRY GJFXYLIXO FS\RRUJ-" 
2FULRY'X SRXJ FULSPOJI FY YMJ LRFLLSJI XYJSFM- "9MFY'X SRY UJFOO\ F YUXJ XYRU\ LX LY>" 
"8FGJU ILI FRRJ MJUJ ORRPLSL IRU XRRJRSJ YR UJXXUUJFY MJU-" 8FLJ'X XJULRXXSJXX 
IJJUJSJI YMJ EULSPOJX IFSSLSL RXY IURR YMJ FRUSJUX RI MJU J\JX- "GJ UXY F PSLIJ XU YR R\ YMURFY- 
H FXXXUJI MLR H IRS'Y MFDJ YMJ RFLLF RI OLIJ FSI IJFYM MJ EFX ORRPLSL IRU-" 
"9MJ XEFRUX MFDJ FOEF\X GJJS VXLJY- :J'DJ SJDJU EJOFRRJI DLROJSFJ MJUJ EMLFM 
IRYYXSFYJO\ LLDJX -FbMFUF OLYYOJ UJFXRS YR GRYMJU ELYM XX" -FIJS J[UOFLSJI- "GRE FGRXY \RX 
2FULRY> CR \RX MFDJ F XYRU\ IRU XX>" 
2FULRY XMRRP MJU MJFI XM\O\- 8MJ IJOY FRbLJU YMFS XMJ MFI LS F ORSL YLRJ SJXYOJI LS MJU 
IOJJFJ OFFPJY ELYM YMJ ILUJ EFURLSL MJU IFFJ- "H IRS'Y PSRE FS\ XYRULJX-" 
"DDJU\GRI\ MFX F XYRU\- GRE ILI \RX ILSI YMJ URUYFO YMFY GURXLMY \RX YR DDJULUJS>" 
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":J RJY YMLX RFS SFRJI 9\OJU EMR OJSY RJ F FRLS ELYM 6XJJS -FbMFUF'X ULFYXUJ RS LY-
:MJS H UJFI YMJ ERUIX RII YMJ GFFP LY RUJSJI YMJ URUYFO-" 
"2SJ RI RXU FRLSX>" -FIJS YFUUJI YMJ ULUJ FLFLSXY MLX OLUX- "GRE ILI MJ LJY YMFY>" 
"GJ XFLI MJ LRY LY FY FS JXYFYJ XFOJ- 9MFY RJFSX MJ ILIS'Y PSRE YMJ RULLLSFO RESJU GXY 
EFX FGOJ YR LJY F MROI RI LY IRU MLRXJOI- 0 UURRLXJI H'I LR GFFP FSI YFOP YR MLR FGRXY LY XRRJ 
RRUJ-" 
"<RX XMRXOI FXP MLR EMJUJ MJ'X YUFDJOJI" 9RII XURPJ XU- 
"H ELOO-" 2FULRY YXUSJI MJU FYYJSYLRS GFFP YR -FIJS FSI ORRPJI IRUEFUI YR XUJSILSL YMJ 
SLLMY LS MLX FRRUFS\- 
OFIJS' X XYURSL XXUJ DRLFJ RL[JI ELYM YMJ FUFFPOLSL RI YMJ ILUJ- ''H'I GJ LSYJUJXYJI LS 
MJFULSL FS\ XYRU\ MJ MFX YR YJOO \RX-" 
"8XUJ- @S\YMLSL MJ XF\X H'OO UFXX \RXU EF\-" 
R 
=LUULSL MJU OFFPJY XU RDJU MJU XEJFYJU 2FULRY MRUJI YR XOLU RXY RI YMJ MRXXJ ELYMRXY 
GJLSL XJJS- 8MJ XOLUUJI IRES YMJ XYFLUX FSI IRXSI GJOJS FY YMJ PLYFMJS YFGOJ ELYM YMJ SJEXUFUJU 
LS RSJ MFSI FSI F RXL LS YMJ RYMJU- GJOJS LOFSFJI XU FY 2FULRY IURR MJU UJFILSL GJIRUJ YXUSLSL 
MJU IXOO FYYJSYLRS YR MJU IFXLMYJU- 
"<RX' UJ IUJXXJI JFUO\- HX JDJU\YMLSL RPF\>" 
"<JFM H UURRLXJI 9RII FSI CFULS H'I LR GFFP YR YMJ RXXJXR FSI IR RRUJ UJXJFUFM IRU 
RXU UUROJFY-" 
GJOJS YRRP F XLU IURR YMJ RXL- "GRE EFX YMJ RRDLJ OFXY SLLMY>" 
2FULRY YRRP F RRRJSY YR UJRJRGJU MJU FOLGL- "HY EFX RPF\-" 
"CR \RX EFSY XRRJ GUJFPIFXY>" 
"3R YMFSPX-" 
2FULRY UXOOJI MJU PJ\X RXY RI YMJ UXUXJ RS MJU XMRXOIJU FSI OJY MJUXJOI RXY YMJ IRRU- 8MJ 
UFLI OLYYOJ FYYJSYLRS YR YMJ ERUOI FURXSI MJU RS YMJ ULIJ FFURXX YRES- 8MJ UXOOJI LSYR F XUFFJ LS 
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IURSY RI YMJ RXXJXR FSI IROOREJI YMJ XLIJEFOP YR YMJ JSYUFSFJ- 2SFJ LSXLIJ YMJ RJYFO IRRUX YMJ 
RXXY\ FLU YLFPOJI MJU SRXJ EMLOJ XMJ XLLSJI MJUXJOI LSYR YMJ LXJXY GRRP- 9\OJU XYRRI RS YMJ RYMJU 
XLIJ RI YMJ IURSY FRXSYJU XYUFLLMYJSLSL FS FUUF\ RI UFRUMOJYX FSI IOLJUX- GJ ORRPJI XU FX 2FULRY 
FUUURFFMJI-
"2LXX /FEUJSFJ LY'X LRRI YR XJJ \RX FLFLS-" 
"H EFX MRULSL \RX'I MFDJ YLRJ YR YFOP-" 
"2I FRXUXJ- :J FFS YFOP LS MJUJ-" 9\OJU RRYLRSJI 2FULRY YR MLX XLIJ RI YMJ FRXSYJU FSI 
OJI MJU LSYR YMJ RIILFJ- 9MJ\ JFFM YXUSJI F FMFLU FEF\ IURR LYX IJXP FSI XFY IFFLSL RSJ FSRYMJU LS 
YMJ XRFOO URRR- 
"CLI \RX LR YR DDJULUJS F ORY FIYJU \RX IRXSI YMJ FRLS>" 2FULRY FXPJI- 
"@X RIYJS FX I FRXOI- I GJFFRJ RGXJXXJI ELYM LY- I RUJSJI YMJ URUYFO EMJSJDJU I EFX 
FORSJ- I YUFDJO YMJUJ OJXX IUJVXJSYO\ SRE YMFY YMJ RXXJXR IJRFSIX R\ YLRJ-" 
"I FFS'Y GJOLJDJ I ORXY YMJ FRLS- 9MJXJ FURFRILOJMJFIJI LXFUIX YRRP LY IURR RJ XSIJU 
RUIJUX IURR 6XJJS -FbMFUF- GFDJ \RX RJY MJU>" 
"3R-" 
"<RX IRS'Y EFSY YR RJJY MJU- 8MJ'X FUXJO FSI XSIFLU- 8MJ MFI RJ ORFPJI LS YMJ IXSLJRS 
EMJS XMJ FRXOI'DJ OXXY MFI RJ JXFRUYJI RII MJU UURUJUY\-" 
"9MJ 6XJJS ILIS'Y XFFUJ \RX FEF\ IURR DDJULUJS ILI XMJ> H FFS UJRUJS YMJ URUYFO IRU 
\RX FS\ YLRJ \RX OLPJ-" 
"3R \RX IRS'Y MFDJ YR IR YMFY- H EFSYJI YR PSRE EMJUJ \RX" 
9MJ ORSL FOJFU ping RI YMJ FRXSYJU'X XJUDLFJ GJOO FXY 2FULRY XMRUY- CFUP FSSR\FSFJ 
IOFXMJI LS 9\OJU'X J\JX- GJ UXXMJI MLRXJOI XU FSI EFOPJI RXY YR LUJJY YMJ DLXLYRU- @ORSJ LS YMJ 
FUFRUJI XUFFJ 2FULRY IRXSI 9\OJU'X RRRJSYFU\ MRXYLOLY\ YREFUI YMJ LSYJUUXUYLRS ILXFRSFJUYLSL- 
8MJ LFbJI RDJU YMJ UFLJX FRDJULSL YMJ GXOOJYLS GRFUIX FSI OLXYJSJI YR FS ROI ERRFS'X MLLM 
ULYFMJI DRLFJ FXP FS J[MFXXYLDJ XJULJX RI VXJXYLRSX FGRXY IRSFYLSL RRSJ\ YR YMJ RXXJXR- 9\OJU 
XYJUUJI GFFP LSYR YMJ RIILFJ F IJE RLSXYJX OFYJU FSI UJFOFLRJI MLX FMFLU- 
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'9R XRUU\ - :MJUJ EJUJ EJ> GFDJ \RX YROI FS\RSJ FGRXY \RXU ILXFRDJU\>" 
"2\ IULJSIX- " 
"3R RSJ LS \RXU IFRLO\> " 
"3R R\ RRR IRJXS'Y PSRE FS\YMLSL FGRXY LY-" 
"HX YMFY FOO YMJ IFRLO\ \RX MFDJ>" 
2FULRY IJOY LSFUJFXLSLO\ XSFRRIRUYFGOJ FX 9\OJU'X VXJXYLRSX LUJE RRUJ UJUXRSFO- 9U\LSL 
YR MLIJ MJU UFSLF XMJ UUJYJSIJI YR FMJFP MJU EFYFM- '9R XRUU\ 2U- -RSJX H ILIS'Y UJFOLbJ EMFY 
YLRJ LY EFX- H'R UXSSLSL OFYJ IRU FS FUURLSYRJSY FY XFMRRO-" 
2FULRY UXXMJI RXY RI YMJ RIILFJ- 9\OJU FFOOJI RXY YR MJU IURR YMJ RYMJU XLIJ RI YMJ 
FRXSYJU- "EJJO IUJJ YR FRRJ GFFP EMJS \RX MFDJ RRUJ YLRJ-" 
"H ELOO" 2FULRY UJUOLJI RDJU MJU XMRXOIJU ELYM SR LSYJSYLRS RI UJYXUSLSL-
R 
9MJ URUYFO FORXJI GJMLSI 2FULRY FSI XMJ XYFUYJI IRU YMJ JFXYJUS JILJ RI YMJ FOJFULSL ELYM 
9RII FSI CFULS RS JLYMJU XLIJ RI MJU- FJSJURXXO\ LSMFOLSL YMJ IUJXMJXY FLU YMJ\ MFI JDJU GUJFYMJI 
YMJ\ XOREJI YMJLU UFFJ IURR YMJ UXXM YMFY MFI GURXLMY YMJR YMJUJ- 
CFULS XFUFYFMJI YMJ GFFP RI MLX MJFI- "2FULRY H EFSYJI YR YFOP YR \RX FGRXY XRRJYMLSL- 
BFRUILUJ XYRULJX FUJ FRRO GXY H EFSY XRRJ FFYLRS - H OXXY XFY RS R\ FXX IRU FS MRXU FSI ILIYJJS 
RLSXYJX- @Y YMJ ULXP RI XRXSILSL OLPJ R\ IFYMJU H YMLSP H XMRXOI LJY XU FSI IR XRRJYMLSL-" 
"<RX ILI SRY OXXY FRRUFUJ -FIJS FSI 8FLJ YR CU- 2RRUJ-" 
"3R H FRRUFUJI XLYYLSL IRES YR XLYYLSL IRES-" 
2FULRY YXUSJI YR MJU RYMJU FRRUFSLRS- "@UJ \RX OJFDLSL RJ YRR 9RII>" 
' 'H'R FIUFLI XR-" 
"H LXJXX \RX EFSY YR RJJY XRRJ UJFO OLDJ RFLLFLFSX RU XRRJYMLSL-" 
9RII ORRPJI XU IURR YMJ ORSL LUFXX FY YMJLU IJJY- "CR \RX YMLSP YMJ\ PSRE FS\>" 
"GRE FGRXY \RX 2FULRY>" CFULS FXPJI- "@UJ \RX UJFI\ IRU XRRJ FIDJSYXUJ>" 
2FULRY XMUXLLJI- "H'R MFUU\ LS YMJ XEFRUX-" 
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"H YMRXLMY \RX EJUJ GRUJI-" 
"H IRS'Y XJJ MRE OLXYJSLSL YR FFRUILUJ XYRULJX FGRXY FSRYMJU ERUOI LX YMJ XFRJ FX 
MRXXJFOJFSLSL FSI MRRJERUP-" 
CFULS SRIIJI- "<RX LRY RJ YMJUJ-" 
9MJ YMUJJ IULJSIX ULFPJI F UFYM YMURXLM YMJ ERRIX FSI SJFUJI YMJ JILJ RI YMJ RFUXM- 
9MJ\ FUULDJI FY YMJ IU\ UOFYJFX FSI ILXFRDJUJI 8FLJ'X MXY XSRFFXULJI- -FIJS XYRRI XRRJ ILXYFSFJ 
FEF\ RXYXLIJ MLX RES IEJOOLSL FSI YMJ IULJSIX FUUURFFMJI MLR- 9MJ IFUPMFLUJI YMLJI EMLXYOJI 
EMLOJ MJ LSXUJFYJI YMJ IJJU XPLS EFOOX- 
2FULRY MJXLYFYJI YR GUJFP -FIJS'X FRSFJSYUFYLRS- ":MJUJ'X 8FLJ>" 
-FIJS XVXLSYJI FY YMJ XLIJ RI YMJ MXY FSI UJFFMJI MLX MFSI RXY YR IJJO LY- GLX LORDJX OJIY 
MLX ILSLJUX XSFRDJUJI IRU XXFM F UXUURXJ- "8FLJ EJSY RXY YR YMJ ILJOIX YR ULFP XRRJ MJUGX- 
8JDJUFO IFRLOLJX OLDJ IJJUJU LS YMJ XEFRUOFSIX FSI 8FLJ LX SXUXLSL RSJ RI YMJLU FMLOIUJS GFFP YR 
MJFOYM-" 
9RII FSI CFULS J[FMFSLJI F LOFSFJ- 
"FR FMJFI" 2FULRY UURRUYJI YMJR- 
CFULS XURPJ XU ILUXY- "CR \RX PSRE RI FS\ LXLOIX FURXSI MJUJ> 2FSO\ LXLOIX SRY 
FRRPLSL RU XJELSL RU FS\YMLSL-" 
-FIJS YXUSJI YR IFFJ MLX DLXLYRUX- "H PSRE RI F YUJJIJOOLSL LXLOI-" 
2FULRY FMXFPOJI FSI GURXLMY MJU MFSI YR MJU RRXYM- "<JFM CFULS \RX FFS GJ F 
OXRGJUOFFP-" 
"9MFY LX SRY RPF\" CFULS XMRY GFFP- 
":RXOI \RX UUJIJU YMJ EJFURSXRLYM ' X LXLOI>" -FIJS FXPJI- 
"9MFY XRXSIX LRRI- GRE FFS H ILSI YMFY>" 
"9MJ SJFUJXY RSJ LX LS 5FDJS'X AJSI- HY'X F OLYYOJ YRES SRUYM RI YMJ UFOFFJ-" 
9RII GOJE FFURXX YMJ OJSXJX RI MLX LOFXXJX FSI XJY YMJR GFFP RS MLX SRXJ- "HX YMJUJ F 
RFLJ'X LXLOI>" 
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"3RY YMFY H'R FEFUJ RI" -FIJS UJUOLJI- "If \RX'UJ ORRPLSL IRU YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO LY'X SRY 
IFU IURR YMJ UFOFFJ JLYMJU- <RX FFS XJJ YMJ YREJU IURR MJUJ-" 
9MJ YMUJJ XYXIJSYX YXUSJI FURXSI FSI XJY YMJLU XLLMYX LS YMJ ILXYFSFJ- 9MJ YFOO UFOJ LUJ\ 
YREJU RI YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO XYRRI RXY FLFLSXY F XP\OLSJ RI YUJJX-
"AJ FFUJIXO RXY YMJUJ" -FIJS FIDLXJI- 2FULRY FRXOI SRY MJOU ILSILSL MLX XROJRS 
J[UUJXXLRS MFSIXRRJ FSI XJOIFXXXUJI- "6XJJS -FbMFUF IRJXS'Y PSRE \RX YER FUJ MJUJ GXY MJU 
LXFUIX FUJ UURGFGO\ RS YMJ ORRPRXY IRU EMRJDJU UJXFXJI 2FULRY- 8MJ LX SRY F ERRFS YR GJ YFPJS 
OLLMYO\-" 
9RII FSI CFULS SRIIJI- ":J'OO GJ FFUJIXO-" 
2FULRY MRUJI MJU RRRJSYFU\ GRXY RI XM\SJXX ERXOI SRY XMRE LS MJU DRLFJ- ":M\ EJUJ 
\RX LS YMJ IXSLJRS YMJ IF\ H EFX FFUYXUJI>" 
-FIJS LULSSJI IURR JFU YR JFU- ":MJS IRRI LJYX XFFUFJ H FXY YMURXLM YMJ IXSLJRS FSI 
MJOU R\XJOI YR YMJ XYRUJURRRX- H RIYJS LSDLYJ R\XJOI YR YMJ UFOFFJ YMURXLM RSJ RI LYX DXOSJUFGOJ 
RUJSLSLX FSI MFDJ F ORRP FURXSI- HY'X R\ EF\ RI UURYJXYLSL -FbMFUF'X UOFFJ RS YMJ YMURSJ-" 
"CLI \RX JDJU LJY FFXLMY>" 
"@ORRXY GXY FORRXY LXS'Y YMJ XFRJ FX YMJ UJFO YMLSL-" 
R 
@X IXXP UUJUFUJI YR IFOO RDJU YMJ UFUP 2FULRY 9RII FSI CFULS EFOPJI YMJ UFYMX YMFY 
YRRP YMJR IJJUJU LSYR YMJ YUJJX FSI IFILSL ELOIIOREJUX- 
"@UJ \RX XXUJ \RX IRS'Y EFSY YR FRRJ YR YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO>" 9RII FXPJI 2FULRY- '9R 
XXUJ 2FLJ 5FbXMO ERXOI OJY \RX FUUUJSYLFJ XSIJU MLR YRR- H YMLSP \RX'I OLPJ MLR-" 
"3R YMFSPX-" 
"@UJ \RX XU YR XMFUUJSLSL F IJE XERUIX>" CFULS RIIJUJI- 
"H YROI \RX H'R XYLFPLSL FURXSI YMJ XEFRUX- H GRXLMY YMJXJ YMLX RRUSLSL-" 2FULRY 
OLIYJI MJU IRRY YR XMRE RII F GULLMY \JOORE LFORXM- 
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9RII ORRPJI FURXSI YMJR FY YMJ XLOJSY XSRRDLSL YUJJX- "H YMLSP EJ FFS RUJS YMJ URUYFO 
SRE-" 
9MJ YMUJJ IULJSIX UJYULJDJI FRRUFXXJX FSI XRFOO IOFXMOLLMYX IURR YMJLU URFPJYX- 2FULRY 
UJFLYJI YMJ LSFFSYFYLRS XMJ PSJE G\ MJFUY-
"CaminWoV pUo Wel EYeUgUen." 
9MJ XLLMY RI YMJ URUYFO UJJSJULLbJI 2FULRY FIYJU F EJJP RI FOFXXJX- 8MJ IROOREJI 9RII 
FSI CFULS YMURXLM YMJ RUJSLSL LSYR YMJ FOJFULSL- 9RII LFDJ YMJ RYMJUX F FMJJU\ XFOXYJ FSI MJFIJI 
RII YREFUI YMJ ILXYFSY RFLJ YREJU- CFULS JXFRUYJI 2FULRY YMURXLM YMJ ERRIX YR YMJ XEFRUX FSI 
UFUYJI EF\X ELYM MJU F XYRSJ'X YMURE IURR 8FLJ'X MXY- :LYMLS RLSXYJX 2FULRY XFY JSOR\LSL YMJ 
EFURYM RI F XRFOO ILUJ LS 8FLJ FSI -FIJS'X FRRUFS\- 
"If \RX OLPJI YMJ XYRU\ RI .FRJS \RX' HH OLPJ YMLX RSJ-" -FIJS IUJE F IJE UXIIX IURR MLX 
ULUJ- "<JFUX FLR EMJS H EFX RSO\ F FMLOI F \RXSL RFS FSLJUJI RSJ RI YMJ LRIX- 9MJ LRI 
UOFFJI F FXUXJ RS MLR XR YMFY IRU YMJ UJXY RI MLX OLIJ MJ ELOO GULSL RLXIRUYXSJ FSI ILXFXYJU YR 
FS\RSJ MJ YULJX YR MJOU- 9MJ\ FFOO MLR YMJ @FFXUXJI GXY IJE RI MLX DLFYLRX FUJ ELOOLSL YR FIRLY 
YMJ FXUXJ YRURJSYX MLX LJSJURXX MJFUY- GJ'X F FXUXJ RS JDJU\RSJ MJ YULJX YR FLI- 2RXY RI YMJ 
XRXYMJUS DLOOFLJX MFDJ YMURES MLR RXY IRU LRRI GXY MJ XYLOO EUJFPX MFDRF IURR YLRJ YR YLRJ-" 
":MFY IRJX MJ IR>" 2FULRY UUJXXJI MLR- 
"9MJUJ EFX F YLRJ EMJS YMJ @FFXUXJI EFSYJI YR FUUUJSYLFJ FX F EJFURSXRLYM OLPJ \RXU 
IULJSI GXY LY EFXS'Y ORSL GJIRUJ YMJ RFS YUFLSLSL MLR GXUSJI MLX FUR-" 
"/FXY \JFU YMJ @FFXUXJI YULJI YR MJOU F MJUIXRFS FFYFM F XMJJU YMFY MFI JXFFUJI IURR 
YMJ UJS-" 8FLJ XRLOJI LJSYO\- "9MJ @FFXUXJI RJFSY EJOO GXY FOO RI YMJ XMJJU EJUJ XRRS 
URFRLSL IUJJ FSI YMJ MJUIXRFS FMFXJI MLR FEF\-" 
"8RRJ UJRUOJ YMLSP MJ'X YU\LSL YR XSIR YMJ FXUXJ G\ ORRPLSL IRU LRRI IJJIX YR UJUIRUR" 
-FIJS FIIJI- "9MJ UXRRUX LS 5FDJS'X AJSI XF\ LY MFXS'Y MFUUJSJI \JY LI LY JDJU ELOO- 2YMJUX OXXY 
YMLSP MJ IRJXS'Y EFSY YR XYRU MJOULSL UJRUOJ JDJS LI LY OJFIX YR ILXFXYJU-" 
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8FLJ XYRRI XU FSI GUXXMJI YMJ ILUY IURR MJU IUJXX- "H MFDJ XRRJ UJRUOJ YR YJSI YR 
R\XJOI- H'OO XJJ \RX FLFLS XRRS 2FULRY- FRRI SLLMY -FIJS-" 
2FULRY FSI -FIJS RIIJUJI YMJLU LRRI G\JX- 9MJ\ EFYFMJI 8FLJ UJYXUS YR MJU MXY YMURXLM 
YMJ UFOJ XYFUOLLMY- 2FULRY OREJUJI MJU LFbJ YR YMJ ILUJ SRY XXUJ RI EMFY YR XF\- 
-FIJS UJJUJI LSYR YMJ LORELSL FRSYJSYX RI MLX ULUJ GREO- "2FULRY YMJUJ'X XRRJRSJ 
FRRLSL YR YMJ XEFRUX YMFY H EFSY \RX YR RJJY- BFS \RX FRRJ GFFP YRRRUURE SLLMY>" 
"2I FRXUXJ-" 
R 
GJOJS MXLLJI MJU IFXLMYJU LRRI SLLMY FSI OJIY YMJ OLDLSL URRR LS MJU YJUU\ FORYM URGJ FSI 
XOLUUJUX- 2FULRY XFY GFFP IRES LS IURSY RI YMJ YJOJDLXLRS LRUFYLJSYO\ XELYFMLSL FMFSSJOX XSYLO F 
IXOO MFOI MRXU MFI UFXXJI- 8MJ XOLUUJI XU YMJ XYFLUX FSI XMXY MJUXJOI LS MJU URRR- 2FULRY 
EMLXUJUJI YMJ LSFFSYFYLRS YMFY RUJSJI YMJ URUYFO FSI MXUULJI YMURXLM LY RS MJU EF\ YR YMJ XEFRUX- 
8YFUOLLMY XMREJI 2FULRY MJU UFYM YR YMJ JILJ RI YMJ FOJFULSL FSI XMJ UXOOJI YMJ XRFOO 
IOFXMOLLMY IURR MJU URFPJY YR LXLIJ MJU YMURXLM YMJ YUJJX- 8U FMJFI F MJFUY\ ILUJ IFSFJI RXYXLIJ 
-FIJS' XMXY FSI XXRRRSJI 2FULRY YR LY- 8MJ YXFPJI YMJ IOFXMOLLMY LSYR MJU OFFPJY URFPJY FSI 
OLXYJSJI YR YMJ UJFO RI 8FLJ'X OFXLMYJU- 9MJ XRXSI UJFXXXUJI MJU FX XMJ FUUURFFMJI YMJ YMUJJ 
ILLXUJX G\ YMJ ILUJ LXJXXLSL YMFY RSJ RI YMJR RXXY GJ YMJ UJUXRS -FIJS MFI GJJS J[UJFYLSL- 
9MJ ILLXUJ LS YMJ RLIIOJ UFLXJI MJU J\JX YR RJJY 2FULRY'X FSI OLIYJI F MFSI YR FRDJU MJU 
IFFJ- -FIJS UJFFMJI RXY FSI LJSYO\ OREJUJI LY- 2FULRY FFRJ YR F XYRU GJXLIJ 8FLJ YU\LSL SRY YR 
XYFUJ FY YMJ ERRFS ' X XYULPLSL GJFXY\- AOFFP FXUOX FFXFFIJI YR MJU XMRXOIJUX YMJLU IFUPSJXX 
RFYFMJI G\ F RROJ RS MJU ULLMY FMJJP FS LSFM IURR MJU OLUX- 
"2FULRY YMLX LX 2FUXFOF" -FIJS LSYURIXFJI MJU- "2FUXFOF YMLX LX 2FULRY- 8MJ FRRJX YR 
DDJULUJS YMURXLM YMJ URUYFOX GJYEJJS ERUOIX- BFS \RX GJOLJDJ LY>" -FIJS'X EFUR YRSJ FSI YMJ 
EF\ MLX J\JX GFUJO\ OJIY 2FUXFOF'X IFFJ GJYUF\JI MLX ORDJ IRU MJU- 2FULRY IJOY MJU FYYUFFYLRS YR MLR 
YUFSXIRUR LSYR FS FUUUJFLFYLRS IRU MLX OR\FO IULJSIXMLU- ThaW'V shaW happenV shen uoX Uead Woo 
manu bookV, XMJ OFXLMJI XLOJSYO\- 
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2FUXFOF GREJI MJU MJFI LS LUJJYLSL- "<RXU FFVXFLSYFSFJ MXRGOJX RJ-" 
2FULRY RIIJUJI F LJSXLSJ XRLOJ LS UJYXUS- "HY'X DJU\ SLFJ YR RJJY \RX-" 
"It LXS'Y RIYJS 2FUXFOF LUFFJX XX ELYM MJU UUJXJSFJ" 8FLJ J[UOFLSJI- "8MJ'X IURR F 
XRFOO DLOOFLJ LS YMJ SRUYMJUS IJXJUY-" 
"2ULLLSFOO\" 2FUXFOF FIIJI LS FS JFUYM\ DRLFJ- 
"GRE ORSL MFDJ \RX PSRES OFIJS>" 2FULRY FXPJI- 
2FUXFOF YXUSJI MJU MJFI FSI XJFUFMJI OFIJS' X IFFJ- "8JDJS RF\GJ JLLMY \JFUX-" 
OFIJS UJXYJI MLX MFSI RS 2FUXFOF'X XMRXOIJU- "2FULRY FRSYLSXJX YR DLXLY XX MJUJ EMLOJ 
MJU IULJSIX MFDJ XRXLMY RXY FIDJSYXUJX GJ\RSI YMJ XEFRUX- CFULS LX YUFLSLSL FY YMJ 
EJFURSXRLYM' X LXLOI LS 5FDJS'X AJSI FSI 9RII LX FUUUJSYLFLSL XSIJU RSJ RI YMJ RFLJ XFMROFUX 
FY YMJ XFMRRO-" 
2FUXFOF IRFXXJI RS 2FULRY RSFJ RRUJ- "H PSRE EM\ \RX XYF\- <RX PSRE YMFY -FIJS 
FFS YJFFM \RX RRUJ YMFS FS\ LXLOI RRUJ YMFS YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- GJ ELOO PJJU \RX IURR MFUR-" 
"GJ'X FOUJFI\ UJXFXJI RJ IURR 6XJJS OFbMFUF'X UFOFFJ " 2FULRY YROI MJU- 
2FUXFOF'X IFUP J\JX LOLRRJUJI LS YMJ ILUJOLLMY- "H FR XXUJ SRY JDJS YMJ 6XJJS PSREX YMJ 
UFOFFJ'X IFUP UFXXFLJEF\X FX EJOO FX OFIJS IRJX- GJ MFX GJJS ELSILSL YMURXLM LYX FRUULIRUX IRU 
\JFUX-" 
8FLJ UXXMJI MJUXJOI RXY RI MJU XLYYLSL URXLYLRS- "2FULRY ELOO \RX MJOU RJ GULSL RXY 
XRRJYMLSL YR JFY>" 
"8XUJ-" 
/JFDLSL OFIJS FSI 2FUXFOF LS JFFM RYMJU'X FRRUFS\ 2FULRY IROOREJI 8FLJ YR MJU MXY- 
9MJ\ JSYJUJI YMJ XRFOO XYUXFYXUJ GJIRUJ YMJ\ XURPJ F ERUI- 
"8MJ'X GJFXYLIXO" 2FULRY FRSILIJI- 
"<JX XMJ LX - GJU RES UJRUOJ IRS'Y YMLSP XR-" 8FLJ ORRPJI FRRSL YMJ GFXPJYX FSI FOF\ 
OFUX XJYYLSL IU\ EFIJUX RS F ERRIJS UOFYJ- "9MJ\ YMLSP MJU RROJ LX F XLLS RI LRUJUIJFYLRS FSI YMJ 
ILXUOJFXXUJ RI YMJ LRIX-" 
4/ 
"HY'X OXXY F RROJ-" 
"3RY YR 2FUXFOF RU MJU SFYLDJ UJRUOJ- 8MJ FRDJUX MJU IFFJ ELYM F DJLO EMLOJ XMJ YUFDJOX- 
8MJ'X UJOXFYFSY YR UJRRDJ LY JDJS MJUJ-" 
"GRE RIYJS IRJX XMJ DLXLY>" 
"DDJU\ IJE EJJPX- 2FUXFOF ULIJX ELYM YMJ FFUFDFSX YMFY ILXYULGXYJ IRRI FSI XXUUOLJX YR 
XRFOO DLOOFLJX FSI YMRXJ RI XX XFFYYJUJI FGRXY YMJ XEFRUX-" 
2FULRY'X J\JGUREX YLOYJI ELYM XFISJXX- "CLI MJU MRRJ DLOOFLJ PLFP MJU RXY>" 
":MJS XMJ EFX XYLOO F FMLOI- 2FUXFOF IRJXS'Y IJJO EJOFRRJ FS\EMJUJ- 2F\GJ XRRJ IF\ 
-FIJS ELOO GJ FGOJ YR FRSDLSFJ MJU YR XYF\ MJUJ GXY XSYLO YMJS MJU DLXLYX FUJ FOEF\X F FFXXJ IRU 
FJOJGUFYLRS-" 
"CRJXS'Y XMJ MFDJ FS\ IFRLO\>" 
"@X IFU FX H PSRE YMJ\ RFIJ YMJ ILSFO IJFLXLRS YR FFXY MJU RXY- 8MJ MFXS'Y XJJS YMJR 
XLSFJ XMJ OJIY-" 
"HX XMJ FSLU\>" 
8FLJ OLIYJI MJU XMRXOIJUX LS F LJSYOJ XMUXL- "8MJ UFUJO\ RJSYLRSX YMJR- 8MJ OLDJX LS YMJ 
UUJXJSY EMLFM LX LRRI GXY YR MJU YMJ UUJXJSY XYUJYFMJX YR YMJ IFU JSI RI MJU IXYXUJ-" 
2FULRY OJY MJU GFFPUFFP XOFR IRES RS YRU RI YMJ PLYFMJS YFGOJ- 8MJ ILFOJI 9RII'X 
SXRGJU FSI UXGGJI MJU YJRUOJ ELYM YER ILSLJUX- GJU J\JX EFSIJUJI FURXSI YMJ PLYFMJS XSYLO MJ 
FSXEJUJI- "H LRY F CRS R\ 8UFSLXM YJXY-" 
9RII LURFSJI- "If \RX LJY F IUFRJ IRU LY EJ FFS MFSL LY SJ[Y YR R\ XYFYX YJXY- 2\ LUFIJX 
FUJS'Y FS\ GJYYJU YMFS \RXUX-" 
"8MLY-" 2FULRY ORRPJI RDJU YMJ EMLYJ FUUOLFSFJX YMFY XYRRI RXY FLFLSXY YMJ LUJJS 
FRXSYJUX FSI EFOOX- "2\ RRR FSI H FOEF\X LR RXY YR FJOJGUFYJ YMJ JSI RI YMJ XJRJXYJU- If H PJJU 
YMLX XULY ERS'Y GJ F MFUU\ ILSSJU- HY'OO GJ FS LSYJUURLFYLRSXMJ'OO PSRE XRRJYMLSL'X LRLSL RS- 
H'DJ GJJS ERUPLSL XR MFUI YR RFPJ XXUJ XMJ IRJXS'Y ILSI RXY FGRXY YMLX- H'R FOEF\X EFXMLSL R\ 
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FORYMJX GJFFXXJ YMJ\ XRJOO OLPJ XRRPJ IURR MFSLLSL RXY ELYM OFIJS FSI 8FLJ- H MFDJ YR PJJU R\ 
RRR RXY RI R\ FORXJY XR XMJ IRJXS'Y ILSI YMJ RXII\ LFORXMJX H'R MLILSL LS YMJUJ-" 
"H PSRE MRE \RX IJJO- 2\ RRR EFSYX RJ YR LJY LRRI LUFIJX XR XMJ FFS EFDJ LY LS R\ 
FXSY'X IFFJ- 9MJ\'DJ MFI YMLX ULDFOU\ LRLSL XLSFJ R\ FRXXLS FSI H EJUJ GRUS YMJ XFRJ \JFU- :MR 
OJFUSJI YR EFOP ILUXY> :MR XFLI YMJ ILUXY ERUI>" 
"<RX'DJ GJJS YR DDJULUJS-" 
9RII OFXLMJI- "2F\GJ H'OO YU\ J[UOFLSLSL YMFY YR R\ RRR EMJS XMJ FFS'Y ILSI FS\YMLSL 
JOXJ YR GUFL FGRXY EMJS R\ LUFIJX FRRJ RXY-" 
"@UJ \RX XYLOO LRLSL YR RJJY XX FY YMJ UFUP YRRRUURE FIYJU ILSSJU>" 
''H'OO GJ YMJUJ- 2FLJ 5FbXMO FSI H FUJ UUJUFULSL IRU FS LRURUYFSY RLXXLRS-" 
"5JFOO\> /LPJ EMFY>" 
"9MJUJ'X F DLOOFLJ EJXY RI YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO YMFY'X XXIIJULSL IURR IFRLSJ- 8RRJGRI\ 
UURRLXJI YR GULSL YMJR IRRI IJFFIJX FLR GXY MJ SJDJU ILI- GJ'X RSO\ PSRES FX YMJ AJYUF\JU 
FSI 2FLJ 5FbXMO'X GRXX EFSYX MLR YR ILSI RXY EMR MJ EFX- 2FLJ 5FbXMO'X OJYYLSL RJ FRRJ 
FORSL FX MLX FXXLXYFSY- 3R RSJ JOXJ FY YMJ XFMRRO MFX YMJ YLRJ GXY H EFSY YR LR- 9MJ DLOOFLJ MFX 
GJFRRJ XRRJEMFY RI F LMRXY YRES FSI YMJ UJRUOJ EMR FUJ OLDLSL YMJUJ SJJI YR PSRE YMJ\'UJ SRY 
IRULRYYJS-" 
"@UJ \RX YFPLSL IRRI YR YMJR>" 2FULRY FXPJI- 
"H RIIJUJI YR GXY 2FLJ 5FbXMO UJRLSIJI RJ YMFY EJ IRS'Y PSRE MRE RFS\ UJRUOJ FUJ 
XYLOO OLDLSL YMJUJ- GJ XFLI LY'X SRY UFUY RI RXU RLXXLRS GXY H MRUJ EJ'OO GJ FGOJ YR GULSL YMJR 
XRRJYMLSL FX XRRS FX EJ FFS-" 
"GRE IFU LX YMJ DLOOFLJ>" 
"2FLJ 5FbXMO XFLI LY'OO YFPJ XX FS MRXU RU YER YR LJY YMJUJ- :J MFDJ YR YFPJ F EFLRS-" 
"<RX MFDJ YR OJY RJ PSRE EMFY LY'X OLPJ- H'R OJFDLSL IRU YMJ XEFRUX LS F OLYYOJ GLY-" 
"H ELOO- H'OO XJJ \RX YRRRUURE-" 
R
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8LYYLSL RS YMJ LURXSI RXYXLIJ -FIJS' X MXY 2FULRY OLIYJI MJU FOF\ FXU LS YMJ EFURYM RI YMJ 
XYJFI\ ILUJ- -FIJS FSI 8FLJ MJOI YMJLUX XU FX EJOO- 
"@ YRFXY YR 2FUXFOF-" -FIJS' X DRLFJ XYUFLSJI XOLLMYO\ ELYM JRRYLRS- "2F\ \RXU YUFDJOX 
GJ XFIJ FSI UJYXUS \RX YR YMJ XEFRUX FX XRRS FX YMJ LRIX ELOO FOORE-" 
9MJ\ XJY YMJLU FXUX YR YMJLU OLUX FSI IUFSP YMJ YMLFP XEJJY GJ09\ OXLFJ-
"9MFSP \RX-" 2FUXFOF UJRFLSJI XROJRS FX MJU IFUP J\JX FFRJ YR UJXY RS -FIJS'X IFFJ- 
"9MJ FFUFDFS OLPJ YMJ XXS RRDJX JSIOJXXO\ FOEF\X UJYXUSLSL YR EMJUJ LY MFX GJJS GJIRUJ- H ELOO 
FRRJ GFFP FX H FOEF\X IR-" 
-FIJS OFLI MLX MFSI RDJU MJUX- "<RX IRS'Y MFDJ YR XYF\ ELYM YMJ FFUFDFS- HY ELOO XYLOO 
RRDJ LI \RX IJFLIJ YR OJFDJ LY-" 
"H GFUJO\ UJRJRGJU R\ DLOOFLJ- 9MJ FFUFDFS LX YMJ RSO\ YMLSL H PSRE- H IRULRY MRE YR GJ 
XYFYLRSFU\ F ORSL YLRJ FLR-" 
":J FRXOI YJFFM \RX" 2FULRY XURPJ XU- 
2FUXFOF ILI SRY YXUS MJU MJFI- "5JUMFUX RSJ IF\ H FFS OLDJ FX \RX IR- ERU SRE R\ 
IJXYLS\ YUFDJOX ELYM YMJ FFUFDFS-" 
2FULRY IJOO XLOJSY XSXXUJ RI MRE YR UJRJI\ YMJ FEPEFUI YXUS YMJ FRSDJUXFYLRS MFI YFPJS- 
8FLJ XXLLJXYJI YMJ\ XLSL F IJE IROP XRSLX IRU 2FULRY GJIRUJ 2FUXFOF YRRP MJU OJFDJ- 2FULRY 
YULJI YR OJFUS YMJ ERUIX GXY -FIJS'X RDJUFRRUJSXFYLSL XRLOJ UUJRFFXULJI MJU- 
R 
ELOLSL LSYR YMJ YMLUI IORRU FOFXXURRR RXY RI XMJJU IXY\ 2FULRY XOXRUJI LSYR YMJ IJXP SJ[Y 
YR CFULS LS YMJ GFFP URE- 9MJ RYMJU XYXIJSYX XOLI LSYR YMJLU XJFYX RSJ G\ RSJ FSI XSbLUUJI YMJLU 
GFFPUFFPX- 2FULRY XYFUJI LSYR XUFFJ XSYLO CFULS SXILJI MJU- 
"/RRP FY EMFY YMJ LXLOI LFDJ RJ-" CFULS XYLIOJI F \FES ELYM RSJ MFSI FX MJ IXL LSYR MLX 
URFPJY- GJ XMREJI 2FULRY F XLODJU FRLS FSI 6XJJS -FbMFUF'X IFFJ IOFXMJI RS RSJ XLIJ- 
"HY ORRPX F ORY OLPJ YMJ GURSbJ FRLS 9\OJU MFI-" 
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"9MJ\ YROI RJ YMFY EMJS -FbMFUF YRRP YMJ YMURSJ XMJ UXY MJU IFFJ RS FOO YMJ XRXYMJUS 
FXUUJSF\-" 
":MFY EFX RS LY GJIRUJ YMFY>" 
"@ ULFYXUJ RI YMJ UFOFFJ H YMLSP-" 
CU- 2RRUJ FFUULJI MLX OJFYMJU GULJIFFXJ YR YMJ IURSY RI YMJ URRR- GJ RUJSJI YMJ GULJIFFXJ 
RS YMJ OFULJ IJXP FSI UXOOJI RXY F RFSLOF ILOJ IROIJU- 
2FULRY LOFSFJI FY YMJ IRRUEF\ YR YMJ MFOO- ":MJUJ'X 9RII> CR \RX YMLSP MJ'X XLFP RU 
XRRJYMLSL>" 
"8LFP RI FRRLSL YR FOFXX- GJ UURGFGO\ EJSY YR YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO-" 
2FULRY'X FRSFJUS RJOYJI XOLLMYO\ - "GJ LX ERUPLSL RS F RLXXLRS GXY LY'X SRY OLPJ MLR YR 
XPLU FOFXX ELYMRXY OJYYLSL XX PSRE MJ ERS'Y GJ MJUJ-" 
CFULS IOLUUJI MLX SRYJGRRP RUJS- "CR \RX YMLSP XRRJYMLSL' X EURSL>" 
"H MRUJ SRY GXY H YMLSP EJ XMRXOI RFPJ XXUJ MJ ' X RPF\ FX XRRS FX FOFXX LX RDJU-" 
CFULS SRIIJI FSI YMJ\ YFUUJI YMJLU IJJY YMURXLM CU- 2RRUJ'X OJFYXUJ XSFGOJ YR XLY XYLOO- 
:MJS YMJ GJOO UFSL YMJ\ GXUXY RXY RI YMJ FOFXXURRR FSI XUJI IRES YMJ XYFLUX YR YMJ GFXJRJSY 
UJXYURRR- 2FULRY RUJSJI YMJ URUYFO FSI IROOREJI CFULS YMURXLM LY LSYR YMJ FOJFULSL- 8MJ XURYYJI 
YMJ YRU RI YMJ OLLMY LUJ\ YREJU GJORSLLSL YR YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- 
"H LXJXX EJ XMRXOI OJY YMJ YREJU LXLIJ XX YR YMJ XFMRRO FSI XJJ LI EJ FFS ILSI 9RII- H 
MRUJ YMJ 6XJJS MFXS ' Y FFXLMY MLR-" 
"If XMJ MFX EJ OXXY LJY -FIJS ULLMY>" 
2FULRY SRIIJI- 9MJ\ XJY RII YREFUI YMJ YREJU LUXSYLSL FY YMJ EJLLMY RI YMJ MLXYRU\ 
GRRPX LS YMJLU GFFPUFFPX- DDJSYXFOO\ YMJ\ FUULDJI FY F EFOO RI OLLMY LUJ\ XYRSJX FGRXY JLLMY IJJY 
MLLM- 5JJULSL YMURXLM YMJ XFUROOLSL RJYFO GFUX RI YMJ LFYJ 2FULRY FSI CFULS FRXOI XJJ YMJ IRXU 
XYRU\ 2FLJ 8FMRRO FYYFFMJI YR YMJ YREJU FY YMJ LURXSI IORRU- 2FULRY'X J\JX XEJUY RDJU YMJ XMRUY 
DLGUFSYO\ LUJJS OFES- 
"GJOOR>" 
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@ YMLS ERRFS IUFUJI LS LUJJS URGJX XYUROOJI LSYR DLJE IURR YMJ RYMJU XLIJ RI YMJ EFOO- 
FUJJS J\JX LOREJI GJSJFYM F YFS MFLUOJXX XFFOU- "GRE RF\ H XJUDJ>" 
":J'UJ DJU\ XRUU\ YR ILXYXUG \RX" 2FULRY XFLI- ":J'UJ ORRPLSL IRU F IULJSI RI RXUX-
GLX SFRJ LX 9RII FLGXRS- GJ EFX ERUPLSL ELYM XRRJGRI\CFULS IR \RX UJRJRGJU YMJ 
RFLJ'X SFRJ>XRRJYMLSL ELYM FS 7." 
"2FLJ 5FbXMO>" 
"H YMLSP YMFY'X LY-" 
"H ELOO LSIRUR MLR RI \RXU FUULDFO- 5OJFXJ EFLY MJUJ-" 
9MJ RFLJ YXFPJI MJU MFSIX LSYR YMJ JSIX RI MJU LUJJS XOJJDJX FSI EFOPJI XU YMJ XYRSJ 
UFYM YR YMJ IURSY IRRUX RI YMJ XFMRRO- 
"9MLX LX\ LS YMJ LXLOI RSO\ MFX RSJ JFU" CFULS XURPJ XU- 
"GRE'I MJ ORXJ YMJ RYMJU RSJ>" 
"H FXPJI MLR GXY MJ XFLI H ILIS'Y EFSY YR PSRE-" 
@IYJU F IJE RLSXYJX YMJ GFOI RFLJ UJFUUJFUJI FSI F YFOOJU ILLXUJ LS RLISLLMY GOXJ URGJX 
IROOREJI MJU YR YMJ LFYJ- 8YUFSIX RI XLODJU MLLMOLLMYJI MLX GURES MFLU FSI MJ FUUURFFMJI YMJ YER 
DLXLYRUX- 9MJ GFOI RFLJ UFUYJI IURR MLR ILXFUUJFULSL IURR DLJE- 
"2FLJ 5FbXMO>" 2FULRY FXPJI- 
"H FR- <RX XJJP R\ FRXSXJO>" 
":J'UJ ORRPLSL IRU RXU IULJSI 9RII FLGXRS- HX MJ MJUJ>" 
5FbXMO UJOJFXJI F ORSL GUJFYM FSI XOREO\ IUJE LS YMJ SJ[Y- "H FR XRUU\- HY RXXY GJ R\ 
XSIRUYXSFYJ IXY\ YR UFXX RS YMJ SJEX RI MLX IJFYM-" 
2FULRY XFUJFRJI FSI FRDJUJI MJU RRXYM ELYM MJU MFSIX- 8MJ XYFUJI FY 5FbXMO FSI YULJI 
YR IFYMRR EMFY XMJ MFI MJFUI- 
":MFY FUJ \RX YFOPLSL FGRXY>" CFULS IJRFSIJI- 
"9RII EFX FLILSL RJ LS R\ UJXJFUFM RS YMJ AJYUF\JU RI" 
":MFY PLSI RI UJXJFUFM LJYX UJRUOJ PLOOJI>" 
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5FbXMO UFXXJI FSI 2FULRY XFE F IOFXM RI UFLS LS MLX J\JX GJIRUJ MLX J[UUJXXLRS GJFFRJ 
XSUJFIFGOJ- ":J EJUJ XSFGOJ YR GJLLS RXU UJXJFUFM- DFUO\ YMLX RRUSLSL 9RII FSI H XJY RXU 
FRXUXJ IRU YMJ FUFMLDJX RI 9JUJS-" 
"9MJ EMFY>" 
"9MJ 9JUJS DLOOFLJ UJFRUIX- GLLM 2FLJ 9FULSRP LSXLXYJI EJ FII F YMLUI RJRGJU YR RXU 
UFUY\ FSI MJ FYYUFFYJI XSEFSYJI FYYJSYLRS RS YMJ URFI-" 
"8ULY LY RXY- :MFY MFUUJSJI>" 
2FULRY RIIJUJI FS FSXEJU YMFY MJU MFSIX RXIIOJI- CFULS FSI 5FXbMO EFLYJI IRU MJU YR 
UJUJFY MJUXJOI- 8MJ JFXJI MJU MFSIX IRES IURR MJU RRXYM- ":FX LY YMJ @FFXUXJI>" 
"<JX" 5FbXMO UJUOLJI- "GJ EFSYJI YR MJOU XX FSI R\ RUIJUX EJUJ YR FFFJUY YMFY FLI- 
AJIRUJ EJ FRXOI UJFFM 9JUJS RSJ RI YMJ UJSJLFIJ RFLJX J[YUFFYJI 9RII'X OLIJ-" 
2FULRY YULJI SRY YR IRUR FS\ LRFLJX RI LY LS MJU RLSI- ":MJUJ LX MJ>" 
":J GURXLMY MLR GFFP YR YMJ XFMRRO-" 
"BFS EJ UOJFXJ YFPJ MLR MRRJ>" 
"BJUYFLSO\- :J MFDJ SR UJFXRS YR PJJU MLR MJUJ-" 
5FbXMO XSOFYFMJI YMJ LURS LFYJ FSI OJY YMJ YER DLXLYRUX UFXX YMURXLM LSYR YMJ FRXUY\FUI- 
9MJ GFOI RFLJ XYJUUJI IRUEFUI YR FORXJ LY FLFLS FSI 5FbXMO OJI YMJ DLXLYRUX XU YMJ UFYMEF\ YR YMJ 
LUJFY ERRIJS IRRUX- 2FULRY ELUJI YMJ YJFUX IURR MJU FMJJPX- 8MJ XMLDJUJI IJXULYJ MJU OFFPJY 
FSI YMJ RXLL\ FLU- 
CFULS OJFSJI MLX MJFI IRES YREFUI 2FULRY' X- "2F\GJ \RX XMRXOIS'Y XJJ YMLX-" 
"H'R SRY OJFDLSL MLR-" 
2FULRY FSI CFULS IROOREJI 5FbXMO YMURXLM YMJ FRUULIRUX RI YMJ XFMRRO- /FSYJUSX OLY YMJLU 
UFYM IURR YMJ FJLOLSL FSI 5FbXMO OJI YMJ DLXLYRUX LSYR FS JRUY\ URRR EMJUJ 9RII'X GRI\ OF\ RS F 
FRY- 9RII'X J\JX EJUJ FORXJI GJSJFYM YMJ OJSXJX RI MLX LOFXXJX FSI XRRJRSJ MFI IROIJI MLX MFSIX 
RDJU MLX FGIRRJS- 2FULRY XYFUJI FY YMJ FMJXY GJSJFYM YMJ LUJ\ bLUUJUJI OFFPJY FSI ELOOJI LY YR 
ULXJ ELYM YMJ GUJFYM RI OLIJ- 8MJ \JFUSJI YR XJJ 9RII'X XM\ LJSYOJ XRLOJ RSFJ RRUJ- 
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CFULS LOFUJI FY 5FbXMO- "GRE ILI \RX XF\ MJ ILJI> GJ IRJXS ' Y MFDJ F XFUFYFM RS MLR-" 
"@ UJSJLFIJ RFLJ FFXY MLR IRES-" 5FbXMO'X LUJ\ J\JX IJOO RS 9RII'X J[UUJXXLRSOJXX 
IFFJ - "9MJ IFUP FUYX FUJ SRY FOOREJI FY YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- 9MJXJ RFLJX MFDJ FMRXJS F OLIJ RI 
IJXYUXFYLRS EJ FFSSRY FRSIRSJ- H FR FY F ORXX YR J[UOFLS LY IXUYMJU-" 
CFULS UXGGJI MLX MFSIX RDJU MLX IFFJ FSI IRES RSYR YMJ GFFP RI MLX SJFP- GJ YXUSJI YR 
2FULRY- "GRE FUJ EJ LRLSL YR J[UOFLS YMLX YR MLX UFUJSYX>" 
"H IRS'Y PSRE-" 2FULRY JILJI IRUEFUI FSI YRXFMJI 9RII'X MFSI ELYM MJU ILSLJUYLUX- 
8MJ MFI SRY J[UJFYJI XXFM FROI ULLLI IOJXM- 8MJ UXGGJI MJU ILSLJUX FLFLSXY MJU OJFSX- "HX LY 
URXXLGOJ YR YJOO YMJR YMJ YUXYM>" 
"9MJ\'I SJDJU GJOLJDJ XX- 9MJ\'I YMLSP EJ EJUJ FUFb\-" 
"H PSRE GXY YMJUJ'X RSO\ RSJ RYMJU J[UOFSFYLRS H FFS YMLSP RI-" 2FULRY'X DRLFJ 
XVXJFPJI FSI XMJ UFXXJI- ":MFY LI EJ UXY 9RII LS MLX GJI FSI OJY LY ORRP OLPJ MJ ILJI LS MLX 
XOJJU>" 
"-JXXX --- " CFULS OREJUJI MLX MFSIX IURR MLX SJFP- "GLX UFUJSYX ELOO ILSI MLR FSI IUJFP 
RXY- 9MJUJ'X SRYMLSL JOXJ EJ FFS IR-" 
"GRE RF\ H GJ RI XJUDLFJ>" 5FbXMO FXPJI LS F ORE DRLFJ- 
2FULRY ORRPJI XU FSI YLJI YR XUJFP LSYJOOLLLGO\- "GRE FFS EJ YFPJ MLR MRRJ>" 
"H'OO RUJS YMJ URUYFO- 9MJS EJ FFS FFUU\ MLR YMURXLM-" 5FbXMO OJY MLX MFSI OLSLJU FY 
9RII ' X XMRXOIJU IRU F RRRJSY- "Caminmi pUoWel paWUadomXV." 
2FULRY XYFUJI FY YMJ LRFLJ RI 9RII'X DLSYFLJ 8YFU :FUX FRRIR00JU RS YMJ RYMJU XLIJ RI YMJ 
URUYFO- CFULS ULFPJI XU 9RII'X XYLIIJSJI OJLX FSI 5FbXMO OLIYJI MLR G\ YMJ FURULYX- 2FULRY 
MXUULJI YMURXLM YMJ URUYFO FSI RFIJ URRR IRU YMJ RYMJUX LS YMJ RRIJXYO\XLbJI GJIURRR- 8MJ 
EFYFMJI YMJ URUYFO ILXXRODJ FSI XXIIJSO\ UJFOLbJI XMJ XMRXOI UXOO YMJ FRRIRUYJU FSI XMJJYX GFFP 
IURR YMJ ULOORE- 8MJ YXUSJI YMJ GJI FOO YMJ EF\ IRES FSI MJU FRRUFSLRSX OFLI 9RII RXY ELYM MLX 
MJFI RS MLX ULOORE- CFULS XSYLJI 9RII'X XMRJX FSI UULJI YMJR RII- 2FULRY YXFPJI 9RII LS 
LLSLJUO\ FSI UJRRDJI MLX LOFXXJX- 8MJ IROIJI YMJR FSI MFSIJI YMJR YR CFULS EMR XJY YMJR RS 
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YMJ FRUSJU RI YMJ IJXP- 2FULRY FMRPJI GFFP YJFUX FY YMJ XLLMY RI 9RII O\LSL UJFFJIXOO\ LS MLX GJI- 
GLX FOO@RJULFFS URXXJXXLRSX XXUURXSIJI MLR MLX FROOJFYLRS RI FRRLFX MLX XYJUJR MLX FRRUXYJU- 
5FbXMO'X J\JX RRDJI XOREO\ RDJU YMJ URRR FSI J[FRLSJI YMJ RGOJFYX 2FULRY PSJE RXXY XJJR XR 
IRUJLLS YR MLR- 9MJ FORFP RS 9RII'X XYJUJR UJFI OXXY UFXY IRXU- 
":J XMRXOI OJFDJ GJIRUJ MLX UFUJSYX ILSI XX-" 2FULRY EFLYJI IRU F SRI IURR CFULS- 
"CaminWoV pUo Wel EYeUgUen." 
CFULS UUJFJIJI 5FbXMO FSI 2FULRY LSYR YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- 9MJ\ YXUSJI FEF\ IURR YMJ 
DFFFSY FRY LS YMJ RLIIOJ RI YMJ URRR- 
"FJY RJ YMJ MJOO RXY RI MJUJ" CFULS RXYYJUJI ELYM IOFXMLSL J\JX- 
5FbXMO OJI MLX DLXLYRUX FORSL YMJ FRUULIRU FSI RXY LSYR YMJ XXSOLY FRXUY\FUI- 
"8LU" 2FULRY GOXUYJI RXY FX YMJ\ XYURIJ YREFUI YMJ LFYJ- "H MFDJ YR PSRE RRUJ- :M\ 
EFX YMJ @FFXUXJI FOOREJI YR LR ELYM \RX> GRE ILI \RX LJY YMJ URUYFO YR OJFI XYUFLLMY LSYR 
9RII'X URRR>" 
CFULS LSYJUUXUYJI 5FbXMO' X FSXEJU- "/JY'X LR 2FULRY- 3RSJ RI YMLX RFYYJUX FS\RRUJ-" 
9MJ GFOI RFLJ LS MJU LUJJS URGJX XSOFYFMJI YMJ LFYJ FSI MJOI LY RUJS- 
5FbXMO IFFJI 2FULRY- ":J RF\ XUJFP RS LY FSRYMJU YLRJ- /JFDJ RJ \RXU SFRJ FSI H 
ELOO RFPJ XXUJ \RX FUJ JXFRUYJI YR R\ VXFUYJUX XURS \RXU UJYXUS-" 
"HY'X 2FULRY- 9MFSP \RX IRU \RXU MJOU-" 2FULRY ORLSJI CFULS RS YMJ RYMJU XLIJ RI YMJ 
LURS LFYJ- 8MJ GURPJ IRES FX XMJ EFOPJI FEF\ GFUJO\ FGOJ YR UJFLYJ YMJ LSFFSYFYLRS YMFY ERXOI 
UJRUJS YMJ URUYFO- 8YJUULSL LSYR YMJ GFXJRJSY UJXYURRR 2FULRY J[FXXJI MJUXJOI LSYR RSJ RI YMJ 
XYFOOX YR LULJDJ FORSJ- 
R 
9MJ GXOP RI YMJ EJJP IUFLLJI G\ LS F XJULJX RI XSUJFO JDJSYX YMFY FUJFYJI F UJURFSJSY 
FFMJ LS 2FULRY'X XYRRFFM- 9RII'X IFYMJU FFOOJI RS 2RSIF\ JDJSLSL YR LSIRUR 2FULRY RI MLX 
XRS'X XSJ[UJFYJI IJFYM- CFULS GFUJO\ XURPJ YR MJU LS FOFXX- :MJS EULIF\ FUULDJI GJOJS IURDJ 
MJU IFXLMYJU YR YMJ IXSJUFO MRRJ- 
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"H'R MJUJ IRU \RX MRSJ\-" GJOJS UFUPJI YMJ FFU FSI UJFFMJI LSYR YMJ GFFP XJFY IRU MJU 
UXUXJ-
2FULRY SRIIJI- 8MJ FOLRGJI RXY RI YMJ FFU FSI YRRP F IJE XYJUX YREFUI YMJ IXSJUFO 
MRRJ SRY XXJI YR EJFULSL MLLM MJJOX- GJOJS FFXLMY XU YR MJU IFXLMYJU FSI RUJSJI YMJ IRRU- 
2FULRY JSYJUJI XSELOOLSLO\ SRY LS YMJ RRRI YR XYJU YMURXLM RSJ RRUJ URUYFO- 
9MJ XLLS LS YMJ JSYU\EF\ URLSYJI YMRXJ LULJDLSL 9RII 5- FLGXRS YR YMJ ULLMY- 9MJ URRR 
EFX XUFUXJO\ URUXOFYJI FSI 2FULRY FRXOI XJJ YMJ FLGXRSX IURR YMJ IRRUEF\- 8YFSILSL SJFU YMJ 
MJFI RI YMJ FFXPJY 2UX - FLGXRS FOXYFMJI F EMLYJ .OJJSJ[ EMLOJ MJU MXXGFSI XMRRP MFSIX ELYM F 
FXUO\MFLUJI RFS LS F IFUP XXLY- 
GJOJS RRYLRSJI YR ULJFJX RI URXYJU GRFUI FRDJUJI ELYM ULFYXUJX RI 9RII LS SJFY FFUJIXOO\ 
FUUFSLJI ILXUOF\X- "CR \RX EFSY YR ORRP>" 
2FULRY UJFOLbJI MRE RXFM RI 9RII'X OLIJ EFX SJE YR MJU FSI XMJ XYXILJI YMJ ULFYXUJX FX 
F YULGXYJ YR MJU ORXY IULJSI- 8MJ EFYFMJI 9RII LURE IURR FS LSIFSY LS MLX IFYMJU'X FURX LS F 
MRXULYFO URRR YR FS RUJSRRXYMJI FMLOI J[FLYJI FY UXOOLSL DLIJR LFRJX IURR YMJLU BMULXYRFX 
EUFUULSL UFUJU- GJ XRLOJI UURXIO\ MROILSL F LUJ\ UFGGLY LS RSJ MFSI FSI ILXUOF\LSL F GOXJ 
ULGGRS LS YMJ RYMJU- @X F YJJSFLJU 9RII XYRRI ELYM RSJ MFSI RS EMFY 2FULRY LXJXXJI YR GJ MLX 
ILUXY FFU- GJOJS UXGGJI MJU IFXLMYJU'X GFFP UJFXXXULSLO\ FSI 2FULRY XSFYFMJI F .OJJSJ[ IURR 
YMJ GR[ RS YMJ YFGOJ- 8MJ IRYYJI LY LSYR YMJ FRUSJUX RI MJU J\JX FSI IRFXXJI RSFJ RRUJ RS 9RII'X 
UFUJSYX- 2FULRY FUUURFFMJI YMJ FRXUOJ ELYM LXLOY EJLLMLSL MJFDLO\ XURS MJU XOJSIJU XMRXOIJUX- 
"GL 2U- FSI 2UX- FLGXRS -" 2FULRY'X DRLFJ EFDJUJI GXY YMJ FRXUOJ SRIIJI 
FUUUJFLFYLDJO\- 8MJ IRUFJI MJUXJOI YR ORRP IRES FY 9RII'X RRYLRSOJXX XOXRGJU- 8MJ RIIJUJI 2U- 
FLGXRS F MXL FSI YMJS JRGUFFJI 2UX - FLGXRS EMR MJOI RS RXFM ORSLJU YMFS MJU MXXGFSI- 
"9MJ IRFYRU LFDJ RJ F YUFSVXLOLbJU" 2UX- FLGXRS FRSILIJI YR 2FULRY FSI MJU RRYMJU- 
9MJ RLIIOJFLJI ERRFS XSLIIOJI FSI UJOJFXJI 2FULRY IURR MJU FURX- "HY'X XYLH- MFUI YMRXLM- 
9MJ\ EFSYJI YR IR FS FXYRUX\ FSI H XFLI SR- 9MJ\'UJ SRY LRLSL YR FXY XU RXU XRS-" 
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GJOJS MJOI MJU MFSI RXY FSI 2UX- FLGXRS YRRP LY- "9MFSP \RX XR RXFM IRU FRRLSL- HY 
RJFSX XR RXFM- 9MJ\ XFLI 9RII UURGFGO\ ILIS'Y XXIIJU DJU\ RXFM- :J YMLSP MJ RXXY'DJ LRSJ 
RXY IRU F RRUSLSL ORL RU YR YMJ OLGUFU\ RU XRRJYMLSL IJOY XLFP RU MFI F MJFIFFMJ FSI MJ OXXY OF\ 
IRES LS MLX GJI FSI EJSY YR XOJJU-" 
2FULRY IJOY 2UX- FLGXRS'X UFLS FIIJI YR MJU RES FSI YMJ LXLOY UJIXFJI MJU YR GUJFYMOJXX 
XRGX- 9MJ YMUJJ FIXOYX FRRIRUYJI 2FULRY ELYM ERUIX FSI LJSYOJ YRXFMJX- 8MJ FRXOI SRY GULSL 
MJUXJOI YR ORRP FS\ RI YMJR LS YMJ J\J- 8MJ MRUJI YMFY 9RII'X IJFYM MFI GJJS FX UFLSOJXX FX MLX 
RRYMJU YMRXLMY- 
R 
9MJ URUYFO YR DDJULUJS UJRFLSJI FORXJI XSYLO 8XSIF\ EMJS GJOJS LFDJ 2FULRY F 
OLSLJULSL MXL FSI OJIY MJU IFXLMYJU FORSJ YR FOJFS MJU RRYMJU'X MRXXJ- 9MJ IFRLOLFU LSFFSYFYLRS 
OJI 2FULRY YR YMJ IFRLOLFU FOJFULSL XRXYM RI YMJ UFOFFJ FSI XMJ MJFIJI IRU YMJ XEFRUX- 8MJ 
EFSYJI YR XJJ MJU IULJSIX GJIRUJ UJYXUSLSL YR YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- 
2FULRY FUULDJI FY 8FLJ'X MXY FSI YMJ ELXJ ERRFS UJFI MJU IFFJ- 8FLJ UXY MJU FUR 
FURXSI 2FULRY'X XMRXOIJU FSI XXMJUJI MJU YR OFIJS- GJ XFY RS F ULOORE RS YMJ IORRU RI MLX 
IEJOOLSL XXUURXSIJI G\ F UFSIRR FXXRUYRJSY RI MRXXJMROI RGOJFYX- 
OFIJS UFLXJI MLX J\JX IURR YMJ GURSbJ FFSIOJXYLFP LS MLX MFSI- ":MFY'X EURSL>" 
2FULRY XYFUJI GFFP SRY XXUJ XMJ EFX XROLIO\ LSXLIJ MJU RES GRI\- "H FFS'Y XYF\ ORSL- 
5FbXMO LX J[UJFYLSL RJ FY YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- 8RRJRSJ PLOOJI R\ IULJSI 9RII EMJS MJ EFX RS MLX 
EF\ YR 9JUJS-" 
".LOOJI>" OFIJS JFMRJI- GJ OJIY YMJ FFSIOJXYLFP RS YMJ ILUY IORRU FSI UXXMJI MLRXJOI YR 
MLX IJJY- 
"5FbXMO XFLI YMFY F UJSJLFIJ RFLJ XRRJMRE XXFPJI YMJ OLIJ ULLMY RXY RI MLR- H MFDJ 
XRRJ VXJXYLRSX H MRUJ MJ FFS FSXEJU- H EFSY YR PSRE J[FFYO\ EMR YROI MLR MJ MFI YR YFPJ YMJ 
@FFXUXJI ELYM YMJRYMFY'X EM\ YMJ\ LRY LSYR YURXGOJ- If JDJU\GRI\ PSREX MJ'X GFI OXFP LY 
RLLMY'DJ GJJS F FRSXULUFF\-" 
5/ 
"H IRS'Y PSRE FS\RSJ EMR MFXS'Y MJFUI RI YMJ @FFXUXJI- CR \RX SJJI FS JXFRUY>" 
"3R- H FFS RFPJ LY-" 
2FULRY FFFJUYJI 8FLJ FSI -FIJS'X EFUR JRGUFFJX- 8MJ GFXPJI LS YMJ XJOIOJXX IULJSIXMLU 
YMJ\ RIIJUJI MJU GJIRUJ OJFDLSL YMJ MXY FSI XYFUYLSL RS MJU ORSL EFOP YR YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- 
BRSXFLRXX RI MRE OLYYOJ YLRJ XMJ RLLMY MFDJ GJIRUJ GJOJS UJYXUSJI MRRJ 2FULRY MXUULJI FORSL 
XSYLO XMJ FUULDJI FY YMJ XFMRRO'X LURS LFYJ- 
9MJ GFOI RFLJ GREJI MJU MJFI LS UJFRLSLYLRS- "GRE RF\ H XJUDJ \RX YRIF\>" 
2FULRY'X ERUIX FFRJ LS GUJFYMOJXX X\OOFGOJX- "5FbXMO XMRXOI GJ J[UJFYLSL RJ- 2FULRY-" 
9MJ URGJI ERRFS XSOFYFMJI YMJ LFYJ ELYM SFUURE ILSLJUX- "5OJFXJ IROORE RJ-" 8MJ OJI 
2FULRY FORSL YMJ UFYM FFURXX YMJ FRXUY\FUI FSI YMURXLM YMJ OFULJ IRXGOJ IRRUX LSYR YMJ XFMRRO- 
9MJ\ FXFJSIJI YR YMJ XJFRSI IORRU FSI YMJ RFLJ PSRFPJI RS F IRRU YR YMJLU ULLMY- :MJS 5FbXMO 
FSXEJUJI YMJ GFOI RFLJ UJYUJFYJI IRES YMJ XYJUX- 2FULRY XYJUUJI LSYR F XRFOO XLRUO\ IJFRUFYJI 
URRR- 9MLFP DJUYLFFOO\ RULFSLbJI GRRPX ILOOJI XJDJUFO GRRPFFXJX FSI F OFULJ ERRIJS FMJXY ELYM 
F GXOP\ LURS OFYFM XFY GJYEJJS YER FORXJI IRRUX- 
5FbXMO LJXYXUJI YR YMJ FMFLU LS IURSY RI YMJ IJXP GXY 2FULRY XMRRP MJU MJFI- GJ ILI SRY 
UUJXX MJU- "<RX MFDJ VXJXYLRSX IRU RJ-" 
"H IR-'' 2FULRY IROIJI MJU FURX YLLMYO\- "DDJU XLSFJ H IRXSI RXY 9RII EFX IJFI H'DJ 
IJOY YJUULGOJ- H GURXLMY MLR YR DDJULUJS FSI H OJY MLR OJFDJ YMJ XFIJY\ RI YMJ XEFRUX EMJS H PSJE 
YMJUJ FRXOI GJ IFSLJU RI XRRJ PLSI- H MFDJ YR PSRE EM\ YMJ @FFXUXJI EFX XJSY ELYM \RX-" 
"H XSIJUXYFSI \RXU FRSFJUS" 5FbXMO FXXXUJI MJU "GXY H IJJO \RX FUJ EFXYLSL \RXU YLRJ 
ORRPLSL IRU YMJ FSXEJUX YR 9RII'X RXUIJU- H ELOO FSXEJU FS\ VXJXYLRSX \RX MFDJ FGRXY YMJ URUYFOX 
GJYEJJS ERUOIX GXY H IR SRY XJJ MRE H FFS JFXJ \RXU LULJI-" 
"<RX FFS MJOU RJ G\ YJOOLSL RJ FGRXY EMFY MFUUJSJI- :FX YMJ @FFXUXJI XJSY ELYM \RX 
RS UXUURXJ> H FFS'Y XMFPJ YMJ IJJOLSL XRRJRSJ EFX YU\LSL YR XFGRYFLJ \RXU RLXXLRS- " 
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5FbXMO UFXXJI- "H IR SRY PSRE IRU XXUJ GXY YMFY LX R\ ERUXY IJFU FX EJOO- H ILI SRY FXP 
GLLM 2FLJ 9FULSRP YR J[UOFLS MLX UJFXRSX- GJ YROI RJ YMFY YMJ @FFXUXJI MFI RIIJUJI MLX 
FXXLXYFSFJ LS FS\ XFMRRO RFYYJUX FSI YMFY H XMRXOI LSFOXIJ MLR RS YMJ RLXXLRS YR 9JUJS-" 
"If 9RII ILJI GJFFXXJ RI YMLX UJXJFUFM H EFSY YR MJOU \RX ILSLXM LY- If EJ FFS ILSI RXY 
EMFY XRRJRSJ RLLMY EFSY YR MLIJ RF\GJ EJ FFS ILSI RXY EMR YULJI YR PJJU \RX IURR YMFY 
LSIRURFYLRS- 9RII YUXXYJI RJ JSRXLM YR YJOO RJ FGRXY 9JUJS GJIRUJ MJ ILJI- H SJJI \RX YR YUXXY 
RJ SRE- /JY RJ MJOU \RX-" 
9MJ RFLJ OREJUJI MLX DRLFJ- "9MJ GJXY EF\ IRU \RX YR MJOU LX YR OJFDJ ELYM RJ IRU YMJ 
DLOOFLJ RI 9JUJS LS YMJ SJ[Y IJE IF\X- H ELOO PJJU \RXU FXXLXYFSFJ F XJFUJY IURR YMJ GLLM 2FLJ LS 
YMJ FFXJ YMFY MJ FFSSRY GJ YUXXYJI- :J RXXY UURFJJI ELYM YMJ XYRRXY FFXYLRS- 9MJUJ RF\ GJ 
RFOJILFJSY IRUFJX FY ERUP LS YMJ XFMRRO-" 
"9MFSP \RX- H ERS'Y OJY \RX IRES- BFS \RX YJOO RJ MRE YMJ URUYFOX ERUP> HY'OO XFDJ 
YLRJ LI H FFS RUJS YMJR FORXJU YR YMJ XFMRRO-" 
"HSYJSYLRS LX YMJ GFXLX RI FOO RFLLF- ERFXX \RXU RLSI RS YMJ UOFFJ \RX ELXM YMJ URUYFO YR 
RUJS FX \RX XUJFP YMJ LSFFSYFYLRS-" 
2FULRY SRIIJI- ''H'OO GJ GFFP LS YER IF\X-" 
"H ELOO MFDJ JDJU\YMLSL UUJUFUJI-" 
R 
A\ YMJ YLRJ 2FULRY FSI CFULS OJIY CU- 2RRUJ'X FOFXXURRR YMJ UJXY RI YMJLU FOFXXRFYJX MFI 
ILXFUUJFUJI IURR YMJ MFOOEF\- 
CFULS YULJI YR PJJU MLX DRLFJ IRES- ":J IRS'Y SJJI FS J[YJSXLRS RS RXU 9LFYRULFS 
UUROJFY- :J SJJI RXU IULJSI GFFP-" 
2FULRY YRRP F RRRJSY YR FSXEJU- "H FFS'Y XYRU YMLSPLSL FGRXY MLR- H LSYURIXFJI MLR YR 
DDJULUJS FSI H'R SRY LRLSL YR OJY MLR ILJ ELYMRXY LJYYLSL YR YMJ GRYYRR RI MLX IJFYM-" 
"<RX'UJ LRLSL GFFP YMJUJ>" 
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"H EJSY GFFP \JXYJUIF\ FSI YFOPJI YR 5FbXMO- H'R OJFDLSL ELYM MLR YRRRUURE IRU YMJ 
DLOOFLJ MJ FSI 9RII EJUJ XXUURXJI YR DLXLY-" 
"9MFY'X XYXULI- :MFY LI \RX LJY MXUY YRR>" 
"9MJS FY OJFXY H ERS'Y ILJ IURR LXLOY-" 
"FRRI OXFP- H'R SJDJU LRLSL GFFP- 3R DLIJR LFRJ UUJUFUJX \RX IRU YMLX PLSI RI YMLSL-
:J IRS'Y MFDJ JSFMFSYJI FURRU FSI LI EJ ILJ LY'X UJURFSJSY-" CFULS UJFFMJI LSYR YMJ URFPJY RI 
MLX OJFSX FSI UXOOJI RXY YMJ FRLSX MJ MFI UJFJLDJI IURR YMJ LXLOI- GJ UFXXJI YMJR YR 2FULRY- 
"AJ FFUJIXO-" 
2FULRY EFYFMJI CFULS EFOP FEF\ IJJOLSL RRUJ FGFSIRSJI YMFS XMJ MFI EMJS 9RII FSI 
CFULS OJIY YMJ XEFRUX YR UXUXXJ YMJLU RES FIDJSYXUJX- 8MJ EFX IJYJURLSJI YR ILSI RXY EMFY MFI 
MFUUJSJI YR 9RII FSI XMJ UJIXXJI YR GFFP IRES IURR EMFY XMJ PSJE RXXY GJ IRSJ- 
R 
9MJ URXSI FORFP RS YMJ PLYFMJS EFOO MFI SRY UJFFMJI JOJDJS EMJS 2FULRY XYXIIJI F 
LUFSROF GFU LSYR YMJ URXFM RI MJU MRRIJI XEJFYXMLUY- 8MJ OJIY YMJ MRXXJ FSI IURDJ RXY YR YMJ 
FRXSY\ UFUP YMFY MFI GJFRRJ RRUJ FSI RRUJ IFRLOLFU RDJU YMJ UFXY IJE EJJPX- 2FULRY XYFUYJI 
IRES YMJ RFLS YUFLO EFOPLSL IJJU LSYR YMJ UFUP YR FDRLI UXSSLSL LSYR YMJ RYMJU LXJXYX- 8MJ FORXJI 
MJU J\JX FSI ULFYXUJI YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO- 
"CaminWoV pUo Wel EYeUgUen." 
2FULRY IURESJI FY YMJ XLLMY RI YMJ FOJFULSL SRY IFU IURR -FbMFUF'X UFOFFJ- 9JOOLSL MJUXJOI 
YR FXP 5FbXMO RRUJ FGRXY RFLLF 2FULRY XYJUUJI YMURXLM LSYR YMJ LUFXX- 8MJ XJY MJU J\JX RS YMJ 
XYRSJ RFLJ'X YREJU FSI PJUY MJU JFUX RUJS IRU FS\ FURFRILOJ LXFUIX EFYFMLSL YMJ ERRIX- 2FULRY 
ORLLJI YMJ OFXY IJE MXSIUJI IJJY YREFUI YMJ XFMRRO ' X LURS LFYJ- 
9MJ RFLJ LS LUJJS URGJX GREJI MJU MJFI UJXUJFYIXOO\- "2FULRY MRE RF\ H XJUDJ \RX>" 
"5FbXMO XMRXOI GJ J[UJFYLSL RJ-" 
"GJ LX -" 9MJ GFOI RFLJ XSOFYFMJI YMJ LFYJ FSI RUJSJI LY- "H ELOO XMRE \RX YR MLX 
UULDFYJ VXFUYJUX -" 
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2FULRY JSYJUJI YMJ FRXUY\FUI FSI IJOO LSYR XYJU GJXLIJ YMJ RFLJ ORRPLSL XU LSYR YMJ FOJFU 
UFXYRUFO IFFJ- '9R XRUU\- H'DJ GJJS MJUJ XJDJUFO YLRJX FSI H IRS'Y PSRE \RXU SFRJ-" 
"2\ SFRJ LX @ULF GXY JDJU\RSJ FFOOX RJ @UL-" 
"GRE ORSL MFDJ \RX GJJS FY YMJ 8FMRRO @UL>" 
"H FFRJ MJUJ EMJS H EFX F LLUO- H GJLFS OJFUSLSL RFLLF XJDJUFO \JFUX OFYJU- 9MJ USFLJX 
MFDJ GJJS DJU\ PLSI YR RJ FSI H REJ YMJR YMJ XYRRXY LUFYLYXIJ- H FR FS RUUMFS FSI RFS\ 
RYMJUX IJOO YR IFYJX IFU ERUXJ YMFS H ILI-" 
@UL RUJSJI RSJ RI YMJ OFULJ ERRIJS IRRUX YR YMJ XFMRRO FSI OJY 2FULRY EFOP LSXLIJ FMJFI 
RI MJU- "2FLJ 5FbXMO YROI RJ EMFY MFUUJSJI YR \RXU IULJSI- H'R IJJUO\ XRUU\-" 
9MJ YER ERRJS XYFUYJI XU YMJ XYFLUFFXJ- "H FUUUJFLFYJ LY" 2FULRY XFLI XOLILSL MJU MFSI 
XU YMJ UFLOLSL- 
@UL YXUSJI YR MJU LS IURSY RI YMJ IRRU YR 5FbXMO' X FMFRGJUX FSI XURPJ LS F VXLJY DRLFJ- 
"<RX FUJ SRY 2FLJ 5FbXMO'X RSO\ DLXLYRU-" 8MJ PSRFPJI RS YMJ IRRU F IJE YLRJX FSI OJIY 2FULRY 
FORSJ-
5FbXMO RUJSJI YMJ IRRU LSYR YMJ URRR FOORELSL 2FULRY F IXOO DLJE RI F XMR0L UXIL\ RFS 
MROILSL MLX ERUS FFU LS GRYM MFSIX- GJ GFUJO\ UFLXJI MLX GURES J\JX IURR YMJ UXL YR RJJY 
2FULRY'X LFbJ FSI FS XSJFX\ IJJOLSL IURbJ MJU LS UOFFJ- 
"2FULRY YMJUJ LX F DLXLYRU EMR ELXMJX YR J[YJSI MLX LUFDJXY FURORL\" 5FbXMO LSIRURJI 
MJU-
@Y RSFJ FSLJU GRLOJI XU LSXLIJ 2FULRY FSI XMJ UXXMJI IRUEFUI FY YMJ RFS LS YMJ RLIIOJ 
RI YMJ URRR- "GRE IFUJ \RX FRRJ MJUJ>" 8MJ LFDJ SR YMRXLMY YR EMFY XMJ EFX IRLSL GULSLLSL 
MJU MFSI IRES FLFLSXY MLX XMRXOIJU- 2FULRY MLY MLR FLFLS FSI PLFPJI MLR ELYM YMJ YRJ RI MJU 
\JOORE LFORXM- "<RX PLOOJI R\ IULJSI- H MFYJ \RX!" 
5FbXMO LUFXUJI 2FULRY'X FURX FSI UXOOJI MJU FEF\- 2FULRY XVXLURJI LS UURYJXY XSYLO XMJ 
XFE YMFY YMJ RFS MFI GJLXS YR FU\- 9MJ EJFYMJUJI GURES FFU LS MLX MFSIX RFYFMJI MLX 
YMUJFIGFUJ UFSYX XMLUY FSI OFFPJY- 
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2FULRY ORRPJI YMJ XMRUY RFS RDJU IURR MJFI YR YRJ- "9MLX LX YMJ @FFXUXJI>" 
"GLX SFRJ LX ;FDLXX-" 5FbXMO UJOJFXJI 2FULRY IURR MLX LULU- "GJ MFX FRRJ YR UF\ MLX 
UJXUJFYX-" 
2FULRY YXLLJI IRES YMJ GRYYRR RI MJU MRRIJI XEJFYXMLUY FSI YXFPJI MJU MFSIX LSXLIJ YMJ 
URXFM- 8MJ EFYFMJI ;FDLXX YFPJ FS RIIEMLYJ MFSIPJUFMLJI IURR MLX URFPJY FSI IFG LY YR MLX IFFJ- 
GJ YXFPJI LY FEF\ FSI XYRRI XU XYUFLLMY- 
"CJFU DLXLYRU IURR FSRYMJU ERUOI" ;FDLXX GJLFS LS YMJ FEPEFUI YRSJ RI UJMJFUXJI 
ERUIX "UOJFXJ FFFJUY YMLX" GJ ELUJI MLX IRUJMJFI ELYM YMJ FORYM RI MLX XOJJDJ- "@FFJUY YMLX 
MXRGOJ FURORL\-" ;FDLXX' IFFJ XFUXSFMJI YREFUI YMJ FJSYJU FSI MJ GOXUYJI RXY FS JFUSJXY UOJF- 
"H ILIS'Y RJFS YR MXUY FS\RSJ- H EFX RSO\ YU\LSL YR MJOU FSI H EFX XR J[FLYJI EMJS YMJ RFLJX 
XFLI H FRXOI LR-" 
"CLIS'Y \RX PSRE \RX GULSL GFI OXFP RS JDJU\RSJ> GRE ILI \RX YMLSP YMJ RLXXLRS EFX 
LRLSL YR JSI>" 
;FDLXX' OREJU OLU VXFPJI- "H MFI MRUJI YMLX YLRJ ERXOI GJ ILIIJUJSY RLXX-" GJ IJOO YR 
MLX PSJJX FY 2FULRY'X IJJY FSI GREJI MLX MJFI ORE FGRDJ MJU LFORXMJX- "H ELXM H FRXOI XSIR YMLX 
FXUXJ-" 
2FULRY YRRP F XRFOO XYJU GFFPEFUI- 
"HY EFX R\ DRLFJ YMFY FYYUFFYJI YMJ IFUP RFLJ' X FYYJSYLRS" ;FDLXX EFLOJI- "ERULLDJ 
RJ-" 
2FULRY ORRPJI FEF\ FY 5FbXMO'X IJXP- 9MJ ERRIJS XXUIFFJ MJOI F IJE GRRPX SJFYO\ 
XYFFPJI FORSL YMJ OJIYMFSI JILJ- 8MJ UJFOLbJI YMFY ;FDLXX EJUY RXY RI LJSXLSJ ILXYUJXX IRU EMFY 
MJ MFI FFXXJI- 2FULRY EFYFMJI ;FDLXX' YJFUX OJFDJ XMLS\ YUFLOX IRES MLX IFFJ- 8MJ IRUFJI YMJ 
ERUIX IURR MJU RRXYM- "H IRULLDJ \RX GXY RSO\ GJFFXXJ \RX ILIS' Y RJFS YR-" 
;FDLXX XYRRI XU XYLOO MROILSL MLX MFY LS MLX MFSIX- GJ ELUJI MLX FMJJPX ELYM YMJ XOJJDJ 
RI MLX OFFPJY- "9MFSP \RX- 2RUJ UJRUOJ FXUXJ RJ YMFS IRULLDJ RJ- H EFX GRUS ELYM F LRRI MJFUY 
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\RX XJJ FSI YMLX YJUULGOJ FXUXJ MFXSYX R\ JDJU\ XYJU- 9MFSP \RX LRRI RFLJ IRU LSIXOLLSL RJ 
RSFJ RRUJ-" 
"9MFY LX FOO ULLMY-" 5FbXMO UFYYJI ;FDLXX RS YMJ XMRXOIJU- "BFS \RX ILSI \RXU EF\ RXY 
SRE> 2FULRY FSI H MFDJ GXXLSJXX YR FYYJSI YR-" 
"2I FRXUXJ-" ;FDLXX GREJI YR 5FbXMO FSI GREJI F XJFRSI YLRJ YR 2FULRY- "FRRI 
IF\-" GJ OJY MLRXJOI RXY RI YMJ URRR FSI 2FULRY IJOY FJUYFLS XMJ ERXOI SJDJU XJJ MLR FLFLS- 
R 
2FULRY URIJ GJXLIJ 5FbXMO LS F MRUXJIUFES EFLRS MJFIJI IRU 9JUJS- 8MJ FYJ YMJ 
LUFSROF GFU XMJ MFI XYFXMJI LS YMJ URXFM RI MJU XEJFYXMLUY EMLOJ XMJ OLXYJSJI YR YMJ IJYFLOX RI YMJLU 
RLXX0/S-
"9MJ DLOOFLJ LX RRXYO\ IJXJUYJI- DDJU\RSJ GXY YMJ URRUJXY FSI RRXY XYXGGRUS MFX OJIY 
IXULSL YMJ RFS\ \JFUX YMJ IFRLSJ MFX UFDFLJI YMJ FUJF- H MRUJ YR ILSI EMFYJDJU LSIRURFYLRS EJ 
FFS RS YMJ UJUXRS EMR RSFJ UURRLXJI YMJR IRRI FSI SJDJU UJYXUSJI- 3R RFYYJU EMFY EJ XJJ EJ 
RXXY UJRJRGJU YMFY EJ FUJ YMJUJ YR OJFUS EMFY EJ FFS RI YMJ AJYUF\JU- :J IR SRY MFDJ YMJ 
UJXRXUFJX SJFJXXFU\ YR XFDJ 9JUJS-" 
8XIIJSO\ XJOIFRSXFLRXX RI MJU XSFFP 2FULRY ILSLXMJI YMJ LUFSROF GFU FSI XYXIIJI YMJ 
EUFUUJU LSYR MJU URXFM- ":J FOXR MFDJ YR ILSI RXY EM\ \RXU ILUXY YULU EFX XFGRYFLJI-" 
"H MFDJ SRY IRULRYYJS 9RII'X XFFULILFJ-" 5FbXMO'X MFSIX LULUUJI YMJ MRUXJ'X UJLSX ILURO\ 
GXY MLX J\JX XJJRJI YR IRFXX GJ\RSI YMJ MRULbRS- "DDJU\ XYJU RI YMLX RLXXLRS ELOO GJ LS MLX 
RJRRU\-" 
2FULRY FSI 5FbXMO'X EFLRS FUJXYJI F MLOO LS YMJ URFI FSI YMJ DLOOFLJ RI 9JUJS FUUJFUJI 
GJORE- 9MJ XRFOO MRXXJX JFFM YRUUJI ELYM F YMFYFMJI URRI XFY LSYJURL[JI ELYM XOLLMYO\ OFULJU 
GXLOILSLX YMFY FIDJUYLXJI DFULRXX RJUFMFSILXJ RS ERRIJS XLLSX MXSL RXYXLIJ YMJLU IRRUX- 2FULRY 
FSI 5FbXMO'X EFLRS UROOJI IRES LSYR YMJ VXLJY XYLOOSJXX RI YMJ DLOOFLJ XVXFUJ- @ IJE ERRJS ELYM 
ORSL ELIJ XFFUDJX RDJU YMJLU MFLU YXUSJI ELIJ J\JX YREFUI YMJ MRUXJ FSI EFLRS- 9MJ\ MJOI YMJ 
XFFUDJX LS UOFFJ GJSJFYM YMJLU FMLSX ELYM GRS\ ILSLJUX - 
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"FRRI FIYJUSRRS-" 5FbXMO UXOOJI RS YMJ UJLSX FSI YMJ MRUXJ FFRJ YR F XYRU- ":J RJFS 
\RX SR MFUR- 9MJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO XJSY XX YR LSVXLUJ FGRXY YMJ FFXXJX RI \RXU XXIIJULSL- HX YMJUJ 
FS\RSJ LS YMJ DLOOFLJ EMR FFS YJOO XX FGRXY YMJ AJYUF\JU>" 
9MJ IJFU LS YMJ ERRJS'X J\JX XXGXLIJI LSYR FXULRXLY\- 9MJ\ XYJUUJI IRUEFUI FX 2FULRY 
FSI 5FbXMO IURUUJI YR YMJLU IJJY RS YMJ IU\ ILUY- 
"9MJ RSO\ RSJX EMR UJRJRGJU YMJ AJYUF\JU FUJ LRSJ RU IJFI" RSJ RI YMJ ERRJS 
UJUOLJI-
9MJ RYMJU ERRFS FRXLMJI IU\O\ LSYR MJU MFSI- "<RX ELOO SJJI YMJ DLOOFLJ UJFRUIX- 
3LRXX PJJUX YMJR LS YMJ 2DJUORRP YMJ YFOOJXY GXLOILSL LS YMJ DLOOFLJ-" 
2FULRY OLIYJI MJU J\JX YR YMJ XP\- @ IRXUXYRU\ GXLOILSL RS YMJ ULLMYMFSI XLIJ RI YMJ URFI 
UURDJI YR GJ YMJ RSO\ XYUXFYXUJ ELYM RRUJ YMFS YER IORRUX- 
5FbXMO UFYYJI YMJ MRUXJ'X XLIJ- "BFS \RX FOXR URLSY XX YR YMJ ORFFO XYFGOJX>" 
"9MJ XYFGOJX MFDJ GJJS JRUY\ XLSFJ GJIRUJ H EFX GRUS-" 9MJ ERRFS'X DRLFJ XRXSIJI 
IJDRLI RI EFURYM FSI YJ[YXUJ- ".JJU FS J\J RS LY RU LY RLLMY GJFRRJ FSRYMJU DLFYLR RI YMJ 
IFRLSJ-" 
5FbXMO YMFSPJI YMJ ERRJS FSI GJLFS YR OJFI YMJ MRUXJ YREFUI YMJ 2DJUORRP- In 
RUURXLYLRS YR LYX MJLLMY LYX ELIYM FSI IJUYM EJUJ XRFOOJU YMFS FS\ RYMJU GXLOILSL LS YMJ DLOOFLJ- 
2RXY RI YMJ ELSIREX MFI ORXY YMJLU XMXYYJUX FSI RSJ UOFSP IFSLOJI IFSLJURXXO\ RDJU YMJ IURSY 
IRRU G\ F XLSLOJ MLSLJ- 5FbXMO PSRFPJI FSI EFLYJI- 
@ XMRYY XYRFP\ RFS XEXSL YMJ IRRU LSEFUI- GJ XYFUJI FY MLX DLXLYRUX ELYM RSJ LRRI J\J 
MLX ULLMY J\JOLIX SJFUO\ RJJYLSL RDJU YMJ LULX- 8JFYLRSX RI YMLFP GOFFP MFLU YELXYJI LS FOO ILUJFYLRSX- 
" H FR 2FLJ 5FbXMO RI YMJ 2FLJ 8FMRRO FSI YMLX LX R\ FXXLXYFSY 2FULRY- :J'DJ FRRJ 
YR LSDJXYLLFYJ YMJ LIJSYLY\ RI YMJ AJYUF\JU-" 
3L RXX FROOJFYJI MLX XFOLDF FSI XUFY LY FY MLX IJJY- "2F\ YMJ LRIX FXUXJ MJU LI XMJ'X XYLOO 
FOLDJ-" 
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2FULRY OJFSJI IRUEFUI XSXXUJ RI EMFY XMJ MFI MJFUI- "6he? 9MJ AJYUF\JU'X F 
ERRFS>" 
"CLIS'Y \RX PSRE>" 3LRXX EFDJI MLX MFSI IRU YMJR YR FRRJ LSXLIJ- "If LY'X 
LSIRURFYLRS \RX EFSY FOO YMJ UJFRUIX FUJ XUXYFLUX- <RX'UJ EJOFRRJ YR MFDJ F ORRP FY YMJR-" 
":MFY XMRXOI EJ IR FGRXY YMJ MRUXJ>" 
"-XXY OJFDJ LY YMJUJ-" 
2FULRY OFLI MJU MFSI RS YMJ MRUXJ'X XRIY SJFP- "H YMLSP YMJ DLOOFLJUX RLLMY JFY LY-" 
3LRXX XYJUUJI LSYR YMJ IRRUEF\ FSI XJSY MLX DRLFJ JFMRLSL YMURXLMRXY YMJ DLOOFLJ- 
"/LXYJS MJUJ \RX! @S\RSJ FFXLMY GRYMJULSL YMLX MRUXJ ELOO GJ GJFYJS ELYM F ORSL UJJI!" 
9MJ UJFRUI PJJUJU OLRUJI FFURXX MLX IURSY URRR YR YMJ GRYYRR RI YMJ XYFLUFFXJ FSI MLX YER 
DLXLYRUX GJLFS YR IROORE- @ RRIJXY PLYFMJS FUJF ILOOJI YMJ ILUXY IORRU FORSL ELYM F YFGOJ FSI FMFLUX- 
9MJ XJFRSI IORRU FRSYFLSJI EMFY 2FULRY MJXLYFYJI YR FFOO F OLDLSL URRR GJFFXXJ LY EFX XUFUXJO\ 
IXUSLXMJI ELYM F GRRPFFXJ FSI ERRIJS GJSFM- 3LRXX OJI YMJR XU YMURXLM MLX GJIURRR LSYR YMJ 
YRURRXY XYRU\ RI YMJ GXLOILSL- 8XSOLLMY ILOOJI YMJ URRR YMURXLM IRXU XLbJFGOJ ELSIREX- 8YFFPX RI 
GRRPX OLSJI YMJ GFXJ RI JFFM EFOO- HS YMJ FJSYJU RI YMJ URRR F YFGOJ FSI XYRRO XXUUOLJI F MXRGOJ 
ERUP XUFFJ- 
3LRXX ORRPJI RDJU YMJ SXRJURXX DROXRJX ELYM F XJSXJ RI UULIJ- "GJUJ YMJ\ FUJ-" 
"@UJ YMJ UJFRUIX FUUFSLJI LS FS\ UFUYLFXOFU RUIJU>" 5FbXMO LSVXLUJI- 
"3R GXY H FFS MJOU \RX ILSI F UOFFJ YR XYFUY-" 3L RXX OLRUJI RDJU YR RSJ RI YMJ ELSIREX 
FSI IOLUUJI YMURXLM F IJE RI YMJ GRRPX GJIRUJ RUJSLSL RSJ RS YMJ ERRIJS YFGOJ ELYM F WhXd. 
"GROOJU LI \RX SJJI RRUJ MJOU-" 
3L RXX XYFUYJI MLX EF\ XOREO\ GFFP IRES YMJ XYFLUX- 2FULRY FSI 5FbXMO XYJUUJI IRUEFUI 
JFLJU YR UJFI YMJ RUJS UFLJX- 
2FULRY'X XMRXOIJUX XOXRUJI ELYM ILXFUURLSYRJSY FSI XMJ ORRPJI XU FY 5FbXMO- "9MLX 
JSYU\ LX IRU YMJ 5JXFXJU-" 
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2FULRY XFY XYUFLLMY XU LS GJI MJU MJFUY URXSILSL YMURXLMRXY MJU GRI\ FSI YMXSIJULSL LS 
MJU JFUX- GJU ILUXY YMRXLMYX EJUJ OXRGOJI GXY FX XMJ FERPJ YR MJU XJSXJX XMJ YULJI YR RFPJ XJSXJ 
RI YMJ LRFLJX LS MJU SLLMYRFUJ- EYeUgUen 'V XndeUsoUld, 2FULRY UJFOLbJI FX XMJ UXGGJI MJU J\JX- 
We bUoXghW hiV bodu home, bXW sheUe'V hiV VoXl? 
R 
9MJ FORXJU 2FULRY FFRJ YR OFIJS'X MXY YMJ RRUJ FOJFUO\ XMJ UJFRLSLbJI MLX DRLFJ 
LSYJUYELSJI ELYM 8FLJ'X LS OLLMYMJFUYJI FRSDJUXFYLRS- 2FULRY XYJUUJI LSYR YMJ IRRUEF\ YMJ ULRX 
RI MJU J\JX XYLOO ULSP IURR FU\LSL- -FIJS GURPJ RII RLIXJSYJSFJ FY YMJ XLLMY RI MJU-
":MFY IR \RX PSRE FGRXY YMJ XSIJUERUOI>" 2FULRY FXPJI- 
"9MJ 3JYMJUERRI>" 8FLJ UXOOJI F OFULJ ULOORE XU SJ[Y YR MJU- "BRRJ LS FSI XLY IRES- 
:MFY MFUUJSJI>" 
2FULRY OREJUJI MJUXJOI RSYR YMJ ULOORE- "H IUJFRJI YMFY 9RII EFX ORXY FSI EFSIJULSL 
FURXSI YMJ 3JYMJUERRI-" 2FULRY ORRPJI IURR 8FLJ YR OFIJS EMR MJOI YMJ YLU RI MLX ULUJ YR MLX 
OLUX- 9MJ VXLJY IFRLOLFU LJXYXUJ UJFXXXUJI MJU FSI XMJ FRSYLSXJI- "H YMLSP 9RII'X XRXO RLLMY GJ 
XYXFP YMJUJ FSI MJ EFSYX YR LJY RXY- H EFSY YR YFPJ MLR MRRJ-" 
"9MJ 3JYMJUERRI LXS'Y F YFSLLGOJ UOFFJ" 8FLJ J[UOFLSJI LJSYO\- "HY'X EMJUJ FOO XRXOX LR 
EMJS YMJLU GRILJX ILJ- 3R RSJ OLDLSL FFS YUFDJO YMJUJ-" 
"CR \RX MFDJ FS\ LIJF MRE H FFS UJFFM MLR> H IJJO XLFP FGRXY LY- H UJFOO\ YMLSP 9RII LX 
RLXJUFGOJ EMJUJ MJ LX-" 
OFIJS UJXYJI MLX ULUJ RS MLX UFSY OJL- ''H'R XRUU\- H'DJ SJDJU YULJI YR FRSYFFY FS\RSJ LS 
YMJ 3JYMJUERRI-" 
"3JLYMJU MFDJ I." 8FLJ XRRRYMJI MJU IUJXX EMJUJ LY OF\ FFURXX MJU PSJJX- "AXY YMJUJ LX 
XRRJRSJ EMR RLLMY GJ FGOJ YR MJOU- H'DJ SJDJU RJY MJU FSI LY RLLMY GJ F LUJFY ULXP GXY H FFS 
RSO\ YMLSP RI RSJ UJUXRS EMR'X GJJS YR YMJ 3JYMJUERRI FSI UJYXUSJI YR YMJ OLDLSL-" 
6/ 
"8FLJ SR- <RX FFS'Y XJSI 2FULRY YR ILSI .FRJS- :J IRS'Y PSRE EMFY PLSI RI UJUXRS 
XMJ'I GJ IJFOLSL ELYM- @S\RSJ EMR'X FOOLJI MJUXJOI ELYM 8FGJU FRXOI GJ OXXY FX IFSLJURXX FX MJ 
LX -" 
2FULRY XURPJ XU ULLMY FEF\- "CRJX FS\RSJ PSRE EMJUJ .FRJS OLDJX>" 
":J' OO FXP FURXSI IRU \RX" 8FLJ FXXXUJI MJU- "8RRJRSJ LX GRXSI YR PSRE EMJUJ XMJ'X 
GJJS MLILSL-" 
"8FLJ H FFS'Y GJOLJDJ \RX'UJ JSFRXUFLLSL YMLX-" 
8FLJ RJY YMJ J\JX RI MJU ROIJXY IULJSI- "8MJ ERS'Y GJ LRLSL FORSJ- H FXXXRJ \RX'OO GJ 
ELYM MJU JDJU\ XYJU RI YMJ EF\- ERU R\ UFUY H'OO RFPJ XRRJ UURYJFYLDJ FRXOJYX YR XFIJLXFUI \RX 
GRYM- HY'X YMJ OJFXY EJ FFS IR IRU 2FULRY FSI UJUMFUX YMJ RRXY LRURUYFSY YMLSL EJ FFS IR IRU 
9RII-" 
"2I FRXUXJ H'R LRLSL-" OFIJS UURUUJI YMJ YLU RI MLX ULUJ GJYEJJS MLX OLUX- 
8FLJ UJXYJI MJU MFSI RS 2FULRY'X GFFP- 2FULRY'X J\JX IRFXXJI GJ\RSI YMJ IORRU RI YMJ 
MXY- "H LXJXX EJ' II LJY YR XJJ IRU RXUXJODJX LI MJU OJLJSI LX YUXJ-" 
R 
2FULRY PJUY MJU IUJFR F XJFUJY IURR 5FbXMO ULILSL GJXLIJ MLR RSFJ RRUJ LS YMJ EFLRS 
RS YMJ URFI YR 9JUJS- 9MJ RRUJ DLDLIO\ XMJ LRFLLSJI 9RII'X XRXO ORXY FRRSL YMJ RJYFUM\XLFFO 
YUJJX RI YMJ 3JYMJUERRI YMJ RRUJ XMJ XYJJOJI MJUXJOI LS UUJUFUFYLRS IRU YMJ ORSL IF\ RI UJXJFUFM 
FMJFI- 3L RXX OJI YMJR XU YMJ XYFLUX RI YMJ 2DJUORRP YR YMJ XYRRXY URRR FSI YUFLOJI GFFP IRES 
FLFLS ELYM MLX XORE FEPEFUI XYJUX- 2FULRY XFY RS YMJ IORRU ELYM MJU OJLX FURXXJI FX 5FbXMO ILI 
IJYJURLSJI YR ILSI RXY EM\ FS\RSJ ERXOI MFDJ UXY 9RII' X OLIJ LS OJRUFUI\-
R 
:MJS 2FULRY'X RXII\ \JOORE LFORXMJX FFUULJI MJU LSYR YMJ XEFRUX YMJ SJ[Y IF\ XMJ 
IRXSI 8FLJ FRRPLSL RDJU FS RUJS ILUJ RXYXLIJ MJU MXY- 5LJFJX RI EMLYJ ILXM XLbbOJI LS YMJ YMLS 
RJYFO UFS- 9MJ ELXJ ERRFS EFDJI 2FULRY YREFUI MJU FSI XURPJ LS F ORE YRSJ- 
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"-FIJS'X GJJS FXPLSL JDJU\RSJ FGRXY .FRJS' X EMJUJFGRXYX- H'OO OJY MLR YJOO \RX FGRXY LY- 
:J FLUJJI YMFY \RX XMRXOI YFPJ XRRJYMLSL ELYM \RX FX F UUJXJSY IRU .FRJS FX FS J[YUF RJFXXUJ 
RI XJFXULY\- HY'X F GJFXYLIXO LROIFRORUJI XFFUI H GRXLMY IURR 2FUXFOF' X FFUFDFS XJDJUFO RRSYMX 
FLR-" 
"9MFSP \RX- H PSRE YMFY ELYM YMJ YER RI \RX ORRPLSL RXY IRU RJ H MFDJ SRYMLSL YR GJ 
FIUFLI RI-" 
"-FIJS' X EFLYLSL IRU \RX LS MLX MXY-" 
2FULRY RFSFLJI F XRLOJ RI YMFSPX FSI XOREO\ EFOPJI RS YR -FIJS' X MXRGOJ IEJOOLSL- 
GJ XFY RS F ULOORE ELYM F MFSIIUFES RFU XSIROIJI GJIRUJ MLR- 
2FULRY XYJUUJI LSXLIJ FSI PSJOY IFFLSL -FIJS- "CLI \RX ILSI .FRJS>" 
"8MJ'X OLDLSL LS F FFDJ LS YMJ RRXSYFLSX SRY YRR IFU JFXY RI MJUJ-" -FIJS IURUUJI MLX 
ILSLJUYLU RSYR YMJ RFU YMJ UFORX FSI GFFPX RI MLX MFSIX FRDJUJI FX FOEF\X G\ MLX OJFYMJU LORDJX- 
"A\ FOO FFFRXSYX 8FGJU LX XYLOO MJU ORDJU XR EJ XMRXOIXXJ FFXYLRS EMJS EJ FUUURFFM- H'OO 
GRUURE MRUXJX IRU XX FX XRRS FX EJ' UJ UJFI\ YR RFPJ YMJ ULIJ-" 
'9R IUJJ YRRRUURE- BFS \RX MFDJ YMJ MRUXJX G\ YMJS>" 
-FIJS SRIIJI- "HY'X SRY F ORXUSJ\ H'R ORRPLSL IRUEFUI YR GXY RSJ H'R ELOOLSL YR RFPJ IRU 
\RXU IULJSI'X XFPJ- H RSO\ MRUJ .FRJS ELOO GJ FGOJ YR YJOO \RX EMFY \RX EFSY YR MJFU- :J IRS'Y 
PSRE EMFY EJ'UJ LRLSL YR ILSI LS YMFY FFDJ-" 
R 
GJOJS FFFJUYJI 2FULRY'X MRXXJPJJULSL ORG FLFLS FSI FOYMRXLM 2FULRY EFX LUFYJIXO XMJ 
EFLYJI LRUFYLJSYO\ IRU MJU RRYMJU YR OJFDJ GJIRUJ XMJ XOLUUJI FEF\ LSYR DDJULUJS- -RLLLSL YMJ 
ILXYFSFJ IURR YMJ FOJFULSL SJFU -FbMFUF' X UFOFFJ YR YMJ XEFRUX XMJ FUULDJI XMRUY RI GUJFYM GXY 
JFLJU YR XYFUY YMJ IF\'X RLXXLRS- -FIJS MJOUJI MJU XU LSYR YMJ XFIIOJ RI F RXXFOJI GURES RFUJ 
FSI XEXSL LUFFJIXOO\ RSYR YMJ GFFP RI YMJ RYMJU MRUXJ- 
8FLJ EFYFMJI ELYM MJU FURX IROIJI RDJU MJU EFLXY- @ LJSYOJ GUJJbJ XELUOJI MJU LUJ\ 
GORSIJ ORFPX FGRXY MJU IFFJ- "DDJU\YMLSL \RX SJJI LX LS YMJ XFIIOJ GFLX- :J UFFPJI UOJSY\ RI 
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UURDLXLRSX IRU YMJ URFI FSI YMJ LROIJS XFFUI IRU .FRJS- H MRUJ LY ELOO XMRE MJU YMFY \RX FRRJ LS 
LRRI IFLYM-" 
"9MFSP \RX" 2FULRY XFLI XRIYO\- 
"GJUJ FUJ YMJ FRXOJYX H RFIJ IRU \RX-" 8FLJ MJOI XU EMFY XMJ MFI GJJS MLILSL LS MJU 
MFSI YER ULJFJX RI RFUPJI FOF\ XYUXSL RS OJFYMJU FRUI- "H XXJI YMJ XYURSLJXY RFLLF H PSRE- " 
2FULRY UFXXJI RSJ YR -FIJS FSI XOXSL YMJ RYMJU FRUI FURXSI MJU SJFP- 8MJ YXFPJI YMJ 
FOF\ FRXOJY GJSJFYM MJU FORYMJX- 
"AJXY RI OXFP YR \RX-" 
-FIJS XYFUYJI MLX MRUXJ LS YMJ ILUJFYLRS RI YMJ JFXYJUS RRXSYFLSX FSI 2FULRY IROOREJI MLX 
OJFI- 8MJ MJOI RS YLLMYO\ YR YMJ XFIIOJ MRUS SRY ELOOLSL YR XORE YMJLU UURLUJXX GJFFXXJ RI F OFFP 
RI J[UJUYLXJ- 9MJ\ UJFFMJI YMJ YUFLO YMFY OJI IURR YMJ JILJ RI YMJ XEFRUOFSIX LSYR YMJ LUFXX 
FRDJUJI RRXSYFLSX FSI -FIJS FRSXXOYJI MLX RFU- 9MJ\ YXUSJI RSYR YMJ OJIY IRUP EMLOJ YMJ RFLS 
YUFLO URXJ XU GJYEJJS YER LUJJS UJFPX XURYYJI ELYM YUJJX- @ FFDJ RUJSJI LS YMJ MLOOXLIJ YR YMJLU 
ULLMY-
-FIJS FMJFPJI YMJ RFU RSFJ RRUJ- "H IRS'Y YMLSP YMLX LX .FRJS'X- GJUX XMRXOI GJ OXXY 
XU FMJFI-" 
9MJ YER ULIJUX XOREJI YMJLU UFFJ FSI UJFFMJI F YUJJ YMFY LUJE RS YMJ RYMJU XLIJ RI YMJ YUFLO 
IURR YMJ SJ[Y FFDJ- BUXIJ RFUPLSLX MFI GJJS FFUDJI LSYR YMJ YUJJ'X GFUP FSI 2FULRY ORRPJI YR 
-FIJS IRU FS J[UOFSFYLRS- GJ XMRRP MLX MJFI- 
"H FFS'Y UJFI LY GXY YMLX LX YMJ ULLMY UOFFJ-" 
2FULRY FSI -FIJS ILXRRXSYJI FSI -FIJS YLJI YMJ MRUXJX' UJLSX FURXSI YMJ YUXSP RI YMJ 
YUJJ- 2FULRY ORRPJI XU YMJ XORUJ FY YMJ JSYUFSFJ RI YMJ FFDJ FSI F XJULJX RI URXLM FRXLMX JUXUYJI 
IURR LSXLIJ- 
-FIJS OFLI MLX MFSI RS 2FULRY'X XMRXOIJU- GLX LUJ\ J\JX ORFPJI ELYM MJUX FX MJ MJOI RXY 
YMJ LROIJS XFFUI MJ MFI UURFXUJI IURR MLX XFIIOJGFL- ":MFYJDJU EJ ILSI LS YMJUJ FMRRXJ \RXU 
ERUIX FFUJIXOO\ FSI XYF\ FFOR- H'R ULLMY GJXLIJ \RX-" 
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2FULRY YRRP F IJJU GUJFYM FSI XYJJOJI MJUXJOI IRU EMFY YMJ FFDJ RLLMY MROI- 8MJ XYFUYJI 
XU YMJ LSFOLSJ YREFUI YMJ JSYUFSFJ EMJUJ FFSIOJOLLMY IOLFPJUJI FLFLSXY YMJ YJ[YXUJI URFP\ EFOOX- 
9MJ ERRFS LSXLIJ MJFUI 2FULRY FUUURFFM FSI YXUSJI MJU MJFI- AOXJEMLYJ FFYFUFFYX FRDJUJI YMJ 
LULXJX RI .FRJS'X J\JX FSI FOXRUX RI MJU ORSL IFUP MFLU UJDJFOJI XRUJ UFYFMJX RI XFFOU GJYEJJS 
YMJR- @ GOFFP IUJXX FRDJUJI MJU GRI\ IURR YMJ GFXJ RI MJU SJFP YR YMJ FSPOJX RI MJU GRRYX LYX 
XOJJDJX MLILSL FURX YMFY 2FULRY LRFLLSJI EJUJ FOXR XFFYYJUJI ELYM UFE ERXSIX- .FRJS XYRRI 
UJUIJFYO\ XYLOO GJXLIJ F UJFYFSLXOFU ERRIJS YFGOJ LS YMJ RLIIOJ RI YMJ FFDJ RS EMLFM YMJ FFSIOJ 
UJXYJI- AJMLSI MJU 2FULRY RFIJ RXY YMJ XMFUJ RI F YUXSP- 
.FRJS XURPJ LS UFXU\ FURFPLSL XRXSIX- ":MR FUJ \RX> <RX FUJ SRY EJOFRRJ MJUJ-" 
2FULRY IRURJI JFFM ERUI IJOLGJUFYJO\ YR PJJU IURR XYFRRJULSL- '9R XRUU\ YR LSYUXIJ- 
2\ SFRJ LX 2FULRY FSI H OXXY EFSY YR FXP \RX XRRJ VXJXYLRSX- :J GURXLMY \RX F UUJXJSY- 
:J'UJ SRY MJUJ YR FFXXJ YURXGOJ-" 8MJ MJOI RXY YMJ IROIJI LROIJS XFFUI- 
.FRJS XVXLSYJI FY 2FULRY ELYM XSDJLOJI F\SLFLXR- "3RYMLSL LX IUJJ-" 
":J RSO\ EFSY YR FXP LI \RX FFS MJOU XX- DDJS LI \RX FFS'Y \RX FFS PJJU LY-" 
.FRJS FUJUY IRUEFUI FSI OLIYJI F XJFYLRS RI YMJ LROIJS IFGULF LSYR YMJ XXSOLLMY YMFY 
LOOXRLSFYJI YMJ FFDJ'X RUJSLSL- ":M\ IR \RX YRUYXUJ RJ ELYM GJFXYLIXO YMLSLX> 2\ IF\X RI 
GJFXY\ FUJ ORSL UFXY-" 
2FULRY LOFSFJI FY -FIJS ELYM MRUJOJXXSJXX XLYYLSL LS MJU XYRRFFM OLPJ F XYRSJ- "H SJJI 
\RXU MJOU- H'R SRY IURR DDJULUJS- H'R IURR FSRYMJU ERUOI- H GJOLJDJ F IULJSI RI RLSJ EMR ILJI 
MJUJ LX YUFUUJI LS YMJ 3JYMJUERRI FSI MLX XRXO EFSYX YR LR MRRJ-" 
"/JFDJ RJ LS UJFFJ- 9MJ 3JYMJUERRI LX R\ MRRJ FSI H MFDJ GJJS GFUUJI IURR 
UJYXUSLSL- " 
"H YMLSP R\ IULJSI LX YJUULILJI- H IRS'Y PSRE EMR JOXJ YR LR YR-" 
":MFY IR \RX J[UJFY IURR RJ> H FFSSRY JDJS ILJ GJFFXXJ R\ XRXO FSI URYYLSL IOJXM MFDJ 
GJJS GRXSI YR 8FGJU- H ELOO XXIIJU IRU FX ORSL FX MJ OLDJX FSI MJ LX SRY F RFS JFXLO\ PLOOJI-" 
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"CR \RX MFDJ FS\ FRSSJFYLRS YR YMJ 3JYMJUERRI>" 2FULRY'X MFSIX GJLFS YR YUJRGOJ 
GXY XMJ FRSYLSXJI YR MROI RXY YMJ LROIJS XFFUI FX FS RIIJULSL- "HX YMJUJ FS\ EF\ \RX FRXOI 
FRRRXSLFFYJ ELYM 9RII'X XRXO>" 
":M\ XMRXOI H MJOU \RX> :M\ XMRXOI H J[MFXXY R\XJOI IRU F XFFUI 8FGJU FRXOI MFDJ 
GURXLMY RJ>" 
"CR \RXU ERXSIX MXUY \RX .FRJS>" CJYJURLSFYLRS GJOLJI YMJ X\RUFYM\ YMFY XRRRYMJI 
-FIJS'X DRLFJ- "H PSRE YMJ GJXY ELXJ ERRFS LS YMJ XRXYMJUS UURDLSFJ- 8MJ FRXOI RFPJ F XFODJ 
IRU \RX LI YMFY ERXOI RFPJ F GJYYJU YUFIJ-" 
2FULRY XYFUJI LSYR YMJ FFYFUFFYX YMFY FRDJUJI .FRJS'X J\JX- "5OJFXJ- <RX'UJ YMJ RSO\ 
UJUXRS EMR FFS MJOU XX- 9JOO RJ EMFY H FFS IR-" 
.FRJS OLIYJI YMJ LROIJS XFFUI IURR 2FULRY'X MFSIX FSI IUFUJI LY FURXSI MJU IUFLLOJ 
XMRXOIJUX - "H EFSY YMJ XFODJ YRRRUURE - 8FGJU ELOO GULSL RJ EMFY H UJVXLUJ IRU YMJ ULYXFO FSI EJ 
ELOO FFOO IRU \RXU IULJSI'X XRXO- H MFDJ SR RFLLF GXY YMJUJ FUJ YMRXJ EFYFMLSL RDJU YMJ 
3JYMJUERRI EMR REJ RJ LUJFY IFDRUX-" 
" 9MFSP \RX-" 2FULRY IRXSI MJUXJOI GRELSL MJU MJFI FX XMJ MFI XJJS RYMJU LSMFGLYFSYX 
RI DDJULUJS IR- 
9ER XOLR\ ILSLJUYLUX OLIYJI 2FULRY'X FMLS FSI XMJ ILI SRY PSRE MRE YR IJXFULGJ YMJ 
XYJSFM YMFY JSYJUJI MJU SRXYULOX- 8MJ MJOI MJU GUJFYM FSI LFbJI GFFP LSYR .FRJS'X J\JX- 
"<RX FUJ SRY XR ILIIJUJSY YMFS XX-" .FRJS ELYMIUJE MJU MFSI FSI RRDJI IJJUJU LSXLIJ 
YMJ FFDJ- 
-FIJS SRIIJI YR 2FULRY FSI YMJ\ YRRP YMJLU OJFDJ- 
R 
2FULRY XYFUJI FY MJU EFYFM ELOOLSL YMJ RLSXYJ MFSI YR XMLIY- CU- 2RRUJ'X DRLFJ IURSJI 
RS GXY YMJ RJFSLSL RI YMJ ERUIX EFX ORXY YR MJU- 8MJ FORXJI MJU SRYJGRRP FSI JFXJI LY LSYR MJU 
GFFPUFFP- CU- 2RRUJ'X J\JX RJY MJU RES ELYM FS J[UUJXXLRS RI ILXFUUURDFO-
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9MJ GJOO UFSL FSI 2FULRY SJFUO\ UFS RXY RI FOFXX- 8MJ MXUULJI IRES YMUJJ IOLLMYX RI XYFLUX 
FSI IXFPJI LSYR YMJ DFFFSY ERRJS'X GFYMURRR- :LYMLS RRRJSYX XMJ XYJUUJI YMURXLM YMJ URUYFO 
LSYR DDJULUJS- 2FULRY LFDJ XU RS YU\LSL YR FRSYURO MJU IJXYLSFYLRS FSI UFFJI FFURXX YMJ FOJFULSL- 
8MJ RFIJ MJU EF\ YMURXLM YMJ ERRIX FSI MJFIJI IRU YMJ IEJOOLSLX LS YMJ XEFRUOFSIX- -FIJS FSI 
8FLJ XYRRI YFOPLSL SJFU YMJ UFLU RI MRUXJX RXYXLIJ MLX MXY- 2FULRY UFSYJI MJFDLO\ FX XMJ FFRJ YR F 
XYRU- 
8FLJ UJXYJI MJU MFSIX RS 2FULRY'X FUR- "H ILSLXMJI YMJ XFODJ YMLX RRUSLSL- 5OJFXJ YJOO 
.FRJS XMJ LX EJOFRRJ YR FS\ XJUDLFJ H FFS UURDLIJ-" 
2FULRY MXLLJI 8FLJ YLLMYO\- "9MFSP \RX-" 
":J'I GJYYJU LJY XYFUYJI-" -FIJS UJFI YMJ XP\- ":J IRS'Y PSRE MRE ORSL YMLX ELOO YFPJ 
FSI EJ ERS'Y EFSY YR MFDJ YR IR RRXY RI RXU YUFDJOLSL LS YMJ IFUP- 9MJ URFIX FFS GJ IFSLJURXX-" 
2FULRY SRIIJI FSI FFFJUYJI -FIJS'X MJOU LS FOLRGLSL XU LSYR YMJ SJFUJXY XFIIOJ- GJ 
XEXSL XU RSYR YMJ MRUXJ SJ[Y YR MJU FSI YXLLJI YMJ UJLSX YR GJLLS YMJLU ULIJ- 9MJ\ YUFDJOJI YR F 
RJIOJ\ RI GLUIXRSL FULFPJY FMLUUX FSI YMJ UM\YMRLF clop-clop RI MRUXJ MRRDJX- 9MJ\ IROOREJI 
YMJ IRUP LS YMJ URFI FORSL YMJ RRXSYFLSX FSI FUULDJI FY YMJ GFXJ RI YMJ FXFJSILSL XORUJ YR 
.FRJS'X FFDJ- -FIJS FMJFPJI YMJ YUJJ FORSLXLIJ YMJR IRU LYX XSUJFIFGOJ X\RGROX GJIRUJ 
ILXRRXSYLSL FSI Y\LSL YMJ MRUXJX YR YMJ YUXSP- 
"HY'X XR VXLJY" 2FULRY EMLXUJUJI- 
-FIJS UXOOJI F FOF\ OFU RXY RI MLX XFIIOJ GFL FSI MFSIJI LY YR 2FULRY- GJ SRIIJI YREFUI 
YMJ FFSIOJOLLMY IOLFPJULSL FFURXX YMJ FJLOLSL RI YMJ FFDJ- "8RRJRSJ'X MRRJ-" 
2FULRY YRRP F IJJU GUJFYM FSI UJOJFXJI LY FX XMJ RRDJI XU YMJ IFLSY YUFLO YR YMJ JSYUFSFJ 
RI YMJ FFDJ- .FRJS FUUJFUJI YR MJU OJIY ELYM 8FLJ'X LROIJS XFFUI IUFUJI FURXSI MJU XMRXOIJUX- 
8MJ YXUSJI MJU XXSPJS IFFJ YREFUI YMJ XRXSI RI 2FULRY'X LFORXMJX FSI OREJUJI YMJ OLI RI YMJ 
ERRIJS YUXSP- @ IFUP ILLXUJ XEJUY UFXY 2FULRY'X ULLMY XLIJ- 
:MJS 2FULRY UJFRDJUJI IURR MJU XXUUULXJ XMJ YXUSJI YR XJJ YMJ RFS UXXMLSL FY -FIJS- 
9MJ PSLIJ LS MLX MFSI LOLSYJI LS YMJ UUJIXXP XXSOLLMY- -FIJS EFX XYLOO IUFELSL MLX IFLLJU EMJS 
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YMJ RFS LS IFUP FORYMJX FROOLIJI ELYM MLR- 9MJ\ IJOO MFUI YR YMJ LURXSI FSI YXRGOJI IRES YMJ 
XORUJ IRU XJDJUFO IJJY- -FIJS UJLFLSJI MLX GFOFSFJ ILUXY FSI EFYFMJI YMJ RYMJU RFS FORXJO\- 9MJ 
IFUPMFLUJI RFS LS GOFFP XYRRI XU ELYM FYMOJYLF UUJFLXJ RRDJRJSYX- 2FULRY J[FRLSJI YMJ 
SXRGJU RI DFU\LSL XFFUX RFUULSL MLX YFS XSXMFDJS IFFJ- GLX UFOJ J\JX LOFUJI ELYM MRXYLOLY\- 
OFIJS UJRFLSJI LS MLX IJIJSXLDJ XYFSFJ- "8FGJU> :J IRS'Y RJFS FS\ MFUR- :J MFDJ FS 
FLUJJRJSY ELYM .FRJS-" 
"<RX XMRXOI'DJ FRRJ XRRSJU- <RX PJUY MJU EFLYLSL- 8MJ YMRXLMY \RX OLJI YR MJU- H 
ERXOI'DJ PLOOJI \RX GRYM LI XMJ MFIS'Y RUIJUJI RJ YR MFDJ ULY\ RS \RX-" 
"HY'X R\ IFXOY EJ'UJ XR OFYJ-" 2FULRY UFLXJI YMJ FOF\ OFU LS MJU MFSIX- ":J MFDJ YMJ 
XFODJ-" 
.FRJS XYRRI FGRDJ YMJR LS YMJ JSYUFSFJ YR YMJ FFDJ MROILSL YMJ XMLRRJULSL XFFUI 
FURXSI YMJ XOJJDJX RI MJU GOFFP IUJXX- 8MJ GOLSPJI UJUJFYJIO\ YR XMLJOI MJU FORXIJI LULXJX IURR YMJ 
XXS- "9MJS LY LX YLRJ- " 
:LYM F ILXYUXXYIXO LOFSFJ 8FGJU XMJFYMJI MLX PSLIJ FSI UUJFJIJI YMJ DLXLYRUX LSYR YMJ FFDJ- 
.FRJS XJY YMJ XFODJ FXLIJ RS YMJ OLI RI YMJ ERRIJS YUXSP- 8MJ UOFFJI MJU ILSLJUYLUX RS YMJ JILJ 
RI YMJ YFGOJ LS YMJ RLIIOJ RI YMJ FFDJ- 9MJ FFSIOJ XYRRI FY RSJ JSI EMLOJ F GOFFP LOFXX GRYYOJ FSI 
F ERRIJS XYRUUJU RFFXULJI YMJ FJSYJU- @X 2FULRY IFFJI .FRJS FFURXX YMJ YFGOJ XMJ XYXILJI YMJ 
XRRRYM UJFUXMFUJI GRYYOJ- 8FGJU RRDJI GJMLSI MJU YR YMJ ULLMY FSI 2FULRY ORRPJI XU FY -FIJS 
YR MJU OJIY- 
"BORXJ \RXU J\JX" .FRJS LSXYUXFYJI- "ERFXX RS R\ DRLFJ FSI H ELOO FFOO YR MLX XULULY- 
:MFY LX \RXU IULJSI'X SFRJ>" 
"9RII FLGXRS-" 
.FRJS'X J\JOLIX FORXJI FSI 2FULRY FORXJI MJUX FX EJOO- 8MJ IJOY MJU RYMJU XJSXJX 
MJLLMYJS LS UJXURSXJ- 8MJ GUJFYMJI LS YMJ XRRPJ RI YMJ FFSIOJ FSI F XRXU XRJOO RL[JI ELYM XEJJY 
IOREJUX- 9MJ YFGOJ IJOY URXLM GJSJFYM YMJ UFIX RI MJU ILSLJUYLUX- .FRJS'X UFXU\ DRLFJ IJXFJSIJI 
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LSYR F UFFJI LSYRSFYLRS- "FRIX RI UREJU LRIX RI ELXIRR LRIX RI OLIJ FSI IJFYM- FUFSY XX 
FFFJXX YR YMJ 3JYMJUERRI-" 
2FULRY ILI SRY RRDJ FORRXY FIUFLI YR GUJFYMJ YUFSXIL[JI G\ F FRRRFSILSL IRUFJ GJMLSI 
.FRJS'X DRLFJ- 
"FLDJ RJ FFFJXX YR YMJ XRXOX RI YMJ 3JYMJUERRI FX RSJ EMR MFX GJJS YMJUJ- <RX FUJ 
LSIJGYJI YR RJ LRIX RI IFUPSJXX- 5JOJFXJ YMJ XRXO RI 9RII FLGXRS LSYR YMLX DJXXJO RU H ELOO 
UJDJFO \RXU YUXJ SFRJX-" 
.FRJS'X DRLFJ LUJE JDJS RRUJ UREJUIXO- "5JOJFXJ 9RII FLGXRS IURR YMJ 3JYMJUERRI- 
GJ IRJX SRY GJORSL YR \RX- GJ LX SRY RI \RXU ERUOI- 5JOJFXJ 9RII FLGXRS YR RJ FSI YMLX DJXXJO 
FX EJ FRRRFSI \RX- 5D/D@8D 922C FHA823 E522 9GD 3D9GD5:22C-" 
@ XMRUY GXUXY RI FROI FLU IOFXMJI FFURXX 2FULRY'X IFFJ FSI XMJ XMXIIJUJI- 8MJ MJFUI 
.FRJS URXSI YMJ XYRUUJU LSYR YMJ GRYYOJ FSI RUJSJI MJU J\JX- 
.FRJS OLIYJI YMJ GOFFP LOFXX GRYYOJ RXY YR MJU- GJU FFYFUFFYX IOFXMJI RUFVXJ LS YMJ 
FFSIOJOLLMY- "GLX XRXO LX LS \RXU FFUJ SRE- 9FPJ MLR GFFP YR \RXU RES ERUOI FSI OJY MLX XRXO 
ILSI LYX JYJUSFO UJFFJ-" 
2FULRY PSJE XMJ EFX YUJRGOLSL GXY EFX SRY FJUYFLS XMJ FRXOI XYRU LY- "H ELOO-" 
R 
GJOJS UJLFUIJI MJU IFXLMYJU ELYM FRSFJUS FFURXX YMJ ILSLSL URRR YFGOJ- 2FULRY FYJ MJU 
RJFYORFI FSI RFXMJI URYFYRJX LS XUXUYX LXROFYJI G\ UJULRIX RI YMRXLMYIXO LSFFYLDLY\ - 8MJ EFSYJI 
YR ILSLXM MJU ILSSJU FSI FYYJSI YR YMJ GOFFP GRYYOJ GXY XMJ UJRFLSJI YUFSXIL[JI G\ YMJ UREJU 
GJMLSI .FRJS'X ULYXFO- GJOJS XJY MJU IRUP IRES YMJ UURSLX FOLSPLSL FLFLSXY YMJ FJUFRLF UOFYJ- 
"GFDJ \RX YFOPJI YR CFULS UJFJSYO\>" 
"3RY UJFOO\-" 2FULRY ORRPJI XU IURR MJU ILSSJU- ":J IRS'Y UJFOO\ YFOP FS\RRUJ J[FJUY 
FGRXY RXU MLXYRU\ UUROJFY-" 




 "AWJ \TX WJDG\>" 
"I JXJVV VT-" 
HJQJS WJDHMJG TXW DSG WJVWJG MJW KNSJJWV DHWTVV MDWJTW'V EWNVW- "<TX QTTP WNWJG-" 
"I'P DQQ WNJMW-" 
"<TX VJJPJG WT QNPJ JTNSJ GDHP WT WMJ HTXSW\ PXVJXP DKWJW VT PDS\ \JDWV- WM\ GTS'W 
\TX WW\ JTNSJ GDHP WMJWJ NK \TX SJJG PTWJ PDWJWNDQ KTW \TXW WJSTWW> I WMTXJMW WMDW EDV D JWJDW 
NGJD-" 
,W ZDV TTGG'V LGJD, MDWJTW WJHDQQJG- "MD\GJ I ENQQ-" 
HJQJS STGGJG V\PSDWMJWNHDQQ\- "TDPJ NW JDV\ MTSJ\- <TX GTS'W MDDJ WT KNSNVM \TXW 
PJDWQTDK NK \TX'WJ STW MXSJW\- " 
MDWJTW DWJ D KJE PTWJ GNWJV GJKTWJ VMJ HQJDSJG XS MJW SQDWJ DSG KTWP- SMJ EJSW XSVWDNWV 
WT MJW GJGWTTP DSG HQTVJG WMJ GTTW- SNWWNSJ HWTVVQJJJJG TS WMJ GJG VMJ SXQQJG WMJ GQDHP JQDVV 
GTWWQJ TXW TK MJW GDHPSDHP- MDWJTW VWDWJG DW WMJ VWTSSJW GJKTWJ VMJ WJPTDJG NW- A WNS\ EMNWJ 
ENVS WTVJ KWTP WMJ PTXWM TK WMJ GTWWQJ DSG MDWJTW VDW NS DEJ TK NW KTW D QTSJ WNPJ- 
T 
MDWJTW DSSWTDHMJG WMJ KWTSW GTTWV TK WMJ PXVJXP ENWM MJW VPJWHMSDG NS MDSG MTSNSJ WT 
DDTNG T\QJW EMNQJ VMJ SXW WMJ KNSNVMNSJ WTXHMJV TS MJW HTSWWNGXWNTS WT WMJ SWTMJHW- SMJ VNJSJG MJW 
SDPJ NSWT WMJ JXJVWGTTP TXW TK MDGNW DSG WMJ HXWQ\MJDGJG ETPDS GJMNSG WMJ HTXSWJW QTTPJG MJW 
ED\- 
"CDS I MJQS \TX>" 
MDWJTW WTTP D VWJS WTEDWG WMJ QTSJ DNVQJ NS KWTSW TK MJW- "I MXVW HDPJ WT QTTP DW WMJ 
VNHWTWNDS J[MNGNW DJDNS-" 
TMJ ETPDS VPNQJG DSG STGGJG- "LJW PJ PSTE NK \TX SJJG DS\WMNSJ-" 
MDWJTW PDGJ MJW ED\ GTES WMJ DNVQJ SDVW WMJ HTQTSNDQ DSG WJDTQXWNTSDW\ J[MNGNWV- 
SWTSSNSJ NS KWTSW TK WMJ VNHWTWNDS VNWWNSJ WTTP VMJ TSJSJG MJW VPJWHMSDG TS WMJ JQDVV GNVSQD\ 
HDVJ SJ[W WT MJW WMJ VDPJ VXWKDHJ TS EMNHM T\QJW MDG TSHJ VJW WMJ VPDQQ ETTGJS GT[- MDWJTW 
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WTTP D SJSHNQ TXW TK MJW HTDW STHPJW DSG GJJDS WT VPJWHM WMJ PDSSJVXNS VWDSGNSJ NS WMJ PNGGQJ TK 
WMJ J[MNGNW- SMJ GDWJQ\ KNSNVMJG TXWQNSNSJ WMJ GWTDG GWNP TK WMJ MDW DSG WMJ DSPQJQJSJWM GWJVV 
EMJS T\QJW DSSJDWJG NS MJW SJWNSMJWDQ DNVNTS- 
"MDWJTW I MDDJS'W VJJS \TX KTW D EMNQJ- HTE DWJ \TX>" 
MDWJTW QTTPJG T\QJW VWWDNJMW NS WMJ J\J WT VWJDG\ MJWVJQK- "I'P MTQGNSJ XS- I QTVW D KWNJSG 
WJHJSWQ\: NW'V STW JDV\ WT GJDQ ENWM-" 
"I'P VXWJ NW NVS'W- I'P VTWW\ KTW \TXW QTVV-" T\QJW WTXHMJG MDWJTW'V DWP D JJVWXWJ WMDW 
VWWXHP MJW DV JJSWQJ DSG HTPSDVVNTSDWJ- "I ETS'W PJJS \TX- LJW PJ PSTE NK WMJWJ'V DS\WMNSJ \TX 
SJJG-" 
"IV WMJ J[MNGNW DHHXWDWJ>" MDWJTW WXWSJG GDHP WT WMJ VNHWTWNDS VNWWNSJ WTTP TS WMJ TWMJW 
VNGJ TK WMJ WJG DJQDJW WTSJ- 
"AV DHHXWDWJ DV EJ HTXQG PDPJ NW- I GJQNJDJ EJ MDDJ VTPJ GTTPV TS WMJ VNHWTWNDS SJWNTG 
NK \TX ETXQG QNPJ PJ WT GWNSJ WMJP TXW KTW \TX-" 
"DT WMJ\ MDDJ SNHWXWJV> TMDW'V PTVWQ\ EMDW I'P NSWJWJVWJG NS-" 
"I' II VJJ EMDW I HDS GNJ XS KTW \TX-" 
T\QJW WJWWJDWJG NS WMJ VDPJ GNWJHWNTS KWTP EMNHM MJ MDG HTPJ- MDWJTW WJWXWSJG WT MJW 
GWDENSJ DSG DGGJG WMJ GWJDPKWTSW WT WMJ QJKW JGJJ TK WMJ SDJJ- HJW VMTXQGJW PXVHQJV WJQD[JG DSG 
VMJ DVVXWJG MJWVJQK VMJ MDG ST WJDVTS WT GJ DKWDNG TK T\QJW- STPJTSJ EMT MDG DHHJVV WT EDJWJWJS 
HTXQG VXWJQ\ VXSSQ\ MJW ENWM WMJ GJVW VTXWHJV KTW MJW WJVJDWHM DGTXW ESJQDSG- 
T 
HJQJS EDV MDSJNSJ XS WMJ SMTSJ NS WMJ PNWHMJS EMJS MDWJTW EDSGJWJG NS- SMJ ENVMJG 
VMJ ETXQG MDDJ GJJS DGQJ WT MXWW\ TXW WMJ GTTW ENWMTXW VWTSSNSJ WT WDQP WT MJW PTWMJW- 
"I PSTE \TX'WJ GXV\ GXW HTXQG \TX MJQS GWDSGPD ENWM MJW HQJDSNSJ WTGD\> I MDDJ D QTW 
TK WMNSJV I ETXQG QTDJ WT JJW GTSJ DWTXSG MJWJ-" 
"SXWJ-" MDWJTW'V SQDS WT JT VWWDNJMW WT EDJWJWJS ENWMJWJG DSG VMJ WWNJG WT MNGJ MJW 




I DXWNSJ WMJ GWNDJ DHWTVV WTES MDWJTW HMDQQJSJJG MJWVJQK WT NSDJSW WMJ PTVW JKKNHNJSW 
HQJDSNSJ WJJNPJS STVVNGQJ- HJW NPSDWNJSHJ WT HTSWNSXJ WMJ PNVVNTS KTW TJWJS PDGJ VNWWNSJ VWNQQ 
DQPTVW XSGJDWDGQJ- SMJ SDWPJG NS WMJ SDWWTE GWNDJED\ DSG VSDWHMJG MJW SXWVJ KWTP WMJ 
SDVVJSJJW VJDW- MDWJTW MXWWNJG XS WMJ HJPJSW SDWMED\ WT WMJ STWHM DSG GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ QJW 
MJW NS ENWMTXW GJQD\- 
"HN VEJJWNJ- IW'V JTTG WT VJJ \TX-" 
"IW'V JTTG WT VJJ \TX WTT GWDSGPD-" MDWJTW WTTP TKK MJW HTDW DSG MXSJ NW NS WMJ HQTVJW- 
"WMDW MDDJ \TX GJJS XS WT>" 
"NTWMNSJ PXHM- I MDDJS'W GJJS TXW TK WMJ MTXVJ VNSHJ WMJ EJDWMJW WXWSJG HTQG JDWQNJW NS 
WMJ EJJP- I'DJ GJJS QTTPNSJ DW TQG SNHWXWJV- <TX VMTXQG VJJ WMJ TSJV TK \TXW PTWMJW JWTENSJ XS 
ENWM WMDW PTS TK GDWP HXWQV-" 
MDWJTW QDXJMJG DSG KTQQTEJG GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ WMWTXJM WMJ QNDNSJ WTTP- "I HDS QTTP 
KTW D KJE PNSXWJV-" SMJ JQDSHJG DWTXSG WMJ SJDW VNPSQJ VSDHJ DSG ENVMJG WMDW VMJ MDG NSMJWNWJG 
MJW JWDSGPTWMJW'V NPSJHHDGQJ VJSVJ TK TWJDSNbDWNTS- A DDVW DWWDSJJPJSW TK SMTWTJWDSMV DEDNWJG 
MDWJTW TS WMJ GNSNSJ WTTP WDGQJ- FQDSPJG G\ KQTEJWJG SMTWT GT[JV DSG HWJDPHTQTWJG DQGXPV 
WMJ\ HTSWDNSJG VWNQQ VMTWV KWTP GJHDGJV TK DS DHWNDJ QNKJ- GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ JDVJG MJWVJQK NSWT WMJ 
VJDW DQWJDG\ SXQQJG DED\ KWTP WMJ WDGQJ- MDWJTW VWTTG SJ[W WT MJW DHHJSWNSJ SMTWTJWDSMV KWTP 
MJW JWDSGPTWMJW'V EWNSPQJG MDSG DSG GWNSJNSJ WMJP HQTVJW WT MJW J\JV WT J[DPNSJ WMJP- 
"HJWJ'V \TXW PTWMJW DW WMJ GJDHM- SMJ ETXQG'DJ GJJS KNDJ \JDWV TQG- SMJ'V WTT GXV\ 
SQD\NSJ NS WMJ VDSG WT PJJS WMJ VXS TXW TK MJW J\JV- HJWJ VMJ NV ENWM \TXW JWDSGSD- If \TX EDSW WT 
JT D QNWWQJ KXWWMJW GDHP --- " GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ TKKJWJG MDWJTW WMJ SMTWTJWDSM TK D \TXSJ HTXSQJ 
WXWSJG WTEDWG JDHM TWMJW DSG GJDPNSJ KWTP JDW WT JDW GJSJDWM D EMNWJ GDSSJW GJHTWDWJG ENWM WMJ 
ETWGV HAPP< BIRTHDA< MARGARET- "IW EDV D DJW\ VSJHNDQ GNWWMGD\- <TXW JWDSGKDWMJW 
SWTSTVJG WT PJ WMDW GD\- <TX HDS WJQQ G\ WMJ VHDW I'DJ DQWJDG\ GJJS NS P\ DHHNGJSW- HJ VDNG MJ 
EDV DKWDNG TK QTVNSJ PJ DJDNS- M\ JNWQ KWNJSG WTQG JDJW\GTG\ I MDG JTWWJS NSWT WMJ DHHNGJSW TS 
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SXWSTVJ VT I HTXQG JJW PDWWNJG KDVWJW GXW VMJ EDV MXVW MTPNSJ \TX PSTE- BXW NW PDGJ P\ PTWMJW 
VT KXWNTXV-" 
MDWJTW QDNG WMJ SMTWTJWDSM GTES DSG VWDWJG DW WMJ TSJ GJVNGJ NW TS WMJ WDGQJ- SMJ SNHPJG 
NW XS WJQXHWDSWQ\ WJHTJSNbNSJ WMJ KDHJ- "WMT NV WMNV>" 
"TMDW'V PJ PD\GJ D \JDW TW WET \TXSJJW- I GTS'W MDDJ P\ VHDW \JW-" GWDSGPD 
MDWVMDQQ GWJE WMJ WNS TK MJW NSGJ[ KNSJJW DHWTVV WMJ KTWJMJDG NS WMJ SNHWXWJ- "I MDDJ ST NGJD EMT 
WTTP WMDW TSJ- IW'V SWJWW\ JTTG NVS'W NW> IW DQPTVW QTTPV SWTKJVVNTSDQ-" 
,W DOPTVW OTTPV OLPJ WKJ BJWUDyJU. MDWJTW NSMDQJG D VMDP\ GWJDWM XSDGQJ WT HTPSWJMJSG 
EMDW VMJ EDV VJJNSJ- "DT \TX PNSG NK I GTWWTE WMNV DSG GWNSJ NW GDHP> MTP PNJMW QNPJ WT QTTP 
DW NW-" 
"OK HTXWVJ- TDPJ DV PDS\ DV \TX EDSW- I'DJ JTW SQJSW\-" 
T 
MDWJTW HQNPGJG WMJ QDVW GXVW\ VWDNW WT WMJ TJWJS WJHTWGV- RDbXMQ VWJSSJG DVNGJ WT QJW MJW 
EDQP NSWT WMJ VSDHJ DSG VMJ MJDGJG VWWDNJMW WT WMJ DTQXPJV WMJ\ MDG WJVJWDJG TS WMJ ETTGJS 
WDGQJ-
RDbXMQ QTTPJG DWTXSG WMJ WTTP- "IW ETXQG PDPJ TXW WJVJDWHM HTSVNGJWDGQ\ JDVNJW NK WMJ 
GTTPV EJWJ DWWDSJJG NS D SDWWNHXQDW TWGJW- I ETXQG TWJDSNbJ WMJP P\VJQK NK I GNG STW MDDJ PTWJ 
SWJVVNSJ GXVNSJVV-" 
MDWJTW KQNSSJG WMWTXJM WMJ SDJJV NS KWTSW TK MJW XSWNQ VMJ GWTXJMW MJW KNSJJW GTES TS WMJ 
GWDENSJ TK WMJ BJWWD\JW- SMJ VQNSSJG MJW JWDSGPTWMJW'V SMTWTJWDSM TXW TK MJW STHPJW DSG MJQG 
WMJP VNGJ G\ VNGJ-
RDbXMQ STWNHJG MDWJTW'V NSWJSVJ J[SWJVVNTS- "HDDJ \TX KTXSG VTPJWMNSJ MDWJTW>" 
"I WMNSP I PSTE EMT WMJ BJWWD\JW NV-" 
RDbXMQ MTNSJG MDWJTW TS WMJ TWMJW VNGJ TK WMJ WDGQJ- 
MDWJTW PJSW MJW DTNHJ QTE GJVSNWJ MJW J[HNWJPJSW- "M\ JWDSGPTWMJW- LTTP DW WMJ 
WJVJPGQDSHJ-" 
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RDbXMQ KJQW WMJ KTWJNJS JQTVV TK WMJ SMTWTJWDSM'V VXWKDHJ ENWM MNV WMXPG- "<TX MDDJ VT 
PDS\ VWWDSJJ STVVJVVNTSV-" 
"IW'V QNPJ DS J[DHW GWDENSJ TK P\ JWDSGPTWMJW- AKWJW WMJVJ WET NPDJJV EJWJ WJHTWGJG 
VMJ MDG DS DHHNGJSW WMDW WTTP DED\ VTPJ TK MJW PJPTW\ DSG QJKW D VHDW TS MJW KTWJMJDG-" MDWJTW 
QTTPJG XS NSWT RDbXMQ'V VTQJPS KDHJ- "M\ JWDSGPTWMJW PXVW'DJ SWTPNVJG WT MJQS WMJ DNQQDJJ TK 
TJWJS JTWWJS MTQG TK WMJ KJ\ DSG QTVW MJW PJPTWNJV TK WMJ VXJVW EMJS VMJ JTW NSWT WMJ 
DHHNGJSW-" 
RDbXMQ VDW GTES TS WMJ VWTTQ- "HTE ETXQG \TXW JWDSGPTWMJW MDDJ KTXSG MJW ED\ WT 
EDJWJWJS>" 
"I GTS'W PSTE DSG I'P VXWJ VMJ GTJVS'W WJPJPGJW- If VMJ MDG WJPJPGJWJG EDJWJWJS 
VMJ ETXQG'DJ HTPJ GDHP WT MJQS WMJP- I GTS'W PSTE DS\WMNSJ WMDW HTXQG PJJS MJW GTES-" 
"WMDW DGTXW WMJ KJ\> DT \TX GJQNJDJ VMJ VWNQQ MDV NW>" 
"IW'V STVVNGQJ- I MTSJ VT-" 
RDbXMQ QTTPJG TDJW WMJ TSJS SDJJV TK WMJ GTTP TS WMJ WDGQJ- ''I'QQ GTXGQJ P\ JKKTWWV WT 
KNSG D GJVHWNSWNTS TK WMJ KJ\ DSG NWV QDVW PSTES QTHDWNTS- TMJWJ MDV WT GJ PTWJ NSKTWPDWNTS NS 
TSJ TK WMJVJ GTTPV-" 
MDWJTW WJWXWSJG WMJ SMTWTJWDSM WT MJW STHPJW KTW VDKJPJJSNSJ- "TMNV PJDSV WMJWJ EDV ST 
GJWWD\DQ- M\ JWDSGPTWMJW MXVW SJDJW PDGJ MJW ED\ GDHP WT WJQQ WMJP EMDW MDG MDSSJSJG WT MJW- 
SMJ GNGS'W PJDS WT PJJS WMJ KJ\-" 
"WJ' II VJW MJW WJSXWDWNTS WNJMW MDWJTW- I'P VXWJ NN PXV ENQQ WJHTWG TXW GNVHTDJW\ NS WMJ 
GTTPV-" 
"BXW EJ VWNQQ GTS'W PSTE EMT VDGTWDJJG \TXW KNWVW WWNS MJWJ-" 
"TMDW NV SWJHNVJQ\ EM\-I ENQQ PJJS TXW KNSGNSJV D VJHWJW KWTP HNJM MDJJ TDWNSTP XSWNQ 
EJ'DJ QJDWSJG JDJW\WMNSJ EJ SJJG WT PSTE-" 
T 
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DDWNS'V GTTPMSJ DTNHJ KNQQJG WMJ WTTP ENWM D HDVXDQ HDGJSHJ- TMJ SDQJ EDQQV DSG WNQJG 
KQTTW VJJPJG WT HTSWDNS NW KTW WMJ HQDVV WT MJDW- DW- MTTWJ WTTP STWJV TS WMJ SWJVJSWDWNTS KWTP D 
GJVP NS WMJ GDHP WTE- DDWNS SXQQJG WMJ EMNWJ VHWJJS GTES TDJW WMJ HMDQPGTDWG DSG MDWJTW 
VENWHMJG TS WMJ TDJWMJDG SWTMJHWTW WT GNVSQD\ MJW VPJWHMJV- DDWNS'V ENWW\ HTPPJSWV VJSW 
HMXHPQJV WMWTXJM WMJNW DXGNJSHJ JSGJDWNSJ MNP WT MDWJTW DW WMJ VDPJ WNPJ VMJ WJDQNbJG WMJNW 
SWJVJSWDWNTS PNJMW GJ WMJ QDVW WMNSJ WMJ\ GNG WTJJWMJW- TMJNW KWNJSGVMNS MDG KDGJG VNSHJ TTGG'V 
SDVVNSJ DSG DQWMTXJM MDWJTW VWNQQ HDWJG DGTXW DDWNS VMJ PSJE WMJ\ ETXQG GWNKW WMJNW VJSDWDWJ 
ED\V-
T 
MDWJTW WXHPJG MJW MDSGV NSWT MJW HTDW STHPJWV DSG WWJPPJG WMWTXJM WMJ VTXWMJWS KNJQGV WT 
WMJ MDJJ SHMTTQ- 
AWN JWJJWJG MJW ENWM D JJSWQJ GTE KWTP WMJ TWMJW VNGJ TK WMJ NWTS JDWJ- "GTTG PTWSNSJ- 
MDJJ RDbXMQ NV J[SJHWNSJ \TX NS MNV VXDWWJWV-" AWN XSQDWHMJG WMJ JDWJ DSG QJW MDWJTW NSWT WMJ 
HTXWW\DWG- TMJ\ EDQPJG XS WMJ SDWM WT WMJ GTXGQJ GTTWV WMJ JWJDW MJNJMW TK WMJ SDQJ JWJ\ WTEJW 
QJDDNSJ DS NPSWJVVNDJ VMDGTE DHWTVV WMJ VHMTTQ- 
"IV NW DQED\V WMNV VXNJW MJWJ>" MDWJTW DVPJG- 
"MTVW TK WMJ WNPJ- SSJDPNSJ QTXGQ\ NV GNVHTXWDJJG DV VT PDS\ TK WMJ PDJJV WJVXNWJ 
VNQJSHJ KTW WJDGNSJ DSG PJGNWDWNTS- OXW HJQJGWDWNTSV TS WMJ TWMJW MDSG DWJ PDWPJG G\ PXVNH DSG 
QDXJMWJW-" 
TMJ WET ETPJS JSWJWJG WMJ KWTSW MDQQ DSG DVHJSGJG WMJ VWDNWV- AWN PSTHPJG DSG QJKW 
MDWJTW TXWVNGJ RDbXMQ'V GTTW EMJWJ VMJ GNG STW MDDJ WT EDNW KTW QTSJ- RDbXMQ PTWNTSJG MJW 
WTEDWG MNV GJVP- TMJ XVXDQ VWDHP TK GTTPV WJPDNSJG TS WMJ QJKW JGJJ TK NWV ETTGJS VXWKDHJ- IS 
KWTSW TK WMJ HMDNW QD\ D MDSGEWNWWJS STWJ TS GWTES SDWHMPJSW-
"WMDW'V WMNV>" MDWJTW VQNG WMJ HMDNW GDHP KWTP WMJ GJVP- 
"TMJ NSKTWPDWNTS EJ'DJ GJJS VJDWHMNSJ KTW- I VSJSW WMJ QDVW VJDJWDQ GD\V NS WMJ TJWJS 
ODJWQTTP-" RDbXMQ WXWSJG MNV GDHP DSG QJW MDWJTW WJDG WMJ SDJJ NS KWTSW TK MJW-
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CTULJG KUTP WKJ TJUJQ VLOODJJ RJFTUGV. 
TKJ .Jy LV QTW D FTQYJQWLTQDO PJWDO TEOJFW. ,W LV FXW KUTP D ULJFJ TK YJULGLWJ, WKJ OLJKW 
JUJJQ VWTQJ WKUTXJK ZKLFK OLJKW PDy UDVV. FTU WKJ .Jy WT KXOKLOO LWV UXUUTVJ, OLJKW PXVW UDVV 
WKUTXJK LW LQ TUGJU WT UJYJDO WKJ KLGGJQ OTFDWLTQ TKWKJ UTyDO WUJDVXUJ WUTYJV. TKJ .Jy PXVW EJ 
UODFJG LQ LWV EDVJ LQ WKJ WTU TK WKJ WTZJU TK WKJ 0DJJ SFKTTO. 2QOy WKJQ ZLOO WKJ VXQ'V UDyV 
LOOXPLQDWJ WKJ GTTU'V VJFUJW OTFDWLTQ. 
MDWJTW VTXJMW RDbXMQ TXW TDJW MJW VMTXQGJW- "I PSTE EMJWJ WMJ KJ\ NV- IW'V GJJS VNWWNSJ 
TS P\ JWDSGPTWMJW'V GJVP DV QTSJ DV I HDS WJPJPGJW-" 
RDbXMQ'V WTSJ WJPDNSJG JWNP- 'TP JWDWJKXQ KTW VTPJ JTTG SJEV-" HJ TKKJWJG MDWJTW D 
VJHTSG STWJ NS MNV WDQQ VHWNSW- "I DQVT GNVHTDJWJG WMNV-" 
RJQXHWDSWQ\ MDWJTW DHHJSWJG WMJ SDJJ DSG WJDG NW HDWJKXQQ\- 
CTULJG KUTP WKJ TJUJQ VLOODJJ RJFTUGV. 
SWUDQJJ UJUTUWV KDYJ FTPJ WT XV KUTP WKJ UDODFJ. FTOOTZLQJ WKJ UDVVLQJ TK+JVVDQTQ, 
.LQJ TK WKJ STXWK, WKJ FTXUW DGYLVTU VJQW KTU KLV QLJFJ WT DFFJUW WKJ WKUTQJ. WLWK WKJ DUULYDO TK 
-DzKDUD, WKJ DGYLVTU KDV EJJQ QTWJG DV PLVVLQJ ZLWKTXW D WUDFJ. 1TQJWKJOJVV, -DzKDUD KDV EJJQ 
DZDUGJG WKJ WLWOJ QXJJQ TKWKJ STXWK DQG QTZ VLWV XUTQ WKJ WKUTQJ. 
"I HTSVXQWJG WMJ QNGWDW\ MJWJ DW WMJ SHMTTQ" RDbXMQ NSKTWPJG MDWJTW- "OXW WJHTWGV 
DVVXWJ PJ WMJ KJ\ MDV GJJS PNVVNSJ KTW VXNWJ VTPJ WNPJ-" 
"I GTS' W XSGJWVWDSG-" 
"TMNV PD\ GJ JDNGJSHJ WMDW JDbMDWD NV STW WMJ WNJMWKXQ VXJJS- EDJW\ STVVNGNQNW\ J[NVWV WMDW 
VMJ PXWGJWJG HJVVDSTS'V SNJHJ DSG WMJ DGDNVTW SJWMDSV WMJ TSJ SJWVTS DW WMJ SDQDHJ EMT HTXQG 
J[STVJ MJW- JDbMDWD NV WTT VMWJEG D ETPDS WT VJJP STEJW G\ NWVJQK: VMJ PXVW GJ DKWJW WMJ KJ\ DSG 
WMJ QTHDWNTS TK WMJ MNGGJS WT\DQ WWJDVXWJ- SMJ'V GJJS VJDWHMNSJ KTW NW WMJ VDPJ DV EJ MDDJ- <TXW 
JWDSGPTWMJW MDV MDG NW NS MJW STVVJVVNTS VNSHJ GJKTWJ JDbMDWD EDV GTWS-" 
MDWJTW KJQW WTT DS[NTXV WT HTSWNSXJ VNWWNSJ DW WMJ GJVP DSG MTNSJG RDbXMQ NS WMJ PNGGQJ TK 
WMJ WTTP- "WTXQG JDbMDWD MDDJ VDGTWDJJG \TXW VXJVW ENWM TTGG WT PJJS \TX KWTP KNSGNSJ WMJ 
KJ\ GJKTWJ VMJ GTJV>" 
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"AS\WMNSJ NV STVVNGQJ-" RDbXMQ QTEJWJG MNV DTNHJ HTSVNGJWDGQ\- "I VXJJJVW EJ WDPJ 
STVVJVVNTS TK WMJ KJ\ DV VTTS DV EJ HDS-" 
'TP VXWJ P\ JWDSGPTWMJW ETXQG'DJ EDSWJG WT XVJ WMJ UTyDO WWJDVXWJ WT KJJG WMJ SJTSQJ 
TK TJWJS MXVW QNPJ TTGG GNG- NTE WMDW EJ PSTE VMJ EDV WMJ BJWWD\JW I EDSW WT KNSNVM MJW VXJVW 
WTT-" 
"TMJ\ ETXQG GJ JWJWSDQQ\ JWDWJKXQ KTW WMDW- DT \TX PSTE TK DS\TSJ EMT PNJMW MJQS XV 
JDNS DHHJVV WT WMJ WWJDVXWJ>" 
"I MDDJ KWNJSGV EMT PNJMW PSTE VTPJTSJ- WJ'DJ JTW WT HQNPG WMDW WTEJW-" 
"KNSJ FDQWMDbDW NS WMJ JDVWJWS PTXSWDNSV PD\ MDDJ WMJ STEJW WT MJQS XV STW TSQ\ WT 
VXSSQ\ KTTG WT TJWJS GXW WT GJSTVJ QDbMDWD- I HDSSTW DQQTE MJW WT JQXGJ MXVWNHJ KTW DQQ WMDW VMJ'V 
GTSJ-" 
MDWJTW SNHWXWJG TTGG Q\NSJ SJDHJKXQQ\ TS WMJ HTW NS WMJ TWMJWENVJ JPSW\ WTTP- "NJNWMJW 
HDS I." 
T 
MDWJTW PDGJ MJW ED\ WMWTXJM WMJ VEDPSV WT WMJ GEJQQNSJV TS WMJ GW\ SQDWJDX- SDJJ 
QDXJMJG DV VMJ JPJWJJG KWTP QDGJS'V MXW- SMJ DSSWTDHMJG MDWJTW ENWM MDSSNSJVV NS MJW J\JV- 
"MDWVDQD MDV WJWXWSJG WT XV- I WMTXJMW I'G PDPJ VTPJ WJD-" 
MDWJTW EDQPJG DQTSJVNGJ SDJJ NSWT WMJ ENVJ ETPDS'V MXW- "I EDSWJG WT DVP QDGJS D 
KDDTW GXW I GTS'W EDSW WT GTWMJW MNP NK MDWVDQD NV MJWJ-" 
"If I PSTE QDGJS MJ' II GJ PTWJ XSVJW NK \TX GTS'W GWNSJ NW XS-" SDJJ TSJSJG VJDJWDQ HQD\ 
MDWV TS MJW ETTGJS VMJQDJV DSG HTQQJHWJG D MDSGKXQ TK GWNJG QJDDJV- "WMDW GT \TX SJJG>" 
"RDbXMQ DSG I MDDJ WT GWJDP NSWT D SQDHJ WMDW PNJMW GJ SWJWW\ MDWG WT NSKNQWWDWJ- IW'V STW 
VTPJWMNSJ JNWMJW TK XV PSTEV DS\WMNSJ DGTXW-" 
'TP VXWJ QDGJS PSTEV VTPJTSJ-" SDJJ GWTSSJG WMJ QJDDJV NSWT D VPDQQ PJWWQJ DSG 




JDGJS DSG MDWVDQD VDW WDQPNSJ TS WET KQTTW SNQQTEV- TMJ\ QTTPJG XS DW WMJ PXKKQJG VTXSG 
TK KTTWVWJSV TS GNWW- 
"MDWVDQD NW'V JTTG WT VJJ \TX" MDWJTW VDNG JQDG KTW JDGJS'V VDPJ WMJ HDWDDDS MDG 
HNWHQJG GDHP DWTXSG DQTSJ NWV XSJSGNSJ WTXWJ- 
MDWVDQD WJVSTSGJG ENWM D VPTTWM GTE TK MJW MJDG- "TMJ VEDPSV J[WJSG D MTVSNWDQNW\ WT 
PJ STW J[SJWNJSHJG JQVJEMJWJ-" 
SDJJ VJW MJW WJD PJWWQJ TDJW WMJ KNWJ- "JDGJS MDWJTW MDV D VXJVWNTS-" 
"DT \TX PSTE DS\TSJ EMT HDS MJQS XV GWJDP NSWT WMJ WT\DQ WWJDVXWJ WWTDJV>" TMJ TWMJWV 
VWTSSJG WMJNW PTDJPJSWV DSG MDWJTW VWDWJG GDHP NSWT WMJ WMWJJ SDNWV TK J\JV KN[JG TS MJW KDHJ- 
"RDbXMQ DSG I DWJ ETWPNSJ WT KNSG WMJ QTHDWNTS GXW EJ'QQ SJJG MJQS JJWWNSJ NS- WJ'QQ DQVT SJJG DQQ 
WMJ MDSGV EJ HDS JJW WT HDWW\ WMJ WWJDVXWJ TXW- WJ'WJ JTNSJ WT XVJ NW WT GX\ KTTG KTW TJWJS-" 
JDGJS DSVEJWJG ENWMTXW MJVNWDWNTS- "<TX HDS HTXSW TS PJ- WNWM D QNWWQJ WNPJ I HDS WW\ 
WT WWDHP GTES AWSJVVD FTWWXQN - SMJ'V TSJ TK WMJ GJVW WWJDVXWJ MXSWJWV I PSTE TK DSG DS TQG KWNJSG 
TK PNSJ- TMJ\ GTS'W HDQQ MJW WMJ FTWWXSDWJ KTW STWMNSJ- I PSTE VMJ'QQ HTPJ WMWTXJM KTW XV NK VMJ'V 
NS WMJ DWJD-" 
"GWJDW- WJ'WJ SQDSSNSJ WT PDPJ TXW PTDJ NS DGTXW D EJJP-" MDWJTW SDXVJG WT STSGJW 
WMJ JWDDNW\ TK MJW SJ[W VWDWJPJSW- "WJ'DJ DQVT KTXSG JDNGJSHJ WMDW JDbMDWD PNJMW STW GJ WMJ 
WNJMWKXQ VXJJS-" 
"SWWTSJ JDNGJSHJ>" 
"I MTSJ VT- I'P JTNSJ WT VMTE NW WT FDQWMDbDW EMJS I SD\ MNP D DNVNW ENWM WMJ WWJDVXWJ EJ 
· WDPJ- RDbXMQ VJJPJG WT WMNSP FDQWMDbDW PNJMW GJ DGQJ WT JSG MJW WXQJ-" 
"STPJWMNSJ HDS WJDQQ\ GJ GTSJ DGTXW NW>" JDGJS SXQQJG MNV ETTGJS GT[ WTEDWG MNP MNV 
SNSJ WJVWNSJ TS WTS TK NW-
SDJJ EWDSSJG MJW MDSG NS D WMNHP HQTWM DSG QNKWJG WMJ PJWWQJ TKK WMJ KNWJ- "TMDW'V WMJ GJVW 




MDWVDQD'V VXQWW\ DTNHJ WTVJ XS XSJ[SJHWJGQ\- "I HDS GTWWTE PXQJV KWTP WMJ HDWDDDS NK 
WMJ\ ETXQG GJ TK DVVNVWDSHJ- TMJ\ HDS HDWW\ DS\ DPTXSW TK WWJDVXWJ \TX SJJG WT PTDJ-" 
MDWJTW VWXGNJG MDWVDQD'V WDSSJG GJDXWNKXQ KDHJ- "TMDSP \TX- TMJ\ ETXQG GJ D JWJDW 
MJQS- I'QQ HTPJ G\ WMJ VEDPSV DJDNS DV VTTS DV I QJDWS EMJWJ WMJ WWJDVXWJ NV- TMJS EJ HDS KNJXWJ 
TXW EMJS WT PJJW WMJWJ WT GNJ NSWT NW-" MDWJTW VDW GTES TS TSJ TK WMJ KQTTW SNQQTEV VNSPNSJ WT 
J\J QJDJQ ENWM QDGJS DSG MDWVDQD- "I PSTE EJ GTS'W PSTE JDHM TWMJW MDWVDQD DSG I PXVW VJJP 
\TXSJ DSG NSJ[SJWNJSHJG WT \TX- BXW EMJS I QTVW P\ KWNJSG TTGG D KJE EJJPV DJT I WJDQNbJG 
MTE PXHM EJ WDPJ KTW JWDSWJG EMDWJDJW ETWQG EJ'WJ QNDNSJ NS- I JXJVV I EDSWJG WT WJQQ \TX WMDW NK 
\TX EDSW WT VJWWQJ MJWJ NS WMJ VEDPSV ENWM SJTSQJ EMT QTDJ \TX GTS'W PJJS SXWWNSJ NW TKK- <TX 
SJDJW PSTE EMJS WMDW ETS'W GJ DS TSWNTS DS\PTWJ-" 
"I GTS'W PSTE MTE-" 
"WJ'QQ MJQS \TX" MDWJTW DVVXWJG MJW QJDSNSJ KTWEDWG - "WJ'QQ DQQ MJQS \TX- SWTS 
SXSNVMNSJ \TXWVJQK GJHDXVJ TK EMDW \TXW DNQQDJJ WTQG \TX- MTQJV MDDJ SJDJW GWTXJMW GDG QXHP WT 
DS\TSJ- If WMJ HDWDDDS PDPJV \TX MDSS\ WMJS \TX VMTXQG VWD\ ENWM NW GXW NK VWD\NSJ ENWM QDGJS 
ETXQG PDPJ \TX MDSSNJW WMNV NV EMJWJ \TX GJQTSJ-" 
MDWVDQD PJSW MJW J\JV DDJWWJG DSG MDWJTW WMTXJMW VMJ VDE WMJ JQNSW TK D KJE WJDWV 
JDWMJWNSJ DGTDJ MDWVDQD' V QTEJW J\JQNGV- "I SJJG WNPJ WT WMNSP DGTXW EMDW \TX VDNG-" SMJ 
VPNQJG KDNSWQ\- "BXW STW WTT PXHM WNPJ-" 
T 
HJQJS SDWPJG WMJ HDW NS WMJ GWNDJED\ DSG MDWJTW GWDHJG MJWVJQK DJDNSVW WMJ HTQG SXSGD\ 
DKWJWSTTS- TMJ WET ETPJS VWJSSJG TXW NSWT WMJ GWJJbJ WMDW VWNWWJG WMJ PDSQJ DSG TDP QJDDJV 
DWTXSG WMJ HJPJSW GJSJDWM WMJNW KJJW- TMJ\ MXWWNJG XS WT WMJ STWHM EMJWJ HJQJS WDSJ WMJ GJQQ 
ENWM D JQTDJG KNSJJW-
GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ TSJSJG WMJ GTTW ENWM DS J[SWJVVNTS TK HTSHJWS- "CTPJ TS NSVNGJ- 
IW'V VT HTQG WTGD\-" SMJ XSQDWHMJG WMJ VWTWP GTTW DSG MJQG NW TSJS- 
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MDWJTW STNSWJG DW WMJ \DWG- ''I'P JTNSJ WT WDPJ XS VTPJ TK WMJVJ QJDDJV KTW \TX 
GWDSGPD-" 
"IW'V WTT HTQG MTSJ\ HTPJ NSVNGJ-" 
HJQJS VQNSSJG NSWT WMJ QNDNSJ WTTP GXW MDWJTW VWDWWJG GDHP GTES WMJ VWJSV WT WMJ KWTSW 
EDQP- 'T II GJ WMJWJ NS D PNSXWJ- I' II MXVW WDPJ MDQK TK WMJP DSG WDPJ D GWJDP WT EDWP XS-" 
MDWJTW SXQQJG WMJ WDPJ TXW TK WMJ GDHP VJDW TK WMJ HDW DSG PTDJG DV VXNHPQ\ DV VMJ HTXQG 
WT XVMJW WMJ KDQQJS QJDDJV WTEDWG WMJ VWWJJW- BXWVWV TK VMNDJWV VMTTP MJW GJVSNWJ MJW JQTDJV MDW 
DSG VHDWK- SMJ WDS WT WMJ GTTW QJDSJG WMJ WDPJ DJDNSVW WMJ MTXVJ'V SJJQNSJ EMNWJ SDNSW DSG QJW 
MJWVJQK NSWT WMJ EDWPWM TK WMJ QNDNSJ WTTP- HJW PTWMJW DSG JWDSGPTWMJW'V HTSDJWVDWNTS HDWWNJG 
NS KWTP WMJ GNSNSJ WTTP DSG VMJ QJKW MJW HTDW DSG JQTDJV NS WMJ HQTVJW- 
TMJ VJHTSG WMJ SDQJ JWJJS WTHP TK DJWNGNWJ HDXJMW MDWJTW'V J\J VMJ GWNKWJG WTEDWG NW DV NK 
NS D WWDSHJ- SMJ SNHPJG NW XS DSG EWDSSJG MJW MDSGV DWTXSG NWV VTQNG KTWP- "GWDSGPD> WMJWJ 
GNG \TX JJW WMNV>" 
"M\ SDSJWEJNJMW> I WMNSP \TXW PTWMJW JDDJ NW WT PJ \JDWV DJT-" 
HJQJS VMTTP MJW MJDG- "NT MTP I SJDJW JDDJ \TX WMDW- <TX'DJ MDG NW DV KDW GDHP DV I 
HDS WJPJPGJW-" 
GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ WDS MJW KNSJJWWNS DQTSJ WMJ VHDW DGTDJ MJW GDWP J\JGWTE- "I VXSSTVJ I 
VMTXQG PSTE GJWWJW WMDS WT WJQ\ TS P\ PJPTW\- WM\ GTS'W \TX WDPJ NW MDWJTW NK \TX QNPJ NW> I 
GTS'W PSTE EMJWJ NW HDPJ KWTP GXW \TX'WJ EJQHTPJ WT NW-" 
MDWJTW SDXVJG GJKTWJ VMJ DSVEJWJG NS WMJ NSWJWJVW TK GJNSJ STQNWJ- "SXWJ GWDSGPD- 
TMDSP \TX-" 
T 
RDbXMQ XSQTHPJG WMJ GTTW WT WMJ GDVJ TK WMJ WTEJW EMNQJ MDWJTW DSG AWN EDWHMJG WMJ MDQQ 
KTW VNJSV TK DHWNDNW\- MDWJTW EWDSSJG MJW KNSJJWV QTTVJQ\ DWTXSG WMJ VWWDSV TK MJW GDHPSDHP 
EMJWJ WMJ\ DWHMJG TDJW MJW VMTXQGJWV- RDbXMQ SXVMJG WMJ GTTW TSJS NWV JJSWQJ HWJDPNSJ HDWHMNSJ 
78 
WMJ DWWJSWNTS TK WMJ WET ETPJS- TMJ\ VWJSSJG NSWT WMJ GDWP VWDNWEJQQ TK WMJ WTEJW DSG RDbXMQ 
VWJSSJG NS GJMNSG WMJP SXQQNSJ WMJ GTTW HQTVJG- 
"TMNV NV TXW TSQ\ HMDSHJ" RDbXMQ NSKTWPJG WMJP NS D GDWJQ\ DXGNGQJ DTNHJ- "HNJM MDJJ 
TDWNSTP MDV GNVDSSJDWJG DJDNS TS GXVNSJVV DSG EJ HDS'W WNVP GJNSJ GNVHTDJWJG G\ WW\NSJ D VJHTSG 
WNPJ-" 
AWN JDDJ D VNSJQJ STG TK MJW GDQG MJDG- "I' II QJW \TX PSTE WMJ PTPJSW I MJDW KTTWVWJSV-" 
RDbXMQ GJJDS WMJ DVHJSW- MDWJTW KTQQTEJG DSG VQNG MJW MDSG DQTSJ WMJ HTTQ VWTSJ EDQQ 
WMDW HXWDJG WT MJW WNJMW- SMJ HTXQG KJJQ WMJ EJNJMW TK WMJ KJ\ WJVWNSJ DJDNSVW MJW GDHP WJSQDHNSJ 
WMJ XVXDQ HTSWJSWV TK MJW GDJ- TMJ MNJMJW WMJ\ HQNPGJG WMJ PTWJ QNJMW WJDHMJG WMJP DSG DW QDVW 
MDWJTW HDPJ NSWT DNJE TK NWV VTXWHJ- TDQQ ENSGTEV VXWWTXSGJG D WTTP HTSWDNSNSJ GDWP ETTGJS 
KXWSNWXWJ DSG SQXVM SXWSQJ QNSJSV- A QDWJJ WTXSG WDGQJ VWTTG NS WMJ PNGGQJ TK WMJ WTTP SJDWQ\ 
VWTHPJG ENWM GQDSP SDSJW D VXNQQ SJS DSG DS NSPEJQQ- PDQJ JWJ\ VWTSJV KTWPJG D QJGJJ DWTXSG WMJ 
GDVJ TK WMJ WTTP GJSJDWM WMJ ENSGTEV- RDbXMQ SDWWJG WMJ GDHP TK MDWJTW'V VMTXQGJW DSG 
JJVWXWJG WT WMJ TWMJW VNGJ TK WMJ WTXSG VSDHJ- RTXSGNSJ WMJ WDGQJ MDWJTW VWDWJG GTES DW DS 
NWWJJXQDWQ\ VMDSJG MTQJ WET NSHMJV GJJS NS D GQTHP TK VWTSJ KXVJG WT WMJ WTS TK WMJ QJGJJ- 
"IV WMNV WMJ GDVJ>" 
RDbXMQ JQDSHJG DWTXSG WMJ WTTP- "IW PXVW GJ-" 
MDWJTW QTEJWJG MJW GDHPSDHP WT WMJ KQTTW- SMJ XSbNSSJG NW DSG XSEWDSSJG D VEJDWVMNWW 
KWTP DWTXSG WMJ KJ\- SMJ WTWDWJG WMJ SNJHJ TK DJWNGNWJ XSWNQ NW VJWWQJG HTPKTWWDGQ\ NSWT WMJ VWTSJ 
GDVJ- RDbXMQ KJWHMJG D GQDSP SDJJ DSG WMJ VXNQQ SJS KWTP WMJ WDGQJ- HJ VDW GTES GJVNGJ WMJ KJ\ 
DSG SJJWJG DQTSJVNGJ MDWJTW GTES NSWT WMJ HTXSWW\VNGJ- A SDWHM TK VXSQNJMW HTQTWJG JWJJS G\ 
WMJ DJWNGNWJ WMWTXJM EMNHM NW WWDDJQJG PDWPJG D VPDQQ MNQQ NS D HQJDWNSJ WT WMJ STWWM- RDbXMQ 
ETWPJG VXNHPQ\ WT PDS TXW NWV QTHDWNTS JQDSHNSJ TXW WMJ ENSGTE DV TKWJS DV SJHJVVDW\ WT 
WJSWJVJSW NW DHHXWDWJQ\- 
I 
T 8/ 
"I WJJWJW WMDW I HDSSTW DHHTPSDS\ \TX WT WMJ WWJDVXWJ WWTDJV-" RDbXMQ MDSGJG MDWJTW WMJ 
KWJVMQ\ HTSVWWXHWJG PDS- "If I DP PNVVJG DW WMJ VHMTTQ TXW JSWNWJ SQDS PD\ GJ MJTSDWGNbJG- I 
MDDJ KDNWM \TX HDS HTPSQJWJ NW ENWMTXW P\ DWWJSGDSHJ-" 
MDWJTW WWNJG STW WT QJW MJW GNVDSSTNSWPJSW VMTE- "<TX'DJ GJJS D JWJDW MJQS- I SJDJW 
HTXQG'DJ HTPJ WMNV KDW ENWMTXW \TX-" 
"I MTSJ EJ PD\ PJJW DJDNS EMJS WMJ VHMTTQ NV HQJDSVJG TK NWV WMWJDWV DSG \TX ENQQ GJ 
EJQHTPJ MJWJ DS\WNPJ-" 
"I MTSJ VT WTT-" MDWJTW GQJE TS WMJ PDS GJKTWJ KTQGNSJ NW NSWT MJW STHPJW- SMJ 
J[WWDHWJG WMJ KJ\ KWTP NWV GDVJ DSG bNSSJG NW VDKJQ\ NSVNGJ MJW GDHPSDHP- RDbXMQ QJG MDWJTW 
GTES WMJ VWDNWV NSWT WMJ GDWPSJVV TK WMJ WTEJW'V QDSGNSJ EMJWJ Ari VWNQQ EDNWJG- "WJ JTW NW-" 
AWN VPNQJG- "BJVW TK QXHP WT \TX DW WMJ WWTDJV-" 
RDbXMQ QDNG MNV MDSG QNJMWQ\ TS MDWJTW' V VMTXQGJW- "DTS'W KTWJJW WT VMTE FDQWMDbDW WMJ 
STWJV I JDDJ \TX TS QDbMDWD- " 
"I ETS'W KTWJJW- WJ DWJS'W WMJ TSQ\ TSJV EMT EDSW WT VJJ MJW GWDJJJG KWTP WMJ WMWTSJ 
DSG I EDSW WT PDPJ VXWJ VMJ JJWV JDJW\WMNSJ WMDW VMJ GJVJWDJV-" 
T 
AWSJVVD FTWWXQN VWTTG ENWM GTWM MDSGV TS MJW MNSV DV WMJ PNGGD\ VXS VMTSJ TS MJW KDHJ 
DSG WMWJDGJG VWWDSGV TK JTQG WMWTXJM MJW MTSJ\HTQTWJG MDNW- MDWJTW VWXGNJG MJW VJWNTXV 
J[SJWNJSHJG GJPJDSTW ENWM D WTXHM TK DPXVJPJSW- SMJ GNG STW MJVNWDWJ WT SQDHJ DQQ MJW KDNWM NS 
MJW HTPSDSNTSV QDGJS MDWVDQD TW AWSJVVD EMTVJ GWTES J\JV J[DPNSJG WMJ VPDQQ MNQQ GJKTWJ 
WMJP- MDWVDQD MJQG WMJ WJNSV TK WMJ WET PXQJV VMJ MDG VJHXWJG KWTP WMJ HDWDDDS DSG QDGJS 
QNSJJWJG G\ MJW VNGJ- AWSJVVD HNWHQJG WMJ JWDVVHTDJWJG PTXSG DW D VMTWW GNVWDSHJ- 
"WNQQ \TX HMJHP TXW QTHDWNTS TSJ PTWJ WNPJ>" 
MDWJTW HTSVXQWJG WMJ PDS DSG HTPSDVV NS MJW MDSGV- SMJ JDXJJG WMJNW STVNWNTS WJQDWNDJ 
WT WMJ PDJJ' V WTEJW VJDJWDQ PNQJV GJMNSG MJW- "TMNV NV EMJWJ WMJ KJ\ STNSWJG WMJ VXSQNJMW-" 
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AWSJVVD EDQPJG VQTEQ\ DWTXSG WMJ MNQQ WENHJ PTWJ DSG VWTSSJG TS WMJ STWWMJWS VNGJ- SMJ 
HWTXHMJG GTES TXW TK VNJMW- "I WMNSP I KTXSG WMJ GTTW- I'P JTNSJ WT SJJG VTPJ MJQS JJWWNSJ NW 
TSJS-" 
MDWJTW DSG JDGJS MTNSJG AWSJVVD TS WMJ TWMJW VNGJ TK WMJ MNQQ- HJW MDSGV WJVWJG TS D 
WMNHP GWDSHM WMDW KTWPJG D GNVHWJJW MDSGQJ G\ HXWDNSJ NS WMJ PNGGQJ DED\ KWTP WMJ JWTXSG- 
"It VMTXQG QNKW TXW DSG XS NK I PSTE WMNV VTWW TK JSWW\ED\-" AWSJVVD STVNWNTSJG MJWVJQK TS 
WMJ QJKW VNGJ TK WMJ GTTW- "GWDG MTQG DSG SXQQ EMJS I WJQQ \TX WT-" 
OS AWSJVVD' V HTXSW MDWJTW VWWDNSJG ENWM DQQ MJW VWWJSJWM- TMJ WMWJJ TK WMJP VEXSJ WMJ 
GTTW XSVNGJ GTES DSG WJVWJG NW DJDNSVW WMJ MNQQVNGJ J[STVNSJ WMJ VWTSJ VQDG WT EMNHM WMJ MDSGQJ 
EDV DKKN[JG- A VWJJS VWTSJ VWDNWHDVJ QJG WT D HTWWNGTW NS WMJ JWTXSG NWV VSNGJW EJGV JQNSWNSJ VNQDJW- 
A VPNQJ VSWJDG DHWTVV AWSJVVD'V KDHJ DSG VMJ MTJJJG TDJW WT EMJWJ MDWVDQD VWTTG ENWM 
WMJ PXQJV- AWSJVVD MXWWNJG GDHP DSG MDSGJG JDGJS D QDSWJWS EMNQJ PJJSNSJ TSJ KTW MJWVJQK- 
"LJW'V VJJ EMDW'V GTES MJWJ-" 
AWSJVVD GJJDS WMJ GJVHJSW NSWT WMJ QTSJXSGNVWXWGJG HTWWNGTW DSG JDGJS PTWNTSJG 
MDWJTW DMJDG TK MNP- SMJ ENSHJG DW WMJ VWDQJ VPJQQ TK JDWWM DSG VWTSJ JWDWJKXQ WMDW AWSJVVD 
GWXVMJG DVNGJ WMJ VWNHP\ VSNGJW EJGV DV VMJ PTDJG KTWEDWG- TMJ QDSWJWSV' XSVWJDG\ QNJMW WJDJDQJG 
VWTSJ GJDPV NS WMJ EDQQV DSG HJNQNSJ- AWSJVVD VWTSSJG DW D GTTW NS KWTSW TK WMJP DSG GJSW GTES WT 
VWXG\ WMJ QTHP- 
E[MDQNSJ VTKWQ\ AWSJVVD VWJDGNJG MJWVJQK TS MJW MDXSHMJV DSG GWJE D QTHP SNHP KWTP D 
VPDQQ QJDWMJW SDHP DW MJW MNS- SMJ MJQG MJW JDW HQTVJ WT WMJ PJ\MTQJ DV VMJ PDSNSXQDWJG WMJ WMNS 
PJWDQ SNHP- AW QDVW DS XSVJJS PJHMDSNVP JDDJ D VTKW HQNHP DSG AWSJVVD JWNSSJG XS DW WMJ WET 
EDWHMNSJ TDJW MJW VMTXQGJW- SMJ VWTTG XS DSG TSJSJG WMJ GTTW GJKTWJ WXHPNSJ WMJ QTHP SNHP GDHP 
NSWT MJW QJDWMJW STXHM- 
MDWJTW VWJSSJG NSWT WMJ SJ[W WTTP DS JPSW\ VSDHJ TKKJWNSJ PTWJ VSNGJW'V EJGV DSG 
VJDJWDQ HQTVJG GTTWV- "TMJWJ'V STWMNSJ MJWJ-" 
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....,... 
"NTW NS WMNV WTTP-" AWSJVVD QNKWJG MJW QDSWJWS WT NQQXPNSDWJ WMJ KDW HTWSJWV TK WMJ 
XSGJWJWTXSG WTTP- "<TX SJDJW PSTE EMDW'V GJMNSG WMJ SJ[W GTTW- GT DMJDG-" 
MDWJTW DSSWTDHMJG WMJ GTTW NS KWTSW TK MJW DSG WJVWJG WMJ MDSGQJ- IW VEXSJ TSJS DSG 
QDGJS QNKWJG MNV QDSWJWS MNJM NSWT WMJ GTTWED\- CWDWJV GDWWJQV DSG WWXSPV HTDJWJG WMJ KQTTW 
J[HJSW KTW D KJE WMNS SDWMV- CQD\ DSG ETTGJS GXVWV GNVSQD\JG DS D0WS\ TK MJEJQW\ NS JTQG VNQDJW 
DSG GWTSbJ D WDNSGTE TK JJPVWTSJV VSDWPQNSJ NS WMJ KQNHPJWNSJ QNJMW- 
"WNQQ WMNV KJJG \TXW DNQQDJJ>" AWSJVVD DVPJG MJW DTNHJ KNQQJG ENWM DSSWJHNDWNTS KTW WMJ 
J[WJSVNDJ HTQQJHWNTS- 
MDWJTW'V VXWSWNVJ QJKW MJW SJDWQ\ VSJJHMQJVV- "<JV-" SMJ QTTPJG TDJW WMJ EJDQWM QDbMDWD 
PNJMW MDDJ PNQQJG KTW DSG WMTXJMW TK WMJ VWDWDNSJ ENGJJ\JG SJTSQJ TK TJWJS- "LJW'V JWDG 
EMDWJDJW EJ HDS- TJWJS ENQQ SJJG NW- KJJS VTPJWMNSJ KTW \TXWVJQDJV WTT-" 
AWSJVVD JWNSSJG ENGJQ\- "I DQED\V WDPJ D VTXDJSNW-" 
T 
RNGNSJ SJ[W WT JDGJS MDWJTW QTTPJG GTES WMJ QJKWMDSG KTWP NS WMJ WTDG DV WMJ\ SDVVJG NW 
WMJ SDWM WMDW QJG WT KDPJS DSG SDGJW'V HDDJ- 
QDGJS'V JWJ\ J\JV J[DPNSJG D EWNSPQJG PDS- "WJ'WJ JJWWNSJ HQTVJ-" 
TMJ WET MTWVJV DSG WMJNW WNGJWV GJJDS WMJ VQTE DVHJSW XS WMJ KNWVW VQTSJ GJWEJJS WMJ 
JWJJS WWJJVSJHPQJG SJDPV - MDWJTW WJPJPGJWJG WMDW QDGJS PSJE STWMNSJ DGTXW FDQWMDbDW J[HJSW 
MNV WJSXWDWNTS DV D KDNW DSG MTSJVW WXQJW- TMJ SDNW HTSWNSXJG NS VNQJSHJ XSWNQ FDQWMDbDW' V HDVWQJ 
DSSJDWJG WT WMJ WNJMW SJVWQJG G\ WDQQ HQNKKV TS WMWJJ VNGJV- TMJ GWTES VWTSJ VWWXHWXWJ SWJVJSWJG D 
GT[QNPJ DQPTVW PJGNJDDQ VW\QJ ENWM HNWHXQDW WXWWJWV- 
"IW'V GJDXWNKXQ" MDWJTW PXWPXWJG- 
TMJ WET WNGJWV VWTSSJG WMJNW MTWVJV VJDJWDQ KJJW KWTP WMJ JSTWPTXV ETTGJS GTTWV- 
MDWJTW QTTPJG XS DW WMJ GDWWQJPJSWV GJHTWDWNSJ WMJ HNWHXQDW WTEJWV DW JDHM HTWSJW TK WMJ 
HDVWQJ- "DT EJ PSTHP>" 
82 
A KNJXWJ DSSJDWJG NS WMJ ENSGTE DGTDJ WMJ GTTWV EJDWNSJ D HDWGNSDQ WJG DJVW- TMJ 
PDS'V QTSJ WMNS KDHJ EDV DHHJSWXDWJG G\ JTDW'V MTWSV WNVNSJ KWTP MNV JWJ\NSJ MDNW DSG D WMNHP 
JTDWJJ DGTWSNSJ MNV HMNS- "GWJJWNSJV WWDDJQJWV- WMDW GWNSJV \TX WT WMJ HDVWQJ TK KNSJ FDQWMDbDW 
WMJ PJWHNKXQ>" 
MDWJTW'V WJQNJK EDWPJG MJW DTNHJ- "HNV PJWH\- WJ EDSW WT WDQP WT WMJ PNSJ DGTXW VDDNSJ 
WMJ DNQQDJJ TK TJWJS DSG DSTWMJW NPSTWWDSW PDWWJW-" 
"VJW\ EJQQ- I VMDQQ HTPJ GTES DSG QJW \TX NS - LTSJ QNDJ WMJ PNSJ!" 
TMJ JTDW PDS VWJSSJG DED\ KWTP WMJ ENSGTE- MDWJTW DSG JDGJS QTEJWJG WMJPVJQDJV 
KWTP WMJNW VDGGQJV TSWT WMJ ENGJ GNWW WTDG- MDWJTW SDWWJG MJW MTWVJ'V VNGJ SJDW TSJ TK WMJ GXQJNSJ 
VDGGQJ GDJV VWWDSSJG DHWTVV NWV GDHP- SMJ WJDHMJG MJW MDSG NSWT WMJ STHPJW TK MJW MDHPJW DSG KJQW 
KTW RDbXMQ' V STWJ DSG WMJ SNJHJ TK MJEJQW\ VMJ MDG VJQJHWJG WT SWJVJSW WT FDQWMDbDW- 
OSJ TK WMJ WWJPJSGTXV ETTGJS GTTWV VEXSJ NSWT WMJ JSWWDSHJ MDQQ DSG WMJ VMTWW JTDW 
PDS JWJJWJG WMJP ENWM D JJSWJJQ GTE- HJ QJG WMJP WMJ QJSJWM TK WMJ MDQQ TS GJSW JTDW QJJV DSG 
SDVVJG WMWTXJM DS DWHM NSWT WMJ WMWTSJ WTTP- OS WMJ GDNV KNDJ VWJSV DGTDJ WMJ KQTTW FDQWMDbDW VDW 
TS D HXVMNTSJG GJSHM ENWM D QTE GDHP WT DHHTPPTGDWJ MNV PDMJVWNH GWTES DSG EMNWJ KJDWMJWJG 
ENSJV- TMJ KDQHTS PDS'V GQDHP J\JV VMTSJ NSWJQQNJJSWQ\ DGTDJ D JWJDW HXWDJG STVJ- 
"<TXW DNVNWTWV P\ PNSJ" WMJ JTDW PDS DSSTXSHJG- HJ GTEJG WT FDQWMDbDW DSG QJKW WMJ 
WTTP WT WJWXWS WT MNV STVW- 
FDQWMDbDW WJJDWGJG MNV JXJVWV ENWM D WJJDQ SDWXWJ WMDW VJJPJG WT KNQQ WMJ DDVW MDQQ- 
"WJQHTPJ WT P\ HTXWW- CTSVNGJWNSJ WMJ PDWWJW \TX MDDJ HTPJ WT PJ DGTXW I MTSJ \TX MDDJ STW 
WWDDJQJG MJWJ NS DDNS- TMJ WWNGXQDWNTSV TK TJWJS DWJ EJQQ PSTES WMWTXJMTXW WMJ QDSG G\ STE-" 
MDWJTW GWJE WMJ JTQG GWDHJQJW KWTP MJW STHPJW DSG WMJ VDSSMNWJV JQNSWJG NS WMJ QNJMW TK 
HDSGQJV DSG D GJSDWWNSJ VXS- "<JV \TXW PDMJVW\ WMJ DNQQDJJ TKTJWJS MDV GJJS VWDWDNSJ KTW TDJW 
KNKW\ \JDWV- WJ'DJ ETWPJG MDWG WT JJW D QDWJJ DPTXSW TK WWJDVXWJ EJ HTXQG TKKJW \TX NS WWDGJ KTW 
KTTG- If NW'V STVVNGQJ EJ'G QNPJ WT VDDJ WMJ SJTSQJ VWNQQ QNDNSJ WMJWJ- TMJ WJVW TK WMJ WWJDVXWJ NV 
ENWM TXW MTWVJV-" SMJ GNVSQD\JG WMJ GWDHJQJW TS MJW KQDW SDQP- 
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FDQWMDbDW HQDSSJG MNV MDSGV WMWJJ WNPJV DSG WMJ JHMTNSJ VTXSGV DWWWDHWJG WET JTDW PJS 
EMT MDG GJJS EDWHMNSJ KWTP WMJ VMDGTEV STW KDW KWTP WMJ GDNV- HJ QJDSJG WTEDWG WMJP DSG VDNG 
"AVVNJS JXDWGV WT WMJNW MTWVJV- RJSTWW WT PJ WMJ VNbJ TK TXW KTTG VWTWJV DSG WMJ HTSGNWNTSV TK WMJ 
QDVW MDWDJVW-" 
NTGGNSJ WMJ WET JTDW PJS SDVVJG MDWJTW DSG JDGJS ENWM DS DNW TK SXWSTVJ- TMJ VWWNPNSJ 
TK WMJNW MTTDJV DJDNSVW WMJ GWTES VWTSJ KQTTW WJHJGJG NSWT WMJ JSWWDSHJ MDQQ- 
FDQWMDbDW WJWXWSJG MNV DWWJSWNTS WT MNV JXJVWV - "<TX PD\ PJJS WMJ GWDHJQJW NS \TXW MDSG- 
I ENQQ GT DQQ WMDW I HDS WT MJQS WMJ VWDWDNSJ DNQQDJJ- M\ HTXSVJQTW DGDNVJG PJ WMDW \TX DQVT MDDJ 
TWMJW GXVNSJVV-" 
"<JV-" MDWJTW SXQQJG RDbXMQ'V STWJ KWTP MJW STHPJW DSG XSKTQGJG NW HDWJKXQQ\- "WJ 
MDDJ JDNGJSHJ WMDW JDbMDWD NV STW WMJ MJNW WT WMJ VTXWMJWS WMWTSJ- SMJ PD\ MDDJ PNQQJG DW QJDVW WET 
SJTSQJ WT JJW NW-" 
"I ENVM WT VJJ WMJ JDNGJSHJ-" 
MDWJTW EDQPJG XS WT WMJ GDNV DSG VWTSSJG TS WMJ KTXWWM VWJS- SMJ MJQG TXW WMJ STWJ DSG 
EDWHMJG FDQWMDbDW WJDG WMJ DHHTXSW- 
"TMDSP \TX- <TX MDDJ GTSJ EDJWJWJS D JWJDW VJWDNHJ" FDQWMDbDW VDNG MNV GQDHP J\JV 
NSWJSVJ- HJ HQDSSJG MNV MDSGV DSG DSTWMJW SDNW TK JTDW PJS MTNSJG MNP TS WMJ GDNV- "TDPJ WMNV 
WT WMJ QNGWDW\ DSG VJJ NK EJ MDDJ PTWJ JDNGJSHJ TK QXJJS JDbMDWD'V GJHJSWNTS- ESQNVW DQQ WMJ DNG 
\TX HDS KTW WMNV PTVW NPSTWWDSW WDVP -" 
TMJ WET JTDW PJS GTEJG DSG QJKW WMJ WTTP ENWM RDbXMQ' V STWJ- 
" If EJ MDDJ JDJS WMJ VPDQQJVW SNJHJ TK JDNGJSHJ WT DGG WT EMDW \TX MDDJ GWTXJMW PJ I 
ENQQ WJPTDJ JDbMDWD KWTP MJW WMWTSJ GJKTWJ WMJ GD\ NV TDJW DSG JVHTWW MJW MJWJ KTW VXJVWNTSNSJ- 
NT VWTSJ ENQQ GJ QJKW XSWXWSJG- TMJWJ NV ST WNPJ WT GJ QTVW NS HDVJ VMJ QJDWSV WMDW VMJ NV GJNSJ 
MXSWJG- WNQQ \TX DHHTPSDS\ PJ>" 
MDWJTW EDV DQWJDG\ DSVEJWNSJ "OK HTXWVJ" EMJS JDGJS JQDSHJG DW MJW- SMJ PJW MNV 
JDbJ KTW D PTPJSW DSG MTSJG VMJ MDG STW PDGJ DS NSDSSWTSWNDWJ GJHNVNTS - 
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JDGJS STGGJG WT FDQWMDbDW- "WJ ETXQG GJ MTSTWJG VNW-" 
T 
WNWMNS WET MTXWV MDWJTW KTXSG MJWVJQK WNGNSJ DW JDGJS'V VNGJ TSHJ PTWJ- TMJ\ WWDDJQJG 
NS WMJ PNGVW TK DS XWJJSW HWTEG GJVHJSGNSJ WMJ PTXSWDNSVNGJ DSG PTDNSJ WTEDWG WMJ SDQDHJ TS 
WMJ TWMJW VNGJ TK WMJ VEDPSV- FDQWMDbDW HWJDWJG D WDQQ VWWTSJ KNJXWJ NS D HMDWNTW GWNDJS G\ D JTDW 
PDS DSG SXQQJG G\ D EMNWJ DQSDHD- AQQ DWTXSG MDWJTW KNJXWJV WMDW EJWJ MDQK MXPDS DSG MDQK 
DSNPDQ WTGJ WMJ GDHPV TK WMJ ETTQQ\ PTXSWDNSGEJQQNSJ HWJDWXWJV - TET KDQHTS ETPJS KQJE 
DGTDJ WMJ JWTXS GNWJHWNSJ WMJP DQTSJ WMJ VMTWWJVW WTXWJ WT JDbMDWD' V SDQDHJ- 
MDWJTW WXWSJG WT JDGJS- "DT \TX WMNSP JDbMDWD ENQQ WJHTJSNbJ PJ>" 
"SMJ'V STW QNPJQ\ WT KTWJJW \TX JVSJHNDQQ\ VNSHJ \TX EJWJ KTWWXSDWJ JSTXJM WT JVHDSJ MJW 
JWDVS- SMJ'QQ MTQG D JWXGJJ DJDNSVW DQQ TK XV JDJS DKWJW VMJ'V SDVVJG NSWT WMJ NJWMJWETTG- I TSQ\ 
PJW WMJ QXJJS TSHJ GXW I'DJ QXWPJG NS MJW MDQQV JSTXJM WT PSTE EMDW VTWW TK ETPDS VMJ NV- 
SMJ'V DNHNTXV WT JDJW\TSJ EMT ETS'W JNDJ MJW EMDW VMJ EDSWV DSG VMJ'V WTT SWTXG WT DGPNW VMJ 
GTJVS'W GJVJWDJ WMJ ETWQG- I'P ENQQNSJ WT GJQNJDJ VMJ SJWVTSDQQ\ HTPPNWWJG WMJ PXWGJWV WMDW 
JDNSJG MJW WMJ WMWTSJ- TMJWJ NV ST EDWPWM NS MJW J\JV-" 
MDWJTW HTXQG JDVNQ\ SNHWXWJ JDGJS MNGNSJ NS JDbMDWD'V WMWTSJ WTTP ENWMTXW MJW 
PSTEQJGJJ- TMJ WTS TK WMJ SDQDHJ QTTPJG DGTDJ WMJ ETTGV XS DMJDG DSG WJWXWSJG MDWJTW'V 
WMTXJMWV WT WMJ WDVP DW MDSG- SMJ VETWJ VMJ ETXQG STW QJW JDbMDWD NSWNPNGDWJ MJW WMNV WNPJ- 
"GXDWGV!" TSJ TK WMJ KQ\NSJ KDQHTS ETPJS DQJWWJG KWTP WMJ DNW- 
"AGDDSHJ" FDQWMDbDW HTPPDSGJG- 
SJDJWDQ HWTHTGNQJMJDGJG JXDWGV JPJWJJG KWTP WMJ WWJJV GWJVVJG NS QTSJ SXWSQJ WTGJV 
DSG GWDSGNVMNSJ WMJNW QTSJ VSJDWV- FDQWMDbDW DSG MNV JWTXS VQTEJG WT D VWTS- 
"SWJS DVNGJ-" FDQWMDbDW WJDGMXVWJG MNV JWJDW GWTES DSG EMNWJ ENSJV PDPNSJ MNP VJJP 
QDWJJW WMDS MJ EDV- "WJ VJJP DS DXGNJSHJ ENWM WMJ TSJ EMT HDQQV MJWVJQK WMJ VXJJS TK WMJ VTXWM-" 
OSJ TK WMJ JXDWGV MNVVJG WMWTXJM VMDWS WJJWM DSG MDGGJG MNV VSJDW KTWEDWG ENWM D 
PJSDHNSJ JWNPDHJ- "QXJJS JDbMDWD GTJV STW EJQHTPJ \TX-" 
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"EVHTWW XV WT WMJ WMWTSJ TW P\ PDJJV ENQQ GJDQ ENWM \TX DV WMJ\ VJJ fit." 
TMJ WET KDQHTS ETPJS HNWHQJG TDJWMJDG DSG QDSGJG SJDW FDQWMDbDW' V HMDWNTW STVNWNTSNSJ 
WMJNW HQDEJG MDSGV NS KWTSW TK WMJP- TMJ HWTHTGNQJ JXDWGV VSDSSJG WMJNW MDEV DW WMJ KDQHTS 
ETPJS GXW WXWSJG DSG GJJDS WT QJDG WMJ JWTXS NSWT WMJ ETTGV- 
"DT \TX WMNSP DS\TSJ ENQQ JJW MXWW>" MDWJTW DVPJG JDGJS XSGJW MJW GWJDWM- 
"I GTS'W PSTE-" 
MDWJTW DSG JDGJS' V MTWVJV JPJWJJG NSWT WMJ HQJDWNSJ- TMJ SDQDHJ'V EMNWJ VWTSJ EDQQV 
GDQHTSNJV DSG KQTEJWNSJ SQDSWV GNG STW DPDbJ MDWJTW DV WMJ\ TSHJ MDG- SMJ VDE WMJP DV QXWJV 
KTW D VNSNVWJW MTXVJ TK HTQG VMDGTEV DW QJDVW EMNQJ JDbMDWD THHXSNJG NWV WMWTSJ- TMJ HWTHTGNQJ 
JXDWGV PTWNTSJG WT DSTWMJW VPDQQ GDSG SDWWTQQNSJ WMJ HQJDWNSJ- AQDWNH EDQPJG ENWM WMJP: MDWJTW 
WJHTJSNbJG MNP G\ WMJ VMNSNSJ PJGDQV DGTWSNSJ MNV WTGJ- SMJ WXWSJG MJW KDHJ DVNGJ DSG SXQQJG WMJ 
MTTG TK MJW MDHPJW TDJW MJW MJDG WT DDTNG MNV STWNHJ- 
AQDWNH QJG WMJ JSWNWJ SWTHJVVNTS WT WMJ QDWJJ NWTS JDWJ TS WMJ TWMJW VNGJ TK WMJ SDQDHJ- TET 
PTWJ JXDWGV KQDSPJG WMJ JDWJ DSG WMJ\ VWDWJG GNVWWXVWKXQQ\ DW WMJ DSSWTDHMNSJ PDVV TK GTGNJV-
"OSJS WMJ JDWJ" AQDWNH GJPDSGJG- 
TMJ JXDWGV VEXSJ WMJ JDWJV TSJS NSWT WMJ HTXWW\DWG- AQDWNH DGGWJVVJG WMJ EDNWNSJ HWTEG 
TDJW MNV VMTXQGJW- "LJDDJ \TXW GJDVWV DSG HMDWNTWV MJWJ-" 
MDWJTW GNVPTXSWJG MJW MTWVJ PDPNSJ VXWJ JDGJS WJPDNSJG G\ MJW VNGJ- SMJ HMJHPJG WMJ 
STVNWNTS TK FDQWMDbDW STW KDW XS DMJDG- SMJ GJJDS WT EDQP ENWM WMJ TWMJWV SDVVNSJ WMWTXJM WMJ 
JNJDSWNH JDWJ- BJSJDWM MDWJTW'V KJJW WMJ VWTSJ SDWM HXW DHWTVV WMJ JWDVV WT WMJ GDWP ETTGJS 
GTTWV TK WMJ SDQDHJ MDQQV- SMJ JSWJWJG WMJ HDDJWSTXV WMWTSJ WTTP DSG WMJ QTSJ SXWSQJ WXJ 
PXKKQJG MJW KTTWVWJSV- 
AW WMJ KDW JSG TK WMJ WTTP WMJ WDDJSMDNWJG VXJJS VWWDNJMWJSJG MJW STVWXWJ MJW MJEJQJG 
MDSGV JWNSSNSJ WMJ DWPV TK WMJ WMWTSJ- "AQDWNH J[SQDNS WMNV NSWWXVNTS TW I ENQQ PTXSW \TXW MJDG DW 
WMJ KWTSW JDWJ-" 
"M\ VXJJS KNSJ FDQWMDbDW " 
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"I HDS VJJ MNP-" A GQXJ DJNS WDS XS WMJ VNGJ TK JDbMDWD'V SJHP DSG VMJ VWDWJG GTES DW 
WMJ KDQHTS PDS GJKTWJ MJW- "WMDW NV \TXW GXVNSJVV NS P\ HTXWW>" 
"I MDDJ WJHJNDJG JDNGJSHJ WMDW \TX JDNSJG WMJ VTXWMJWS SWTDNSHJ WMWTXJM PXWGJW WDWMJW 
WMDS WMWTXJM GNWWM- WJ DWJ MJWJ WT WJPTDJ \TX KWTP WMJ WMWTSJ-" FDQWMDbDW'V ENSJV J[SDSGJG 
VQNJMWQ\- "I ENQQ JNDJ \TX D WWNDQ NS P\ HTXWW WT GJHNGJ \TXW KDWJ-" 
TMJ WNJWJVV WENSV VWDQPJG XS WT WMJ WMWTSJ TS DQQ KTXWV WMJNW JTQGJS J\JV SDWWTEJG DGTDJ 
GDWJG EMNWJ WJJWM- AQDWNH DSG MNV JXDWGV DNPJG WMJ WNSV TK WMJNW GJHTWDWJG VSJDWV DW WMJ HWTEG DSG 
DEDNWJG TWGJWV- 
JDbMDWD WDNVJG MJW HMNS- "<TX PSTE STWMNSJ- TMNV NV P\ WMWTSJ- I VXJJJVW \TX WJWXWS WT 
\TXWV-" 
"I NSWJSG WT ENWM \TX DV D PJPGJW TK P\ SDWW\-" 
"I MDDJ VWWTSJ DQQNJV FDQWMDbDW-" JDbMDWD SXVMJG MJWVJQK WT MJW KJJW GJWEJJS WMJ WET 
WNJWJVVJV- "<TX DWJ D KTTQ WT XSGJWJVWNPDWJ PJ- " 
A GDWPMDNWJG PDS NS GQDHP WTGJV VWWTGJ NSWT WMJ WTTP KWTP WMJ WNJMW VNGJ TK WMJ GDNV- 
MDWJTW VWDWJG DW MNP KTW VJDJWDQ PTPJSWV GJKTWJ VMJ WJDQNbJG VMJ MDG VWTSSJG GWJDWMNSJ- AW QDVW 
VMJ SQDHJG MNV KDHJ NS MJW PNSG'V J\J WMJ PDS VMJ PSJE DV T\QJW JTSJV- 
JDbMDWD WMWJE MNP D QTSJ JQDSHJ- "HNJM MDJJ TDWNSTP WMJ PNSJ TK WMJ JDVW GJQNJDJV MJ 
MDV STEJW MJWJ9" 
TDWNSTP JWNSSJG ENWM PDQNHJ DSG DVHJSGJG WMJ VWJSV TK WMJ GDNV WT VWDSG GJVNGJ J DbMDWD- 
MDWJTW VJJWMJG DV VMJ VWDWJG XS DW MNP DSJJW HTSVWWNHWNSJ MJW HMJVW DSG KNQQNSJ MJW MJDG WT DS 
XSHTPKTWWDGQJ SWJVVXWJ- 
"GT MTPJ" JDbMDWD HTPPDSGJG FDQWMDbDW "TW \TX PD\ STW QNDJ WT VJJ NW DJDNS- <TXW 
PJDVQ\ GDSG NV ST HMDQQJSJJ KTW XV-" 
MDWJTW WJPJPGJWJG T\QJW VD\NSJ MJ MDG SJDJW PJW JDbMDWD- SMJ MJDWG T\QJW'V DTNHJ NS 
WMJ QNGWDW\ TS WMJ GD\ WMJ\ PJW DSG QDWJW DVPNSJ DGTXW MJW KDPNQ\ NS WMJ TKKNHJ TK WMJ HTXSW\ 
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PXVJXP- MDWJTW VVXJJbJG WMWTXJM WMJ HWTEG WDPNSJ TSJ VWJS SDVW FDQWMDbDW MNPVJQK- "<TX VTS 
TK D GNWHM!" 
JDbMDWD KQNSHMJG DW WMJ XSJ[SJHWJG WNWDGJ DSG VMNKWJG MJW KTHXV DED\ KWTP FDQWMDbDW- 
TDWNSTP PJW MDWJTW'V JDbJ ENWM DS JJWNJ VWDWJ- A WMNHP VNQJSHJ SDVVJG GJWEJJS WMJP- 
"<TX QNJG WT PJ!" HJDW KQXVMJG MDWJTW'V KDHJ DSG MJW JDWV KJQW QNPJ WMJ\ EJWJ GXWSNSJ- 
SMJ SXQQJG WMJ MTTG TK MJW MDHPJW TKK MJW MJDG- "<TX VJW PJ XS- <TX JDDJ PJ WMDW HTNS MTSNSJ I 
ETXQG GJ HDSWXWJG- <TX'DJ GJJS HTSVSNWNSJ ENWM JDbMDWD KTW \JDWV-" 
FDQWMDbDW QTTPJG GTES DW MDWJTW- "WMDW MDV WMNV PDS GTSJ>" 
"HJ VDGTWDJJG MDJJ SHMTTQ WJVJDWHM QJWWNSJ P\ KWNJSG GJ PNQQJG DSG QJDDNSJ WMJ SJTSQJ 
TK TJWJS WT VWDWDJ VT WMJ\ HTXQG KNSG WMJ WWJDVXWJ KTW WMJPVJQDJV-" 
JDbMDWD'V GQXJ J\JV SNJWHJG TDWNSTP- "SMJ'V GJJS NS EDJWJWJS WMJ JSWNWJ WNPJ>" 
"I DVVXWJ \TX KWTP EMDW VMJ VDNG I ETXQG 'DJ VETWS I EDV WJQQNSJ WMJ WWXWM-" 
JDbMDWD JQDWJG DW MDWJTW- "If I JDJW KNSG TXW EMT MJQSJG \TX JDNS WMNV NSKTWPDWNTS MJ 
ENQQ STW QNDJ QTSJ-" 
FDQWMDbDW J[WJSGJG MNV DWP NS KWTSW TK MDWJTW DSG PJSW MNV J\JV TS WMJ VXJJS- "<TX DWJ 
NS ST STVNWNTS WT PDPJ WMWJDWV- CTPJ ENWM XV SJDHJDGQ\ TW EJ ENQQ GWDJ \TX KWTP \TXW SDQDHJ G\ 
KTWHJ- <TXW NQQJJNWNPDWJ WXQJ NV TDJW-" 
JDbMDWD'V TWGJW EDV GDWJQ\ DXGNGQJ- "KNQQ MNP-" 
TMJ WENS WNJWJVVJV STXSHJG KTWEDWG TKK WMJ GDNV ENWM GQTTGQXVW NS WMJNW J\JV- FDQWMDbDW 
QJDSW NSWT WMJ DNW MNV ENSJV HDWW\NSJ MNP TXW TK WDSJJ- MDWJTW GDHPJG DED\ DV QDGJS WXVMJG WT 
SWTWJHW MJW- TMJ KDQHTS ETPJS WDNVJG WMJNW SDQPV WTEDWG TDWNSTP DSG JSHDSVXQDWJG MNP NS D 
SJDWQ\ EMNWJSNSP QNJMW- AQQ DWTXSG MDWJTW FDQWMDbDW'V VXGMJHWV MJQG WMJ HWTHTGNQJ JXDWGV DW GD\ 
ENWM WMJNW VMNJQGV- 
FDQWMDbDW QDSGJG TS MNV KJJW TS WMJ GDNV VWJSV DSG PTDJG WTEDWG JDbMDWD- "SXWWJSGJW 
STE TW EJ ENQQ KTWHJ \TX WT VXWWJSGJW DKWJW EJ MDDJ ETS WMJ GDWWQJ- I VXJJJVW \TX WJHTJSNbJ P\ 
EDWWNTWV KTW EMDW WMJ\ DWJ GJKTWJ \TX EDJJW WMJ QNDJV TK WMTVJ EMT VJWDJ \TX-" 
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JDbMDWD HQJSHMJG MJW MDE WMWTENSJ D KNJWHJ JQDSHJ TK GNVDSSWTDDQ DW TDWNSTP- "SWDSG 
GTES-" 
TMJ WENS WNJWJVVJV VDW TS WMJNW MDXSHMJV WMJNW WDNQV WENWHMNSJ- AQDWNH DSG MNV JXDWGV 
MJVNWDWJG-
"I VDNG VWDSG GTES GJSJWDQ-" 
TMJ HWTHTGNQJ PJS WJVWJG WMJ JSGV TK WMJNW VSJDWV TS WMJ VWTSJ KQTTW- RJVJSWKXQ VSJJWV 
WJDJDQJG WMJNW VMDWS WJJWM- 
"<TX MDDJ PDGJ D ENVJ GJHNVNTS-" FDQWMDbDW WDNVJG MNV DTNHJ KTW DQQ MNV VXGMJHWV WT MJDW- 
"EVHTWW WMJ VXJJS DSG WMJ MNJM PDJJ WT TSJ TK WMJ HMDWNTWV- DT STW WDPJ \TXW J\JV TKK WMJP KTW D 
PTPJSW-" 
SJDJWDQ JTDW PJS DSSWTDHMJG WMJ GDNV DSG JJVWXWJG KTW JDbMDWD WT HTPJ ENWM WMJP- SMJ 
JDDJ FDQWMDbDW TSJ QDVW QTTP TK SXWJ QNVXNG MDWWJG DSG EDQPJG SWTXGQ\ GTES WT WMJ KQTTW- TMJ 
JTDW PJS KTQQTEJG MJW DW D HQTVJ GXW WJVSJHWKXQ GNVWDSHJ- WMJS JDbMDWD VQTEJG GTES WMJ\ 
DQPTVW GXPSJG NSWT MJW- HJW J\JV SDWWTEJG DHHXVNSJQ\ DW QDGJS- 
"<TX-" JDbMDWD' V WMNS GQDHP J\JGWTEV WJSVJG WTEDWG TSJ DSTWMJW- "<TX MJQSJG MJW 
JVHDSJ GNGS'W \TX>" 
TMJ JTDW PJS JSHNWHQJG JDbMDWD DSG XVMJWJG MJW WMWTXJM WMJ GTTWV NS WMJ GDHP TK WMJ 
WMWTSJ WTTP- MDWJTW VWDWJG DKWJW MJW QNVWJSNSJ WT WMJ VXJJS'V TGMJHWNTSV JHMT TKK WMJ WTTP'V 
EMNWJ VWTSJV- 
"MDWJTW-" SMJ WXWSJG MJW MJDG WT KDHJ TDWNSTP MJW WDJJ VMNJQGNSJ MJW DJDNSVW DS\WMNSJ 
MJ PNJMW MDDJ WT VD\- TMJ WET KDQHTS ETPJS KQDSPJG MNP- "WJWJ EJ WNJMW> IV WMJ BJWWD\JW 
WJQDWJG WT \TX>" 
UVNSJ DQQ TK MJW WJVTQDJ WT PJJS KWTP DWWDHPNSJ MNP MDWJTW MJQG TDWNSTP'V JDbJ 
GJKNDSWQ\- "<TX PSJE WMJ BJWWD\JW'V WJDQ SDPJ GNGS'W \TX> TMDW'V EM\ \TX SNHPJG PJ- <TX 
EDSWJG WT XVJ PJ WT JJW WT MJW-" 
"""""'I 
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TMJ KDQHTS ETPJS GJJDS WT QJDG TDWNSTP GTES WMJ SXWSQJ WXJ SDVW MDWJTW DSG WMJ WJVW TK 
WMJ HWTEG- 
MDWJTW EDWHMJG WMJ WJWWJDWNSJ GDWP KNJXWJ JSHDVJG NS SDQJ QNJMW- "In HDVJ \TX JDJW VJJ 
WMJ QNJMW TK GD\ DJDNS MJWJ'V VTPJ DGDNHJ" VMJ HDQQJG DKWJW MNP- "If \TX MDDJ WT HMTTVJ GTS'W 
PNQQ WMJ VXSJW VPDWW JTTGMJDWWJG JX\- KNQQ WMJ JNWQ EMT KNJMWV GDHP EMJS VMJ JJWV MXWW- IW'QQ VDDJ 
\TX D QTW TK WWTXGQJ-" 
T 
DDWNS EDV DQWJDG\ MDQKED\ GTES WMJ MDQQ G\ WMJ WNPJ MDWJTW EDQPJG TXW WMJ HQDVVWTTP 
GTTW- SMJ KTWHJG MJW ED\ WMWTXJM WMJ PDVV TK TWMJW VWXGJSWV QJDDNSJ DW- MTTWJ'V QJHWXWJ DSG 
WWNJG WT HDWHM XS- 
"DDWNS-" 
HJ WXWSJG DSG EDNWJG KTW MDWJTW ENWM DS J[SWJVVNTS TK GNVHTPKTWW- "HTE HTPJ \TX 
EJWJ QDWJ WT HQDVV>" 
"I VQJSW WMWTXJM P\ DQDWP- I MDG D QTW JTNSJ TS \JVWJWGD\-" MDWJTW PTDJG WT TSJ VNGJ 
TK WMJ MDQQ EMJWJ VMJ DSG DDWNS HTXQG WDQP- "I MXVW EDSWJG WT WJQQ \TX WMDW EJ KTXSG TXW EMT EDV 
GJMNSG TTGG'V GJDWM-" 
DDWNS QJDSJG GTES WT PJJS WMJNW HTSDJWVDWNTS SWNDDWJ- 
"TMJ JX\ EJ PJW NS WMJ VHMTTQ QNGWDW\ PNJMW ETWP DW WMJ PXVJXP GXW MJ EDV GTWS NS 
EDJWJWJS- HJ EDV ETWPNSJ ENWM JDbMDWD WT KNSG DHHJVV WT WMJ WT\DQ WWJDVXWJ- TMJ\ EDSWJG WMJ 
AHHXWVJG WT PJJS TTGG DSG RDbXMQ KWTP KNSGNSJ TXW WMDW JDbMDWD EDVS'W WMJ MJNW WT WMJ WMWTSJ- 
TMJ PNSJ TK WMJ JDVWJWS PTXSWDNSV DWWJVWJG WMJP DSG NV MTQGNSJ WMJP NS MNV HDVWQJ-" 
"HTQGNSJ WMJP KTW EMDW>" 
"MXWGJW HTSVSNWDH\- I'P STW VXWJ EMDW WMJNW SXSNVMPJSW NV JTNSJ WT GJ GXW I'P VXWJ NW 
ENQQ GJ D JTTG TSJ- FDQWMDbDW' V STW DJW\ SQJDVJG DGTXW DS\ TK NW-" MDWJTW J[MDQJG DSG WMTXJMW 
DGTXW MDSSNJW JSGNSJV- "JDGJS'V JNWQKWNJSG MDWVDQD NV WDPNSJ P\ DGDNHJ DSG JNDNSJ XS WMJ 
HDWDDDS WT VWD\ NS WMJ VEDPSV- SNSHJ TDWNSTP'V GJJS WJPTDJG KWTP WMJ MDJJ SHMTTQ RDbXMQ 
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VDNG I HDS MDSJ TXW WMJWJ EMJSJDJW I EDSW- AWN DVPJG PJ WT GJ WMJ JXJVW TK MTSTW DW WMJNW SJ[W 
HJQJGWDWNTS-" 
DDWNS VMTTP MNV MJDG VQTEQ\- "<TX WJDQQ\ QNPJ NW WMJWJ-" 
"I GT-" MDWJTW QJW D VPNQJ WENVW MJW QNSV DSG GWNJMWJS MJW KDHJ- "I GTS'W PSTE EMT'V 
JTNSJ WT WDPJ WMJ WMWTSJ GXW WMJ\'DJ JTW WT GJ GJWWJW WMDS JDbMDWD-" 
"I'P JQDG JDJW\WMNSJ ETWPJG TXW KTW \TX- TMDSPV KTW QJWWNSJ PJ PSTE- TDPJ HDWJ-" 
DDWNS VMNKWJG MNV GDHPSDHP GJWEJJS MNV WMNHP VMTXQGJWV DSG WTTP D KJE VWJSV DED\ KWTP WMJ EDQQ- 
MDWJTW VEXSJ MJW GDHPSDHP DWTXSG WT WMJ KWTSW TK MJW GTG\ DSG XSbNSSJG WMJ VPDQQJVW 
HTPSDWWPJSW- "I MDDJ VTPJWMNSJ KTW \TX-" SMJ MDSGJG DDWNS D VPDQQ DJQDJW STXHM- "<TX 
WDPJ HDWJ WTT-" 
DDWNS EJNJMJG WMJ HTSWJSWV TK WMJ STXHM NS MNV MDSG- "WMDW NV NW> IW KJJQV QNPJ D 
PJGDQQNTS TW D SJSGDSW TW VTPJWMNSJ-" 
"It NV- I ETXQGS'W MTQG NW XS NS WMJ PNGGQJ TK WMJ MDQQED\ NK I EJWJ \TX GXW I GTXGW 
DS\TSJ ETXQG VXVSJHW NW'V WJDQ JTQG- I MTSJ \TX QNPJ NW-" 
MDWJTW EDQPJG DED\ WTEDWG WMJ VWDNWEJQQ- DDWNS'V GTTPNSJ J[HQDPDWNTS DW MNV VMDWJ TK 
WMJ WT\DQ WWJDVXWJ KNQQJG WMJ MDQQED\ DSG VMJ VPNQJG WT MJWVJQK- 
T 
TMJ VWNQQSJVV PDGJ WMJ HMNQQ NS WMJ DNW PTWJ GJDWDGQJ DV MDWJTW MXWWNJG KWTP MJW HDW WT WMJ 
STWHM- SMJ PSTHPJG MDWGJW WMDS VMJ PJDSW WT DSG GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ TSJSJG WMJ GTTW KDVWJW WMDS 
MDWJTW J[SJHWJG- 
"NTW JDJS WMJ EJDWMJWPDS WMTXJMW NW'G JJW WMNV HTQG-" GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ MJQG WMJ VWTWP 
GTTW TSJS KTW MDWJTW- ''I'P JQDG \TX MDDJ WMJ VJSVJ WT EJDW JQTDJV DSG D MDW- I GTS'W PSTE MTE 
VT PDS\ \TXSJ SJTSQJ JT TXW NS WMNV EJDWMJW ENWMTXW WMJP-" 
GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ HTSWNSXJG WT VSJDP GXW MDWJTW EDV STW QNVWJSNSJ- SMJ SDVVJG WMWTXJM 
WMJ GTTWED\ D STWWDQ GJWEJJS WMJ \DWG DSG WMJ QNDNSJ WTTP DSG VWXGNJG MJW JWDSGPTWMJW'V KDHJ- 
MDWJTW SNHWXWJG MJW MDQK D HJSWXW\ GJKTWJ EDQPNSJ WMJ GXVW\ WTDGV TK TJWJS- A GDWPMDNWJG 
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\TXSJ ETPDS SDPJG MDWJDWJW MHKJDS MDG QTTPJG NSWT WMJ J\JV TK TJWJS'V VWDWDNSJ WJVNGJSWV 
DSG SWTPNVJG WMJP MTSJ- MDWJTW GNG STW VJJ D ETPDS ENWM EMNWJ DSG VNQDJW MDNW VHDWWJG DGTDJ 
MJW J\JGWTE- SMJ VDE HTXWDJJ PDJNH DSG JWJWSDQ \TXWM- 
"AWJ \TX KJJQNSJ TPD\ MTSJ\>" GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ WJDHMJG TXW DSG WTXHMJG WMJ GDHP TK 
MJW MDSG WT MDWJTW'V KTWJMJDG- "OW DWJ \TX MXVW GJJS NS WMTXJMW>" 
A VPNQJ VWWJWHMJG DHWTVV MDWJTW'V KDHJ- 'TP DQQ WNJMW-" 
"DNG \TX KNSG D SQDHJ KTW WMJ SDSJW EJNJMW I JDDJ \TX>" 
"I SXW NW TS P\ GJVP-" , ZLVK yTX FTXOG'YJ EJJQ ZLWK XV LQ WKJ 0DJJ TTZJU, MDWJTW 
WMTXJMW WJHDQQNSJ WMJ ED\ WMJ DJWNGNWJ MDG JQTEJG DV WMJ VXSQNJMW SNJWHJG NW- 
GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ PTDJG KXWWMJW NSWT WMJ QNDNSJ WTTP- MDWJTW WJPTDJG MJW MDW JQTDJV 
DSG HTDW VWTWNSJ WMJP NS WMJ HQTVJW- SMJ VWTSSJG G\ WMJ HTKKJJ WDGQJ TS WMJ ED\ WT WMJ PNWHMJS- 
TMJ GTWWTP MDQK TK WMJ SJEVSDSJW'V KWTSW SDJJ WJDG MssHsm Csrator VanishHs: No ClsHs in 
Local Man's DisappHarancH. MDWJTW VWJSSJG TSWT WMJ PNWHMJS WNQJ DSG JJSWQ\ XVMJWJG MJW 
JWDSGPTWMJW DED\ KWTP WMJ HDGNSJWV GJSJDWM WMJ VNSP- 
"I' II JJW WMJ VXSSQNJV TXW GWDSGPD- MDPJ \TXWVJQK HTPKTWWDGQJ-" 
"<TX'WJ VT JTTG WT PJ MDWJTW- TMDSP \TX KTW DQQ \TXW MJQS-" 
MDWJTW VMWXJJJG DSG HWTXHMJG GTES NS KWTSW TK WMJ TSJS HDGNSJW- "IW'V ST PTWJ WMDS \TX 
ETXQG'DJ GTSJ DW P\ DJJ-" SMJ MTSJG VMJ MDG STW VDNG WTT PXHM- 
GWDSGPD MDWVMDQQ QDXJMJG- "EDJS I HDS'W WJQQ \TX WMDW MTSJ\-" 
MDWJTW VPNQJG DSG SXQQJG WMJ WMNSSNSJ WTQQ TK SDSJW WTEJQV TXW TK WMJ VMDGTEV- CQJDSNSJ 
WMJ MTXVJ KJQW QNPJ WJSD\NSJ TJWJS'V TDJWGXJ JWDWNWXGJ- 
VNWD 
CDVVDSGWD =XWDEVPN 
ISGNDSD USNDJWVNW\ STXWM BJSG 
EGXHDWNTS 
MastHr of Arts 
ESJQNVM ISGNDSD USNDJWVNW\ STXWM BJSG STXWM BJSG IN- MD\ 1//6- 
BachHlor of Arts 
LNGJWDQ SWXGNJV PXWGXJ USNDJWVNW\ NTWWM CJSWWDQ WJVWDNQQJ IN- DJHJPGJW 1//3- 

